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making the alkaliflats shimmer. Several inches of

dust covered the wheel-track road leading out through the
sagebrush. There had been no rain to fill the canyon
streams, but the boss, Stu Richins, wanted to keep his cows
feeding in the higher country, so Ben was filling the water
truck to haul water up to the cows.
Actually, Ben was making his mark on the side of the
well's holding tank while a small, portable pump filled the
truck's tanks. Using what was left of a gallon of paint
Richins had given him to paint his camp wagon, the Navajo
carefully lettered "1982-Still Here" beneath the other
dates, 1972 and 1962. He stood back to admire his
handiwork . The calendar was next to his drawing of a
cowboy riding a saddle bronco, and over both was written
"Benjamin James: Coyote Canyon." Just then Ben heard the
water splashing on the wooden deck. He jammed his
paintbrush in the can, set the can on the ground and ran over
to the truck. He climbed awkwardly up onto the deck and
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clicked off the pump with the toe of his boot. When the
water stopped splashing, he pulled the hoses out of the tanks
and began tying them up as Richins' truck pulled to a stop in
front of the well. Ben had been so preoccupied he hadn't
even watched for the trail of dust sign'aling that the boss was
coming with the week's groceries.
" 'Lo, Ben," Richins said, walking over to the water truck,
raising a puff of dust at each step .
" 'Lo," Ben said as he turned from tying the hoses . He
saw Mike and Sally walking behind their father. " 'Lo.
How're you two doin'?" he asked, smiling at them. He was
always happy to see Richins' kids; they reminded him of his
own.
"Fine," Mike said. Sally didn't say anything; she just
stood looking at the lone, crooked tooth in Ben's lower gum.
It took all Richins' kids a while to get used to the sight of
Ben, a nearly toothless Navajo with baggy Levis, faded work
shirts, and unusual hats, like the white hard hat with ''Think
Tank" stenciled oq. it, or the red cap with "Chief Ben" in
yellow letters.
"Y-you come to help your dad today, Sally?"
She nodded, twisting her finger through Mike's belt loop.
''Could sure use some rain,'' Richins observed, looking out
over the sagebrush. "The cows keeping up the canyons
okay?"
''Long as I keep plenty water up for them . 1-1-1 been
making five-six trips a day, but seems like the troughs' re
always dry."
"How's the truck running?"
"J>retty good since it went to the uh, infirmary? B-but it
could use another air cleaner; lotsa dust in this'n ."
Richins took a little notebook and a pen from his shirt
pocket, flipped to a clean page and wrote "Ben" at the top
and "air-cleaner-water truck" underneath. "Anything
else?"
"1-1 got a letter in my camp."
"Okay. We'll follow you over there before you go up the
canyon.''
"Okay, boss." Ben walked over to get the paint can.
"You been here twenty years, huh Ben?" Richins asked,
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seeing the calendar.
"Yep. Since three years before you got married, and six
years before you were born, Mike . ' '
"Wow! That's a long time!"
Ben drove to the camp, stirring up so much dust Richins
had to follow at a distance. He had a sheep camp, one of
the old-fashioned, tin-covered wagons set on four wheels. It
was in a place with a few trees, about ten minutes from the
well. He parked in front of the camp wagon and his dog,
Muhammad Ali, came out from under it. Ben scratched
Muhammad's head and then walked over and stepped up into
the camp wagon. He punched his cassette player on and
finished addressing a letter to his wife, Adela, who lived in
New Mexico. Richins pulled up and Sally hopped out to play
with Muhammad . Soon Mike appeared in the doorway of the
camp, holding a box of groceries .
"Tha's pow-wow music ," Ben informed him. "Pretty
good , huh?" Mike nodded and stood on the metal Meadow
Gold milk box to hand Ben the groceries.
"I get any mail today?"
"Yep. Just a sec." Mike ran to get the worn canvas bag
from the truck . Ben took the bag and removed his Sports
Illustrated, Newsweek , Navajo Times, a letter from his wife ,
and some junk mail addressed to Mrs . Benjamin James cl o
Stuart Richins . While he was busy with the mail, he noticed
Mike was looking at the pictures of his kids taped up next to
his calendar: Sam in his army uniform, Mary graduating
from high school , Peter riding a bull in the high school
rodeo.
"Wish I could ride like that," Mike said.
"Peter's a real good cowhand and rodeoer. You gotta be
strong to do that stuff. ''
Richins came over to the camp after unloading a barrel of
water . "What groceries do you need for next week, Ben?"
Ben turned off the music .
"1-1 got plenty beef, eggs and bread . Mebbe a little
cheese, canned fruit, uh ... mebbe onions."
Richins nodded, writing in his notebook. "Motor oil?"
"No, got plenty of that," he said , pointing to a box next
to the tree.
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"Okay," Richins said, flipping the notebook shut. "Next
Thursday we'll move those cows that are hanging down on
the flat up to Lathan Springs. The feed's still good up
Coyote Canyon?"
"Yep. " ·
"And Parker Canyon?"
Ben nodded. "Well, we'll head back then ." Richins
looked around for Sally and Mike . They were standing on
the deck of the water truck, wiping the dust off the side of
the tank to uncover Ben's latest sign.
"Hey, Dad! Look at this!" Mike called. Ben watched
while Richins read the sign, this one painted with the black
cement usually used for patching water troughs: "Caution :
stops for all reptiles, rodents , mammals, and slow-flying
buzzards.'' They had already seen the notices on his camp
wagon : "Spruce Hotel: No Vacancy ," and "There ain't no
fat Indians on reservations.' '
' 'Pretty good, Ben,' ' Mike said. He handed Sally down to
his father and jumped off the truck himself. As they walked
to the pickup Ben punched the tape player back on . Time
for a little lunch before heading back up the canyon . He'd
need to make a couple more trips and then he could read his
mail.
After a lunch of beef stew , Ben stuffed Adela's letter in his
shirt pocket and climbed down . It wasn't that high, but it
seemed to be getting harder to get down from .
"See ya later, Muhammad ," he said as the dog came out
from under the camp . "Y-you keep a lookout here , okay ?
No, you gotta stay here; too hot to be riding around. "
This load was going up to Coyote Canyon , a pretty place
where the deer came to water at the cattle troughs . Last year
a big six-pointer had been a regular guest , but he was so
tricky he'd never shown up when hunters came around .
Maybe someone would get him this year. Too bad Ben
didn't have a license : he could get that buck easy , but then
he'd rather just see him come in to water with his does than
eat him .
The best thing about the canyon was that it didn 't have
the loose dust of the flat. Ben drove up next to the water
troughs , climbed out to untie the hoses , then opened the
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valves to let the water run out into the troughs. He sat down
on the running board to read his letter.
Sam was still in Twin Falls working on a dairy farm with
one of his army buddies and seemed to be getting pretty
interested in that girl of his; Mary had found a job as a
secretary in Gallup; Peter was practicing for rodeo and
thought he might go to state that fall with bull riding and
calf roping. He had said to tell his father thanks for the new
belt.
Ben stood up to move the hoses. Some cows and calves
were standing, sniffing at the troughs until one got brave
enough to stick her head over and get a drink. Ben smiled.
After twenty years of living out on the flat, he felt much
more at ease with cattle than with people . But someday he'd
be too worn out to be a cowhand . Maybe then he could get
Richins to let him stay out on the flat with a few head of
cattle, a horse, and a dog. Adela could come live with him.
He put the letter back in his pocket and turned off the
water valves . The cows lifted their dripping pink noses from
the troughs and stared at him while he re-coiled the hoses;
the calves jerked back and ran off to a safe distance.
"S 'long, ladies. Be seeing you tomorrow," Ben said as he
climbed back in the truck to get the last load of the day.
Ben was up at 3: 30 on Thursday morning. He ate a quick
breakfast of bread and cheese, put on his straw cowboy hat,
chaps, and leather gloves, and climbed down from the camp.
"Looks like you're ready to go, Muhammad," he said as
the dog jumped up to greet him . "What do you think, we
going to get rain?" he asked, surveying the gray pre-dawn
sky-clear except for a few clouds over on the Rubies.
"Mebbe," Ben said, without much conviction. Muhammad
was dancing around, eager to be off. "Well, y-you ready?
Le's go!"
In just a few minutes he had his horse loaded in the
pickup and began driving out to the fence line where Richins'
Bureau of Land Management allotment started. By the time
he got to the first springs, the cows had come in for water
and were just heading back out to feed . Ben unloaded his
horse and, with Muhammad , gathered the cows and began
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moving them south towards Lathan Springs Canyon . After
about an hour, Richins arrived .
"L-looks like you brought some helpers," Ben observed,
seeing the horse trailer behind the pickup. "Did you bring
Sally?''
"Nope. Everyone but her. Lathan's a little too far for Sal.
Hey, c'mon sleepy heads! Cows won't wait all day ." Carla,
Tim, and Mike slowly climbed out of the cab, jamming on
their hats . They walked around to get their horses from the
trailer and finally all got mounted.
" Ready, boss? "
"Yeah , Ben. I'll go on ahead and take your supplies to
the camp and fix that pump motor at the well . I'll meet you
where you cut off the road up the canyon.''
"Le's go, men-and ladies," Ben said. Carla smiled.
"Y-you sure you can handle that bronco, Tim?" Ben teased,
enjoying the sight of Tim's legs pounding his horse's sides .
"I need some spurs, Ben. Patches doesn 't go! "
''Just tell Muhammad to bark at him every now and then
and you' 11 do okay ." Ben nudged his horse to a trot , as did
the others. Mike rode with his reins in his left hand, the way
Ben did, and tried to ride just as gracefully.
"Yippee! Get 'em up cows! Le 's go!" they yelled as they
came up on the herd. They spread out, Mike and Ben riding
up and down the sides to keep the cows moving along the
road and Carla and Tim pushing up the rear. Muhammad
ran alongside Ben's horse . The sun had been up for a while
now and the day promised to be another hot one . The cows
stirred up the dust in the wheel tracks ; occasionally a couple
of the dark-red bulls would have a half-hearted go at each
other , pawing up even more dust . Dust got in the eyes and
nose; it stuck to skin that was wet with sweat, both on the
horses and the riders.
It was past noon by the time they met Richins at the
mouth of the canyon. He passed around the water jug and
handed out sandwiches , apples , and brownies. Ben took a
couple of sandwiches and brownies, walked around to the
side of the truck to eat , and not wanting the others to watch
him, he broke off each piece and moistened it in his mouth
before swallowing it. He could hear Tim griping to his dad .
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"Is this the end, Dad? Patches is 'bout wore out."
"Patches or you?" Mike gibed.
"We've got to take 'em up to the spring, Tim, or they'll
be right back on the flat again looking for water.''
' 'How much farther?' '
"Oh, not too far."
Carla came around to where Ben was eating. "Here, Ben .
You didn't get an apple.''
"Uh, no . I-I don't like apples ," he said, turning away
from her. She shrugged and walked away. After a few
minutes, Ben went back to join the others.
" L-look, boss. Mebbe we'll get some storm from those
clouds. ' ' Richins looked to where Ben pointed, west to the
Ruby Mountains . Sure enough , there were clouds-dark
ones.
" Haven't seen any of those for a couple of months."
"Nope. Mebbe they'll move on over this way ."
Ben took a couple of long swallows from the water jug.
"Good stuff. Cold well water. Makes sandwiches taste about
as good as chicken and ice cream, huh Tim?" Ben got back
on his horse, called Muhammad, and went to head the cows
up the canyon. Mike downed the last of a brownie, mounted
his horse, and loped after Ben .
Juniper and spruce trees made rougher going, and the
calves, having already walked about ten miles, wanted to
drink. Unless constantly pushed, the cows would stop and let
them suck. It took them four or five hours to work the herd
up through the trees-Richins' "not too far" proved a lot
farther than anybody would have liked . The clouds had
moved in fast, making the whole sky unnaturally gray.
"Nice of you to bring the sun-shade," Ben called to Mike.
"We'll finish pretty quick, then go home and watch the rain
shower.''
But the shower came sooner than expected. The air cooled
quickly, the wind started to blow and suddenly the downpour
hit . It seemed as if the water had been back-logged for so
long that the reservoir gates had burst . Rain soaked
everything-riders, horses, cattle, dog . If they had been hard
to move before, the cattle were impossible now; they bunched
together under the trees, heedless of the riders' yells.
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"Let's go, guys," Richins finally shouted.
"They'll stay up okay now, boss. They're pretty close to
the spring. ''
"Yeah, they're okay."
"Mike, y-you brought your sun-shade but forgot the
umbrella!''
Slowly they made their way down the canyon, the horses
walking with their heads down, trying to keep their footing
on the slippery sidehills while the rain continued. But as
they emerged from the canyon, the rain let up and then
stopped as suddenly as it had begun.
"Now isn't that just like the desert-fickle as a woman. It
gets you when you least expect it." Ben was tired but didn't
want to admit it.
"Ben, why don't you tie your horse to a tree and we'll take
you to get your truck," Richins said. They loaded the other
horses in the trailer and everybody piled in the cab, Tim and
Carla sitting on Ben and Mike.
"Gosh, I'm cold," Tim said, "and tired."
''Y-you mean you got saddle sore?'' Ben asked in mock
surprise.
"You bet," he said, more proud than ashamed. "I was so
sore I had to hop off and walk lots, huh Carla.''
"You did. I only got off once or twice."
"Well, you did good, both of you. You too, Mike.
Peter' d be real, uh, impressed-is that the right word? I
can't tell some of the time with knowing English, Navajo and
Spanish. 1-1 get confused and stutter a bit." He didn't like
to think that maybe his stutter came more from lack of teeth
than anything else. "Well, looks like we're here."
"I left the air-cleaner and groceries at the camp, Ben.
Need anything else?"
"Nope. I'm fixed up good for now. You get my letters?"
Richins nodded.
"Okay. We'll see you later. C'mon Muhammad."
Ben drove slowly back to get his horse and on to the camp.
The sky was black with clouds blocking out the stars. He
hoped the storm wouldn't move on to Utah; they could use
what rain they could get. Besides, he liked the rain because
it brought out the smell of the sage and settled the dust-
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even though it did give you the chills.
After he had rubbed his horse down and fed him and
Muhammad, Ben climbed into the camp wagon. He lit the
kerosene lamp, changed his wet clothes, and got into bed.
He was surprised when he woke up the next morning to
find the sun had been up for an hour or more. He stirred
stiffly, then got up to put away the groceries and fix
breakfast. Richins had left two letters, one from Sam, one
from Adela . Sam wrote that he really liked his girlfriend.
She was from a reservation, too, and had graduated from
high school. She worked as a clerk in the Sears store. Would
Ben approve of her as a daughter-in-law? Adela's letter
confirmed Sam 's decision to get married and suggested they
could plan the wedding at the same time as Ben's vacation at
the end of August.
"Well, tha's something. Sammy going to get married .
She must be a nice girl." Ben began planning for the wedding.
What could he give them? He dido' t have to worry what to
wear-his white pants and boots, the new hat and . . . oh,
he'd have to call his wife and Sam. Tomorrow night he'd go
to Clover Valley to call from the boss's place .
"Sure, you can use the phone, Ben," Mrs. Richins said.
He dialed Sam's place in Twin Falls, talked to Sam a little in
Navajo , then switched to English, finding out about the girl
and giving his enthusiastic approval.
"S-so you'll be getting married in New Mexico, huh?
Huh? In Twin Falls? The Baptist church? Oh, her
friends're Baptists, huh? Th-that'll be real fancy, lotsa fancy
people . . . . Oh, your mother says you want it next month.
Sure. I'll get there. Mebbe go up to it before going to New
Mexico. Okay. Yeah, 'bye, Sam."
He hung up and dialed his wife's number. He talked to
her in Navajo, then hung up and thanked Mrs . Richins .
" So your boy's getting married , Ben?"
"Yep. Adela and me are going to it before I go to New
Mexico for my two weeks ."
" Well , that's great, Ben. Now, can I help you get
something?' '
" No, 1-1 got plenty stuff at the camp. You'll tell the boss
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about my calls, huh?"
"A fancy wedding in Twin Falls, not the reservation," Ben
thought as he drove along the old Tobar road south of Wells .
Her friends're Baptists and she wants the wedding in their
church. But in the city? All those fancy people' d laugh at
an old cowhand. Be better on the reservation with people he
knew.
The storm did move on to Utah without dropping any
more rain, so it took only a couple of hot days for the flat to
dry out again. Ben spent long days hauling water up the
several canyons and moving the cows so they could feed the
higher country. What feed was on the flat would be needed
in the winter, when snow would force the cows out of the
canyons.
Though he would come back tired each night, Ben worked
on his wedding present for Sam, a large tooled-leather picture
of an Indian riding a stallion. By light of the kerosene lamp ,
he first gently worked his own design into a piece of leather
he 'd gotten in New Mexico , then used his tools to make the
thing seem real, bringing out the muscles and the flowing
mane.
The night before he was to go to Sam's wedding, Ben got
out his white pants, shirt, boots and hat, his belt that said
"Ben James : Coyote Canyon," and his spurs. He had gone
over to Clover Valley the week before to call Adela and Sam
about the wedding details. Adela was going by bus to Twin
Falls and Richins was going to take Ben there-he had to get
some feed and equipment parts anyway.
Ben looked at the leather picture he'd finished the night
before. It had turned out good-nice strong horse , good
rider . He'd be proud to give it to Sam.
He got up at 5:00 the next morning, dressed, ate breakfast ,
then got his suitcase and leather jacket and climbed down
from the camp. Muhammed crawled out to greet him .
"What you looking at? Pretty fancy duds, huh? They're
for Sammy 's wedding today. Well, c'mon. You get to go
see Sally for two weeks."
Ben drove to Clover Valley. Sally came running out in her
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nightgown when he drove up, and he left Muhammed with
her. Then he started for Twin Falls with Richins .
"Do you have the address of the church?" Richins asked
as they passed the ranch houses surrounded by trees and the
meadows of green hay stubble. Ben pulled a piece of paper
from his pocket.
"Right here ."
"Well, I'll take you there first, then go get the supplies I
need . Let's see, we better stop at the 4-Way in Wells to cash
a check for you to go home on. That'll be the only place
open this early.''
After the brief stop in Wells, Ben sat quietly, holding his
folded leather jacket. He rested his arm on the suitcase
beside him for most of the two-hour ride. Finally he said,
'' Should be real fancy. Lotsa fancy people. ''
"Real nice, Ben," Richins agreed.
"Yeah, too nice for me. 1-1 don't have real fancy clothes;
I'm just an old cowhand."
"You look fine, Ben. It's okay."
"1-1 don't know, boss . Mebbe I'll just help you and go
see Sam after the wedding .''
"Sam's counting on you being there. You' 11 be fine . "
Richins drove to the church. They were about forty-five
minutes early. "Just bring your suitcase and jadcet in and
we'll ask whether Sam's here yet." Ben didn't move.
"Well, you came all this way; you might as well go in ."
"1-1 can't. All those fancy people . . . 1-let me go help
you and see Sam later. ' '
Just then Sam drove up with his mother . He looked tall
and strong sitting there next to Adela. Ben watched while he
helped Adela from the car, then got out of the pickup.
Richins got out too.
" 'Lo, Adela. Y-you' re looking real pretty," he said,
admiring her brightly colored dress.
"Thanks, Ben. You look pretty good yourself," she said,
straightening his collar.
"How're you, Sam?" he asked, shaking his hand.
"Great, Dad. Thanks for bringing him up, Mr. Richins."
"Glad to do it, Sam. Congratulations."
"Thank you."
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"Let's see. You'll have things to take care of inside , but
maybe you could put Ben's suitcase in your car for now."
Sam nodded and took care of that while Richins talked to
Ben and Adela, who said they were taking the bus that
afternoon.
"Well, it 'll be a real nice wedding . Now call me if you
need something-I'll plan on seeing you in a couple of
weeks .''
"Y- you' re going to be real busy, boss, hauling water for
me. Mebbe I better . .. "
"Goodbye, Ben . We 'll see you later, Adela, Sam ."
Richins drove off. By then the guests were starting to arrive.
"You better go on in, Sam. We'll come in a few
minutes," Ben said . When he had gone, Ben opened the car
door and took the leather picture out of his suitcase. "This's
for Sam .''
" 0 h, Ben . It's beautiful! So strong, " she said, running
her fingers over the beveled leather.
"Yeah. Like Sam. Young, strong, tall-not stooped over
like me. Mebbe I better just wait here while you go in to the
wedding .' '
Adela stood tracing the flowing mane and tail. "You're
strong too , Ben. Who else you know can live out like you
twenty years, get his kids started good. C' mon . Let's go see
Sam get married and we' 11 get you fixed up later."
"I bet you took real good care of Muhammad, huh Sally?"
" Yep ," she said , petting the dog and staring up at Ben .
Finally she asked, "Hey, where did you get your teeth? "
" Oh, I went down to the store there in New Mexico and
they gave me some no one else was using.' '
"Sally, run and ask your mother for Ben 's mail," Richins
said . He was helping Ben get a few groceries from the cellar .
When Sally had gone , he said, "Hey, how about a few
apples , Ben? Maybe some corn from the garden? "
"Sure, boss . These new chompers ought to be able to
handle that. ' '
" So the wedding was okay after all, huh?"
"Yeah . It was real good to see Sam and meet his new
wife. I always wanted to go , but , you know . . . my teeth ."
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"Well, those new ones should work fine, Ben ."
Sally came running back with the mail.
"Le's go, Muhammad," Ben said, "we gotta get to work."
"Don't overdo it, Ben . New cowboys are harder to come
by than new teeth."

AGAINST THE DYING
OF THE LIGHT
... Yet a little while is the light with you.
JOH N 12 3~
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''What idiot ever thought of carpeting the basketball
court?''
"Probably some sweet old lady in the Relief Society,"
came the reply . Then in a high old croak, "The cultural hall
will look so much more cultural that way.''
Cefyn looked up from the letter he was writing and smiled;
if two weeks' running was any indication, this was a ritual:
Cefyn's district would meet with the zone leaders each P-day
at the church to play basketball and complain about the
carpet. "It seemed like a good idea at the time, dearie," he
called out in an equally high voice.
''It would to someone who asks, 'Why is this basketball
white?' "
This voice Cefyn would have recognized even if he hadn't
seen the speaker; it belonged to Elder Poelman, a Canadian
from South Africa. That summer, in another city, he'd
managed to get Cefyn to play some basketball and football-but had given up the task as hopeless. "It's for
playing on orange carpet," Cefyn said . "Just as you use
orange soccer balls for playing in the snow.'' Someone threw
the ball halfway down the court, hit the backboard, and the
game continued; Cefyn went back to his letter.
He looked at us, stared very sadly. "Don't you understand that by
separating God and Christ, by preaching works and neglecting grace ,
or by saying 'saved by grace after all we can do,' you are placing your
souls in danger?"

Cefyn paused. The old man's words, without his voice,
didn't quite make sense. How to convey the sense of the old
man's words? The noise of the game was too loud . Cefyn
took his letter out into the hall .
" You are putting light for darkness and darkness for light. God is
not interested in our works. He only wants us to accept His salvation . The works come later, as a necessary part , after you've been
saved . But grace is primary . You are leading people away from the
light of Christ. Please do not risk your souls.' '

"Oh, this is where you've been for the last ten minutes,"
said Cefyn's companion, Elder Roberts, walking to the drinking fountain.
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"Don't tell me you've all been looking for me ."
''No, but Elder Thomas thinks it would be good if you
stayed in the cultural hall with us.''
Elder Thomas was district leader. Cefyn had known him in
another ward , where he hadn't seemed overly concerned
about staying with his companion as long as he was in the
same vicinity . But there had been some trouble in the mission-something about an elder and an older single
lady-and the dder had been transferred to another mission
"right quick . " In last week's zone conference, President
Peters had repeatedly emphasized the rule about staying with
your companion . ''The members know the rules . How can
we expect them to give us referrals if they see us not obeying
the rules?"
"It's noisy in there. I can't think very well, " Cefyn said .
''Perhaps you should come in anyway,'' said Elder Roberts.
"All right. At least until the current scare blows over."
He carried his letter back into the cultural hall (cultural
because of the stage at one end) and began writing again.
His words just floored me . I could feel his love. He looked
like he might start crying . I couldn't say anything, not "I
know you think you've been saved, " or 'Tm sure you 're
sincere and believe that deeply but, ... " because that's the
way people always get around Joseph Smith . ''I'm sure he
thought he had a vision ," etc . I wish I could warn people
with the kind of love he showed me . It reminded me of what
Jesus said to the scribe .

While Cefyn was checking his Bible, the door to the
cultural hall burst open and a man about five-and-a-half feet
tall came running down the court. Someone threw him a
ball and he dribbled a few times and said what he had last
week: "You just have to know how to handle the ball ,
Elders-like playing on the driveway . " He turned around,
aimed at the basket , three-quarters of the way down the
court, and shot . The ball circled the rim and dropped
through.
"Hi, Brother Melanos," Cefyn said. Brother Melanos was
the ward mission leader . He had black hair, and in the ten
years since college had kept his chest well-muscled . Cefyn
looked over toward the door. A woman had come in with
Brother Melanos. She was taller than her husband, and
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thinner-like Cefyn. She had light blond hair and was
wearing mirrored sunglasses. I ought to fntroduce myself, he
thought . .. well, after I finish the letter.
"Thou art not far from the kingdom of God ." I didn't say
it though-it seemed presumptuous. Instead I said "I thank
you for your love ." It was too formal. I wanted to leave
before Elder Roberts tried to refute him (he was a debater in
high school). But all he said was "It is only through God's
grace that our works have any meaning , and one day-through
His grace- I hope to see you in His kingdom . ''

Cefyn looked up ; Sister Melanos was still standing just
inside the door, still wearing her sunglasses. He felt kinship
with her. He did things like that sometimes-like forgetting
to remove the bands he wore to keep his pant legs out of the
bicycle chain . He looked at his letter. Just a few more
sentences and he would go and meet her . . . .

'' Hey , Elder Hunter, help Sister Melanos get the food out
of the car. " It was Elder Thomas. Cefyn looked at his
companion, who said , " It's all right, just out to the car. No
harm in going that far from us ." General laughter. Cefyn
looked hard at Elder Thomas then walked through the middle
of the court , diagonally, to Sister Melanos. They shook
hands . 'Tm Elder Hunter . I don't believe I've met you yet
but then I've only been here .. . "
' 'I'm inactive ," she said, taking off her sunglasses. "I
don't come out very often." Her diction was sharp, her
words almost clipped .
"Oh," Cefyn said. "Uh, oh, " a little laugh. He opened
the door and they stepped out into the hallway. ''I'm
inactive ," he muttered. "I only come out to missionary
firesides .' '
' 'David wants me to cook tacos for your investigators
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tonight. They don't have them out here. He's trying to
reactivate me . ' '
She had the knack of leaving Cefyn speechless.
Through the glass in the outside door he looked at the
afternoon sun on the snow. A safe topic. "This is the kind
of day my sister Janet loves. Let one ray of sunlight hit the
snow, and she piles her friends in the car and heads for the
slopes ,' ' he said, opening the door.
"I don 't like the sun," Sister Melanos said, putting on her
sunglasses. ''It destroys my vision .''
If Cefyn said ''I'm sorry," she would say "No you ' re not ."
So he said nothing all the way to her car. When they got
there, she unlocked it and got out a large grocery sack for
Cefyn and a smaller one for herself. "How, long . . . "
Cefyn said.
"I found out when I took my son for an eye test , and took
one myself, just for a lark . The doctor did a bunch of tests
and found that the ultraviolet rays of the sun are destroying
my eyes.''
' 'I'm sorry, " Cefyn said .
"Yes . Well, if I had known about it years ago, it would
have done me some good to wear these glasses." They had
come to the door of the church . Sister Melanos held it for
Cefyn . When they got to the kitchen, he helped her with
her coat. She was wearing a long , dark-brown skirt and a
light cotton blouse . He could see she wasn't wearing
garments . (He noticed things like that the way bachelors at a
party notice wedding bands . His watching for garments
bothered him; it was like looking for signs of orthodoxy .)
"Is there anything I can do to help you?" Cefyn asked .
"Basketball is a curious game ," she said, taking a brick of
cheese out of the grocery sack. ' 'The Aztecs had a version of
it . It was worth the players' lives . Funny how little things
like basketball assume such importance . Well, I suppose you
should get back to your companion.''
"It's probably not that important . It's just that you hear
so many stories about an elder leaving his companion for a
few minutes, and bang! some girl's got his pants down ."
Cefyn's face reddened as he realized what he 'd said .
(Besides, that was supposed to be the kind of remark that
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brought on those situations.) ''I'm sorry, that was rather
indelicate. ' '
Sister Melanos started laughing. ' 'O yes, bound to your
companion like Odysseus to the mast.''
"That wouldn't work in this case. Elder Roberts just went
to the doctor and had the wax taken out of his ears. ''

The fireside went well. After dinner (Cefyn hadn't tasted
tacos in a year) , the elders showed The First Vision, and
Brother Melanos talked of his conversion. Cefyn enjoyed itbut twice he felt there was something wrong with the day,
twice he remembered what, and twice he put it out of his
mind . It wasn't his remark about elders being caught with
their pants down; it was Sister Melanos' laugh after his
remark about Elder Roberts' ear wax. She looked and laughed
as though it were she who was relieved at being forgiven a
foolish statement.
All but two of the investigators came to stake conference
the following Sunday. Sister Melanos was there, too, but
Cefyn didn't get to say hello . The Syracuse First Ward had
opened the accordian walls between the chapel and the
cultural hall, and filled the latter with folding chairs. Cefyn
was in the chapel with his investigators, and Sister Melanos
was at the other end of the cultural hall when he noticed her.
He saw her on Thursday, though, when she came to pick
up Brother Melanos (who owned a light appliance business
in downtown Syracuse . Often on Thursdays he would don
his jogging suit and run through rain, snow or whatever to
join the elders' game.) Cefyn was writing a letter when
Sister Melanos came into the gym with two children. He
looked at her, her children, then at the clock. Four o'clock.
It didn't seem like they'd been playing three hours. "Good
afternoon,' ' he said.
"Perhaps," Sister Melanos said, sitting down in a chair
near him. "Jacob, Alma, this is Elder Hunter. He comes
from Provo, where I met your father." Cefyn put his letter
on the floor and shook hands with the children. Alma
climbed into his lap, stared at him with jet black eyes, and
said, "Someday, I want to be a missionary just like you."
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Her mother started laughing .
"She's been doing that for about a year, to every new elder
she meets .' '
"Well, Alma, do you want to ride the Missionary
Express? " Cefyn asked, hoisting her onto his neck . He
trotted around the gym to calls of ''arm's length, Elder
Hunter." When he had set Alma down, Jacob said, "My
turn ."
Cefyn looked at him. "You're pretty big. You must be
nine already."
''Uh-uh. I won't even be eight for two weeks. I was born
on Thanksgiving and I'm going to be baptized the first
Saturday in December, so I get to ride the Missionary Express
too ."
After Jacob's ride, both children begged for another,
but their mother sent them off with a "you'll tire poor
Elder Hunter out."
"You have charming children," Cefyn said.
"Thank you . When Alma was born, we wanted a good
traditional Mormon name-so we chose 'Alma.' Everyone in
Utah thinks it's strange to give it to a girl, and everyone out
here would think it a strange name for a boy . So I guess we
bucked tradition by being traditional. We were always
non-traditionally traditional. I met David at BYU, in a
Freshman English class . He went on a mission to France; I
stayed home, dated, and wrote letters-and when he got back
there I was waiting for him. We got married two years later,
during which time his companions were having children and
ribbing him about not being married yet.
"We graduated in 1970-1 with a master's degree, he with
a bachelor's-and came east to enjoy the higher earning
power of a college diploma. At least David did; I was
pregnant, and decided to be a good traditional Mormon
housewife. . . . "
"With a master's degree," Cefyn added.
"Yes, well I soon found out that Pope and Dryden aren't
much consolation when you' re trying to change a screaming
baby's diaper. I was going to try for my Ph.D . after the
children got into school-but I've got to rest at least until
next fall." (Cefyn wondered how often she'd said all this to
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herself.) ''I'd have to have a fellowship, but I don't know if
I could read my students' papers-it's hard enough for me to
read a book. And," she looked at Cefyn, "anything I could
do is only temporary .
Always at my back I hear
Time 's winged chariot hovering near."

"Hovering? " Cefyn said.
"Like a hawk . You're one of the few members of the
Church around here with enough taste that I can quote
poetry to you-I mean real poetry, not the stuff you hear in
church.''
It felt like an insult-like someone deciding that all
missionaries are idiots because the elders in your district
listen only to Saturday 's Wam·or, My Turn on Earth, and The
Tabernacle Choir's Greatest Hits .
Sister Melanos was looking toward the game, not watching
as her husband made a basket before going out of bounds,
just looking. She didn't turn to Cefyn when she said, "Ten
years ago I knelt across the altar from David in the Manti
Temple , my eyes filled with wonder at the murals I had seen,
the ceremony we had participated in, the love we shared ."
She brushed a hand across her cheek. '' And it means
nothing now . Those words are like ashes in my mouth."
Then she shook her head and smiled at Cefyn, her eyelashes
sticking together in places , and said, "No, I guess it's not
that bad . I guess I should see what the children are doing."

Cefyn watched her go out the door, trying to figure her
out. Then he thought, write a 500-word essay on the
meaning of this passage . He started laughing ; even when she
wasn't there, she brought him up short.
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A few minutes later she came back in. "Do you know
what I miss most though, being married? Guess what I
studied in college?"
"Classics, earwax and knot-tying," Cefyn said .
She laughed. "I studied the 18th century . All around me
the 20th was going to hell. I wept for it, and tucked myself
into the 18th. Amazing how little protest there was at BYU.
I don't think anyone even thought of occupying President
Wilkinson's office . That came later, near the end of 1971.
David became aware that many of his fellow chemists were
devoting their time to making substances whose sole purpose
was to kill . . . human beings . Not the chemists at Kodak,
necessarily, but all over the country. It was odd , because
he'd always been aware of the war, and said it was God's
blessing he never had to go to Vietnam . I never liked that
idea, but I was glad he didn't have to go."
' 'I'm amazed," Cefyn said.
"Oh? "
' 'For some reason I think of chemistry and basketball as
mutually exclusive ."
She laughed . "David is a very brilliant man; he believes,
with the Greeks, that a mind is no good inside a flabby
body. Anyway , he heard he could get into business down in
Syracuse, so he left Kodak, and he's been busy in the Church
ever since. " She paused while watching her husband block a
pass . "I didn't want to get on this subject."
"You were talking about President Wilkinson's 18thcentury campus. ' '
"That's right . We used to get together , a bunch of us
from our class , and go over to the snack bar in the Wilkinson
Center and get a soda and talk about what we were reading .
Once , while I was dating David, I went there with a fellow
from
class, and we were talking about 'To His Coy
Mistress, and I said how I thought the man in the poem was
a pig for trying to frighten his fiancee into his bed . A very
witty pig , with his 200 years for each- " she looked at Cefyn,
"part- but a pig." She waved a hand in front of her face
and laughed hollowly . "I miss that , being able to call up a
male friend and say 'let 's go get a Coke and talk about
that film on television last night, or what you're reading, or
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writing, or .
" 'Rithmeticking?" Cefyn said.
She smiled at him ; then she shook her head and left the
room .
About ten minutes later Cefyn went out the door and
down the hall to the bathroom. When he came out, he
stopped at the drinking fountain. As he straightened up and
started back to the gym, he glanced down the hall. Sister
Melanos stood by the glass door that opened onto the hill
sloping down from the church . She was simply staring out at
the falling snow . Cefyn walked back to the gym, but paused
at the door. Sister Melanos shivered, a long shiver, and
though the light was dim, Cefyn could see her holding
herself and rubbing her arms briskly. He walked down the
hall to her . "Would you like my coat?"
''No, thank you. I was just thinking about stake
conference and Bishop Taylor from Utica: 'This chapel is
truly a city set on a hill .' Example, example, that's all we
hear anymore. The Church of the Latter-day Public Relations
Men ."
Cefyn felt a slight shock. He had said the same thing
many times, but coming from her, the words had claws .
Sister Melanos looked at him. "Take a good look over
there. Take a good look ."
On the hill opposite was a very large Jewish cemetery .
Near the road running between the two hills was a tall, old
tree with many graves cluttered around it. Every time he
came to church he had been intrigued by that and wondered
if there were any modern Sadducees, asleep in the roots of
the Tree of Life.
; 'That is the city set on a hill," said Sister Melanos,
''whose light is darkness, and cannot be hid from the world.''
And Cefyn understood . "You saw the doctor today,
didn't you?"
"In a couple of years I may not even be able to drive . In
my dreams I see myself on that rocking-horse D . H. Lawrence
wrote about, staring out the window, not even rocking.
Nothing," she said. "Nothing."
"It seems so .. . extreme," Cefyn said . "Your eyesthere are ways of getting around that, of adjusting. It's not
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the last ... "
"Perhaps you wouldn't be so glib if you were losing your
sight."
Silence.
Finally, "I've never lost any of my senses, but I know
loneliness. Kids used to hit me, tease me, swear at me in the
halls and in my yearbook. Andrew Marvell and his 400 years
for two breasts was great companionship at times .'' (There
was a half laugh in Cefyn's voice .) "Wilfred Owen, and
'The Jabberwock with eyes of flame.' You know, I've never
read Alice in Wonderland, but all the elders ask me to recite
'Jabberwocky.' I am the mission joke." Silence.
"But the thought of a maimed body," Sister Melanos said,
"not whole, so depresses me . Don't you ever get bitter, or
ask, 'Why so much pain?' "
"I, don't know. I suppose it has something to do with
Christ. With having hope in Christ .... "
"I don't!"
Cefyn looked at the snow, chastised himself.
The door of the chapel opened. Jacob and Alma came out.
Jacob turned on the lobby lights and looked down the hall.
"There you are, Elder Hunter . Can we have another ride?"
Cefyn placed Jacob on his back and Alma on his shoulders,
putting his arms under Jacob's legs. He held Alma's feet
with his hands, then headed for the cultural hall. As he
entered he said, "Missionary Express comin' through . Five
o'clock. Time for all good elders to go back to work."
It was Thursday again. Basketball again. Cefyn hadn't
been able to finish his letter last week, so he put the date
November 17 under what he had written and continued.
They just showed up at church one day and asked to
be taught. Then this Jim Jones thing broke out in Guyana,
and everyone was talking about cults , and someone told
Brother Waverly that Mormons were a cult, and he 's anxious ,
and his wife doesn't want to attend without him. Ah, the
mysterious workings of " our father below."

Cefyn put down his letter. "I'll be in the chapel," he
announced loudly .
"Ten-four, good buddy," said Elder Roberts.
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It was a beautiful chapel. Cefyn remembered being in the
Old North Church in Boston years ago; the tour guide had
said something about its being designed like an upside down
ship. The arches in this chapel reminded Cefyn of that.
It was funny , Cefyn thought, but Mormons didn't pray in
their chapels-except in meetings . You'd never walk into an
LDS chapel and see people kneeling at the benches praying.
He knelt at a bench on the front row, resting his elbows on
the seat. He prayed for his investigators, each by name, and
felt he should pray for Sister Melanos . He felt presumptuous,
as he had in high school when he prayed frequently for some
friends and relatives weak in the faith and straying. Who
was he to judge that others needed praying for? "Bless
Sister Melanos that she will find the light she has lost .' ' He
paused . What else to say? He should ask to help her, but
she was under the stewardship of another-her bishop, her
husband . Yours , by virtue of friendship, came the words .

He finished his prayer. Four o'clock again . He went out
into the lobby. She was there .
" David doesn't know I'm here . I came to talk to you."
Cefyn drew in his breath . "Oh?"
"It's all right . I'll stay at arm's length. 1-1 just have to
talk to you. ' '
" Ordinarily," Cefyn said slowly , " we aren't supposed to
counsel members .' '
"I know , it's policy. That's what I meant when I said I
can ' t ask a friend out to talk over lunch. I just want to talk
to you as a friend. And legitimately, I can't, here."
There were sofas on either side of the lobby. Cefyn sat
down on one; Sister Melanos took the opposite end .
She stood up , went to the other sofa, where she had laid
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her purse.
"I may leave, for a long time. Go to Utah. Can you
imagine going to 'Utah' ? Calcutta, maybe."
''Have you thought of asking your husband for a
blessing?' '
"He offered. And I said, 'You don't just lay your hands
on people's heads and the sun undoes its damage.' "
"And if it did," Cefyn said, "it wouldn't be from God
anyway, right?"
"Dammit. I know you're a missionary, sworn defender of
the faith and all that. But I just want a friend.''
''I'm sorry," Cefyn said.
They sat for some minutes looking out the lobby windows,
watching the fading light-silent.
Finally Sister Melanos spoke.
Time and bell have buried the day,
The black cloud carries the sun away .

"It's a nice image," Cefyn said. "Who wrote it?"
"T.S. Eliot. It's from 'Burnt Norton.' "
"I memorized something from that:
The wounded surgeon plies the steel
That questions the distempered part;
Beneath the bleeding hands we feel
The sharp compassion of the Healer's art
Resolving the enigma of the fever chart .''

"That's 'East Coker,' " Sister Melanos said, maybe in
rebuke .
Uneasy silence . To fill it, Cefyn continued:
"Our only health is the disease

If we obey the dying nurse
Whose constant care is not to please
But to remind of our and Adam's curse,
And that, to be restored , our sickness must grow worse.''

" 'The dying nurse,' that's the Church. It goes down to
the grave with us. It leads us to death ." Another rebuke.
"Why Eliot?" Cefyn asked. "You, you seem to have
given up on Christ, I mean, you said you had no hope in
him. So why Eliot?"
'' 'O dark dark dark. They all go into the dark.' He
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understood that, that we go into the dark. He understood
that our only defense-our only defense-against the shadow
is the written word . He understood the vacancies of the
human spirit-not Christ.''
Eliot didn't understand Christ, or Christ didn't understand
Eliot's vacancies-which had she said? She was wrong either
way. No, let her speak. "I love that image of the wounded
surgeon," Cefyn said. "It's such a perfect comparison; I
don't know why I didn't think of it a hundred years ago."
"That's the point, he's technically dazzling. He shocks us
into belief with his metaphysical imagery. Who could resist
the idea of the Holy Ghost as a dive-bomber?"
''I've not read that part.''
Sister Melanos walked over to the picture windows.
"Pound," she said. "Have you read 'The Ballad of the
Goodly Fere?' Pound understood Christ and stated it plainly:
'I ha' seen him eat o' the honey-comb
Sin' they nailed him to the tree.' ''

It was completely dark now. Sister Melanos stood looking
out at the snow. Cefyn stood up. He almost turned on the
light, but he wanted to hear if she would say more.
"Pound was an anti-semitic fascist, and an atheist at that,"
Sister Melanos said. "But he understood Christ. It's called
'grace,' something the Church knows little enough of.
Work, work, work.''
Cefyn could hear her warming up like the boiler on the dry
farm, building speed and steam and pressure-then she
stopped. Her words hung disembodied in the air, and
faded to silence. Silence and the dark .... Cefyn didn't
want them to enfold him-them. He turned on the light.
Sister Melanos blinked several times rapidly. ''I'm sorry, I
guess I should have told you I was going to turn it on .' '
"Mission rules, I suppose," she said . "The Church has
too many rules. Too many rules. Don't! Don't! Don't!
'To remind us of our curse,' to condemn us. To lead us to
the grave. That's all you hear in general conference or stake
conference or .. . thou shalt not! 'If you would just spend
time with your kids, or obey the prophet (not the Lord, the
prophet), or just pay your tithing, the world wouldn't be in
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such a mess . I'll bet Lehi paid his tithing, and his sons
botched it. Damnation. That 's all you hear-damnation! "
She paused, then stopped .
Cefyn didn't know what to say. Then-"My feeling from
general conference is that God, and the Church, want to
forgive us . Don't condemn us . I've always felt they were
urging us to repent, to partake of God's grace . We can
always repent .''
''Not always. You cannot be forgiven of adultery . Cannot.''
''Even that . I've always got the feeling from general
conference that you can be forgiven for anything. Even
murder to some degree, anything but denying the Holy
Ghost ."
"Not adultery."
Where did people get such ideas? Cefyn had heard that
before, and such denial of Christ's mercy made him angry .
Anyway , why did she want to start a theological debate
. . . oh . "Even that ," he said . " Anything but the
unpardonable sin , and most of us aren 't capable of that ."
She looked straight into his eyes. He wanted to avert them
but looked back. Her face was somewhere between rage and
mourning. Finally she dropped her eyes and her shoulders .
"Now you know everything."
Cefyn didn't know what to say. You can trust me; I won 't
tell-no . "I, I, don't know anything."
She turned toward the gym . He'd said the wrong thing
again . "Even of that," he said.
She turned to him, smiled , then walked to the gym .

The next Thursday was Thanksgiving. President Peters
asked his missionaries to take P-day on Wednesday, and
spend much of Thursday proselyting. "What better time to
teach families? Many elders and sisters who proselyted last
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Thanksgiving can testify to its fruitfulness.'' Wednesday
was also transfer day. Cefyn got his notice in the Monday
mail. Saugerties. Elder Poelman had been there. Cefyn
called him . He thought of his friend's T-shirt from there,
''WhereinthehellisSaugerties?''
"It's where they use orange footballs for playing in the
snow.''
On the bus, Cefyn looked out the window a lot . New York
was an impressionist painting in the sunset. When they
stopped in Utica, Cefyn opened his journal, turned on his
overhead light , and began to write:
I'm su re what I said to her was inspired; otherwise I would
have started to argue . I don't like to hear about how foolish
or vengeful the church is (except from myself-then it 's like
complaining about someone you love) . I would have said
something stupid. A thousand times I've been on the verge of
saying somethi ng stupid, and been glad later that I didn't.

A girl who looked about twenty-five sat down next to
Cefyn. The bus started to pull out of the station. "Elders
and Sisters, " President Peters had said, "when you're
transferring from one area to another talk with your fellow
passengers ." He looked at the girl, then at his journal. The
bus was on smooth road now. He began writing again.
I'm sure what I said about being forgiven was inspired too, but it's
not one of those stori es you can tell at zone conference. . . .

- "For with some I am not well pleased," President Peters
was saying, "because they will not open their mouths . . . . "
He looked at the girl again. Another line or two and he
would introduce himself.

"Against the Dying of the Light," a first place entry in the 1983 Vera Hinkley
Mayhew Competiti on, comes from a cycle of stories about Cefy n H ynrer-pronoun ced
"Kevin" from the Welsh.
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VIRTUOUS VISIONS
th e Pr e-Rapha e lit e Mo ve m e nt
as a Vic torian Phenom e non

JOSEPH K. N ICHOLES

The Pre-Raphaelite phenomenon is central to the Victorian
era . Its beginnings coincide with the midpoint of a century
that was, in a sense , just getting underway . After twenty
years of domestic strife and industrial growing pains, a golden
age was about to begin. By 1850, Britain had rejected both a
religious and a political revolution . Its railways and its
factories , its armies and its government , its churches and its
moral certitudes were firml y in place . Revolution was ringing
in continental ears , but British air resounded with the word
reform. Agricultural, industrial, religious, political reform?
Why not a reform of art?
A generation of young artists was ambitiously seeking
recognition and a new voice , and with the publication of
In Memoriam in 1850 it found both. Tennyson's was a
generation weaned on Byron, Scott, and Wordsworth and fed
a solid diet of Carlyle, Mill, Darwin and Lyell. Like an
adolescent unwilling to put away childish things, the young
Victorian was a frustrated romantic in a bewildering world of
discovery and doubt , of progress and corruption . William
Wordsworth was dead. Tennyson and the Victorian period
had come of age; Browning, Arnold and Rossetti, among
others , were about to .
In 1847 a fledgling nineteen-year-old poet and painter
named Gabriel Charles Dante Rossetti borrowed ten shillings
from his brother and purchased a notebook filled with the
Porinits of the 2r11!)tS, Self Portra11 by Ro:.st"t11.J. £. A l,J/au by W. H . H unt, and Ford Aladox B r(Jfnl by R osser ti. 2rc cou rtesy
ol the N:i.tiona l Portr.ilt Galkl)·, London. W1/11am llolma11 l/u111 br Rosscm, comes from t he Birm ingh.am City Museum and An
G.il\cry
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scribblings and sketches of another painter-poet, William
Blake. 1 Blake's widow had given the notebook to a young
artist and British Museum attendant named William Palmer,
the brother of Samuel Palmer, a close friend of Blake's and
(with Blake) one of a half dozen seminal British romantic
painters. Rossetti eventually had the manuscript rebound and
valued it all his life. Though he never fulfilled a desire to
edit and publish the notebook, Rossetti's interest in Blake
never waned. 2 In 1862 he helped Alexander Gilchrist's
widow finish Gilchrist's Lzfe of Blake, and in 1880, two years
before his death, Rossetti wrote a sonnet in Blake's tribute.
In addition to containing numerous hasty sketches, early
versions of several of Blake's best poems, assorted epigrams
and prose fragments, the notebook features a rough but
consistently intelligible diatribe on the "wretched state" 3 of
English art-a state Rossetti found little altered by 1847. In
one place Blake says, ''I hope my Countrymen will Excuse me
if I tell them a Wholesom truth[.] Most Englishmen when
they look at a Picture immediately set about searching for
Points of Light & clap the Picture into a dark corner. This
is," he says, "like looking for Epigrams in Homer. " 4 He
continues elsewhere,
When you view a Collection of Pictures painted since Venetian Art
was the Fashion or Go into a Modern Exhibition[,] with a Very few
Exceptions Every Picture has the same Effect. a Piece of Machinery
or Points of Light to be put into a dark hole. 5

To Blake, "A Machine is not a Man nor a Work of Art[:] it
is Destructive of Humanity & of Art . ' ' 6 A ''Piece of
Machinery" is, therefore, a slavish and dehumanizing imitation ,
a work of anti-imagination undertaken by fools. The ''Points
of Light" refer to the dogmas of Sir Joshua Reynolds, the
dean of eighteenth-century academicians, who advocated a
•A fine facsimile edition of Blake's notebook was made avai lable by David Erdman in 1973 .
See David V. Erdman, The Notebook of William Blake (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973)
(Rossetti connection. pp . 1- 2), and Oswald Doughty , A Victonan Romantic: Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, 2d ed. (London: Oxford University Press , 1960), p . 55.
2 Roberr M. Cooper , lost on Both Sides (Athens, Ohio : Ohio University Press, 1970) ,
pp . 17- 18.
>Erdman , p. N20 .
•Erdman , p. NIB .
>Erdman , p. NI9.
6Erdman, p. N46 .
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"grand style" imitation of the old masters involving murky
tones and contrived highlights. Blake inveighs against Rubens,
Correggio, Titian and Rembrandt in this regard, though it is
clear his vituperation is directed more at the imitation of
these artists than at the artists themselves. 7 Regarding
"English Connoisseurs & Reynolds their Doll," Blake can not
speak with coo great Contempt of such Contemptible fellows. If all
the Princes in Europe like Louis XIV & Charles the first were to
Patronize such Blockheads[ , ] I William Blake a Mental Prince should
decollate & Hang their Souls as Guilty of Mental High Treason. 8

The son of an expatriate revolutionary poet, Rossetti had been
saturated all his life by declamatory rhetoric against despotic
powers. Here he found a familiar spirit. To a frustrated
artist suffering the dogmatism of the Academy Schools,
Blake's polemics were intellectual salvation.
Blake thanked heaven he had never been "sent to school/
To be Flogd into following the Style of a Fool. " 9 The
impatient and impetuous Rossetti could not say the same for
himself, and eleven months after he bought the Blake
notebook he left the Academy Schools for good. He began
studying with Ford Madox Brown, an obscure but talented
artist seven years his senior, who had just returned from Italy.
There Brown had come in contact with a group of semifraternal German painters called the ''Nazarenes'' who hoped
to "regenerate art" through a return to principles of early
Italian painting : "clarity of colour and outline , simplicity of
composition and directness of observation and of appeal.'' 10
Painting on a white ground to enhance color as the Nazarenes
advocated and early Italian fresco painters had done, Brown
put these principles to practice in his 1848 work, john

Wycliffe Reading his Translation of the Bible to john of
Gaunt in the Presence of Chaucer and Gower. Though
Brown was never a formal member of the "Brotherhood"
71n defense of these painters, especially Titian . Blake was unaware that many paintings had
been coated with varnish that darkened badly with time , giving an inaccurate impression of the
artists' work . The art world had to rethink their assess ments of many painters when a method
was found co clean the canvases .
•Erdman , p . N I9 .
•Erdman , p . N42 .
10John Nicoll , Rossetti (New York : MacMillan , 1976), p . 23 .
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that would be formed later that year, this work should be
considered the first genuinely "Pre-Raphaelite" painting. It
is notable for its realistic and careful detail, its medieval
setting (with gothic furniture and architecture in the
backround), and its romantic evocation of historic greatness:
Chaucer and Gower , figures of a bygone golden age of
English literature; and Wycliffe, a paragon of individual
courage and religious heroism . 11 This was not stuff of which
Academy paintings were made, and when Rossetti had seen
the work at the ''Free Exhibition'' at Hyde Park Corner, he
could not control his enthusiasm. Here was a painting that
provoked the mind , delighted the eye, and stimulated the
imagination-in bright contrast to the decadent , conventionridden style of the Schools .
Although Rossetti soon tired of the traditional teaching
methods of his new friend , the two came to enjoy a lifelong
affection for one another , and Rossetti often went back to
Brown for aesthetic council and technical advice . Brown ,
in turn, was to produce some of the most outstanding
Pre-Raphaelite paintings .
A painting by a young Academy student next stimulated
Rossetti's fervent imagination . He came upon The Eve of
St. Agnes by William Holman Hunt in May of 1848 . The
subject matter of Hunt's painting had great appeal for Rossetti,
an admirer of the sensuous , visually rich poetry of Keats,
almost a forgotten poet at the time . A common passion for
Keats soon made Hunt and Rossetti friends, and they began
working together in a studio Hunt established upon the sale
of his painting .
Like Brown's painting , the Eve of St. Agnes has a medieval
theme and rich romantic overtones . Although not one of
Hunt's mature works, the painting is worth a close look. It
shows the two escaping lovers of Keats's poem at the moment
of their greatest peril. Trying not to awaken the drunken
men sprawled on the floor , they carefully open the outer door
of the manor, their last obstacle to freedom and fulfillment.
Carefully included detail combines to freeze the dramatic
1 1John N ico ll points out that "a pai nLing of Wycl iHe is not as innocent as it mig ht seem"
because he " had bee n a ve ry open and persuasive revo lu tiona ry." This m ig h t account fo r some

of Rossetti 's enthusias m . See Rossetti, p . 24.

\XI. H . Hunt , The Et-r o/S1. Agnrs. 1848: Guildhall /Ht Galler)', London .

moment in time and timelessness. The scene is "real " enough
"suspend the viewer's disbelief," and in this suspension
the viewer enters the other-world of the imagination . This
transcendence is facilitated by the literary allusion which
conjures in the informed imagination all the mysterious
passion and holy dread of Keats 's poem. This is the magic of
which Pre-Raphaelite painting is made.
Having received an advance commission of ten pounds
from his godfather Charles Lyell 12 for a portrait of Rossetti's
aging father , Rossetti treated Hunt to a holiday on a Thames
steamer where together they read the newly published Life
and Letters of Keats. They were thrilled that Keats had
expressed an admiration for early Italian painting, and soon
afterward, when Hunt discovered the moral aesthetics of John
Ruskin, they believed themselves equipped to do new and
to

T he fat her of the fa mous geolog ist.
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great things together.
Oswald Doughty, Rossetti's most thorough biographer,
describes Hunt's attitude toward painting at this time:
Hunt , in revolt against contemporary taste , despised the English
painters of the time as trite, affected, and conventional, offering only
"pictured wax works" for figures and "inane prettiness for beauty."
His own attitude to art, exacting truth, self-restraint and humility in
painting, an attitude moral rather than aesthetic , found fortuitous
encouragment in the chance discovery of Ruskins's first volume of
Modem Painters. n

Hunt said he thought the book had been written "expressly
for him.'' 14 In it Ruskin condemns the art of Rome where
''among all students, the authority of their predecessors in art
is supreme and without appeal, and the mindless copyist
studies Raffaelle, but not what Raffaelle studied. " 15
To avoid such "mindless copying," Ruskin advocated going
"to nature in all singleness of heart [to] walk with her
laborously and trustingly, having no other thoughts than how
best to penetrate her meaning and remember her instruction;
rejecting nothing, selecting nothing and scorning nothing.'' 16
Though no Pre-Raphaelite painter ever carried out this impossible edict, they enthusiastically accepted the initial need of a
"return to nature . " This enthusiasm sparked the interest of
several other young artists and students, including a prodigy
named John Everett Millais .
Although at nineteen he was already a favorite of the
Academy, Millais' last painting had been poorly received and
he was vulnerable to the intoxicating fervor of Hunt and
Rossetti . The three gathered together one night with a ragged
group of converts, and after looking at some engravings of
early Italian frescos, they formed the "Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood": "Pre-Raphaelite" coming from Hunt and "Brother hood'' from Rossetti-he liked the religious and revolutionary
overtones . Hunt, Rossetti and Millais agreed to each complete
a painting following the desultory but deeply felt principles
laid down in the meeting and exhibit them the following spring
»Doughty , p . 66 .
"Hunt cited in Nicoll, p . 44 .
"Ruskin cited in Doughty, p . 66 .
••Ruskin cited in Nicoll , p . 44 .
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signed with the secret initials "PRB." Blake had written that
''to recover Art has been the business of my life to the
Florentine Original & if possible to go beyond that Original[;]
this I thought the only pursuit worthy of a Man [substituted
for "an Englishman" in original] ." 17 These were very probably
the sentiments expressed by the idealistic young artists
gathered that evening at Millais' flat.
Much has been made of the fact that no clear statement of
its principles was ever produced by the group. William Rossetti,
the secretary of the Brotherhood and editor of the ill-fated
Pre-Raphaelite publication, The Germ, constantly urged
that an aesthetic manifesto be'published, but it never was.
Critics' resulting difficulty in describing and classifying the
movement-no neat box to wrap the merchandise in-has led
to an often diminished opinion of its subsequent achievement . This is exacerbated by the diverging styles of artists
still considered Pre-Raphaelite though the Brotherhood dissolved
and ceased to be an integral, unified group only a few years
after its inception . 18 This difficulty occurs, it seems, because
the observer has a need to find consistency and uniformity
where he should least expect them-in a Victorian phenomenon.
It is most remarkable that a band of quixotic teenagers should
have produced such a demonstrably coherent group of paintings
in so short a time and that this effort would have the impetus
"Erdman, p. N20.
"William E. Fredeman begins his important bib liography of Pre-Raphaelite studies with the
following very helpful statement:
Critics and literary historians of the Victorian period have too often been inclined to
simplify the term Pre-Raphaelite to denote only those aspects of Victorian romanticism
centering on the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. More accurately, the term includes three
stages of a congeries of literary and artisic impulse which have been used loosely and
interchangeably as synonyms: the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, the Pre-Raphaelite
Movement, and Pre-Raphaelitism . Actually, they are not mutually exclusive but sequential
terms descriptjve of a continuous, if not a unified, aesthetic force.
The Pr<-Raphaelite Brotherhood specifically refers to the pleiad who undertook in 1848
to bring about a revolution in English painting and poetry.
. Broader in its implications ,
the Pre-Raphaelite Movement incorporates not only the Brotherhood but all later
aesthetic influences emanating from the doctrines of the Brotherhood and culminating in
what may be called, historically and critically, a school. Pre-Raphaelitism, broader still in
its applications, is essentially a generic usage, including the more common characteristics
of the art and literature of such disparate figures as Rossetti , Hunt, and Millais , Edward
Burne-Jones, Ford Madox Brown, and Christina Rossetti, Arthur Hughes , Simeon
Solomon, and the early Algernon Swinburne-in short, the whole panoply of artists and
writers for whom, roughly between 1848 and 1882, Pre-Raphaelitism was the special kind
of romantic common denominator.
William E. Fredeman , Pre-Raphaelitism: A B,bliocntical Study (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1965), p. I.
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to engender intellecutal development and artistic fertility for

the next forty years.
Rossetti's painting The Girlhood of the Virgin Mary (1849)
illustrates the immediacy of this creative surge. It is his first
finished painting and is signed "PRB , " the result of the
triumvirate pact made by the Brotherhood's primary figures
at its founding. Mostly executed while Rossetti was still nineteen, it is an amazing tour de force for the intellectually
precocious but technically immature painter. The work was
accompanied by two sonnets inscribed on the frame, one setting the scene and mood for the picture , the other explaining
the symbols it contains. The first of these employs a simple
diction to suggest the "profound simplicity" of rhe Virgin's
devotion , "intellect , " and virtue:
This is rh ar blessed Mary, pre-elerr
God 's Virgin . Gone is a gre ar whil e , and sh e
Dwelt youn g in Na zarerh of Galil ee.
Unro God 's will she brough1 devour res perr
Profound simpli cir y of inrell err .
And supreme pati ence. From her mo1her•~ kn ee
Fairhful and hopeful ; wi se in charir y;
Srron g in grave peacl"; in pir y rirrum spen.
So she held rhrou gh her girlhood ; as ir were,
An an ge l-warered lily , rhar near God
Grows and is quier. Till , on e dawn ar hom e
She woke in her whir e bed and had no fear
Ar all - yer wepr rill sunshin e and felr awed:
Because rh e fullness of her rim e was near. 19

The last four lines look forward to Ecce Anez/la Domini! ,
Rossetti's next painting.
Following Hunt's advice to "go to nature , " Rossetti first
painted the background landscape out-of-doors before he
attempted any figures. His sister Christina is the model for
Mary and his mother is St. Anne. He recruited several
children to pose for the angel until he found one that would
hold still. A trip was made to a botanical garden so that the
vines could be painted realistically, and several gargantuan
books were borrowed from father Rossetti's musty library.
"Ci ted in Andrea Rose, The Pre -Raphaelites (Oxfo rd : Ph aed o n Press ,
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These appear stacked in the painting, each inscribed with a
cardinal virtue, the top being "golden Charity." 20 Upon
these ample virtues stands the sacred lily, "which/Is Innocence,
being interpreted." In the "centre" of the painting is a red
cloth anticipating the passion of Christ (which is "central" to
all humanity). Out of it grows the "tripoint" cross which
has one incomplete extension ''to teach / That Christ is not
yet born." The cross is overgrown with grape vines, evocative
of the sacramental wine and also possibly the fertility of
Christ's mission which is to bear much fruit ( the vine in the
painting is laden with bunches of grapes, which St. Joachim,
the Virgin's father, picks in the background). Also on the
trellis sits the dove of the Holy Spirit, surrounded by
Byzantine gold relief. Each of the saints wears a slender gold
halo with an identifying inscription carefully inscribed within .
The halo is, of course, another convention of early Renaissance
art . Seven cyprus trees which Rossetti said represent the
"Seven Sorrowful Mysteries" stand in the distance . It didn't
seem to matter that there are actually only five Sorrowful
Mysteries; 21 Rossetti wanted seven and he took them . There
are also the "seven-thorn'd briar, the palm seven-leaved" at
the feet of the Virgin which "are her great sorrow and her
great reward ." Upon the Gothic railing is a red rose and a
lamp, two more objects having religious associations with the
Virgin and virgins .
Victorian viewers expected to be able to "read" a painting,
and this use of allegory and symbol was far from original. It
is distinctive in this instance that increments of deliberate
detail combine to produce a mystically reverential quality in
the work . The gold halos, anachronistic books, and the
presence of the delicate angel indicate a world of miracle.
At the same time, however, Mary, Anne and Joachim are
wonderfully human . I have dwelt at some length on this
painting because it shows how seriously the PRB took its
fledgling principles for the reform of art, and how soon they
were successful in putting them in practice. Brown and Hunt
report that Rossetti underwent fits of "incomprehensible
profanity" over his attempts to paint the folds of Mary's
20

See second accompanying sonnet , Rose, plate I

"Rose, p. 7.
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dress. 22 Rossetti's difficulty with technique can be seen in the
sculptured quality of the figures and a lack of convincing
depth in the background . But by and large, Rossetti succeeded.
The painting was well received and sold to a prominent
friend of the family for eighty pounds. This work is an
early example of Ruskin's encouragement of the artist to ask
himself, when he finished a painting, "Can my details be
added to? Is there a single space in the picture where I
can crowd another thought?" 23 Rossetti's use of a pseudomedieval setting, with Gothic and Byzantine elements, is
significant in that medieval art ''was fundamentally sacramental. " 24 It was produced expressly for devotion to God . Hunt
wanted desperately to once again "make art a handmaid in
the cause of justice and truth. " 25 And, as Ruskin believed ,
all great art was moral by definition. It was logical then that
a reform of art would seek a return to its original moral
foundation, a foundation enjoyed before the corrupting
influence of Renaissance humanism diverted men's eyes from
heaven to earth . Pre-Raphaelite medievalism can be viewed
as a response to the secular nature of Victorian art and society .
The Pre-Raphaelites longed for the devotion and beauty
achieved by Giotto and Fra Angelico, and devotion and beauty
were synonymous .
Millais' first "PRB" painting is equally as remarkable as
Rossetti's . Lorenzo and Isabella is a shimmering testimony that
Millais had a clear idea of what Hunt and Rossetti were expounding and that he took their opinions seriously. A comparison
with his previous Academy work, Cyman and Iphigenia, is like
dusk to day. The former work is a show-off imitation of Rubens
and William Etty, a popular contemporary painter specializing
(like Rubens) in rotund nudes. In Lorenzo and Isabella, Millais
employed the inspiration of poetry for subject matter, and used
his father, D . G. and William Rossetti, and other close friends
as models . Infected by an enthusiasm for Keats, Millais chose
to depict an episode from a poem by Keats about doomed
love. In the illuminated moment Isabella and Lorenzo have
joined the girl's family at dinner. The lovers seem oblivious
22 Brown cited in Nicoll , p. 44 .
» Ruskin cited in Rose, p . 16.
24 Rose, p . 8.
» Hunt cited in Dought y, p. 67.

J.E. fl..fill:i.is, Lom1zoand lsabtlla, 1849: The W:i.lker An G:i.lkry. Liverpool.

to the hateful thoughts of the girl's brothers who are
well-nigh mad
That he, the servant of their trade designs ,
Should in their sister's love be blithe and glad
When 'twas their plan to coax her by degrees
To some high noble and his olive trees .26

This upstart has presumed to love their sister and thwart
designs they have for a more advantageous marriage. Millais
has caught their mischievously devious expressions perfectly,
and the scene possesses an exquisite tension. The incongruously
rich coloring of the setting renders this tension more palpable.
The thick extended leg of a brother who taunts the slender
dog seeking refuge at Isabella's lap provides the foreboding
16

The Poems ofjohn Keats. Edmund Blunden, ed., (London : Collins, 1972) , p. 236 .
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link between the two sides of the table. The blood orange
being eaten by the lovers, the brother's crude gesture, the
weird grimace he pulls as he cracks a nut, the spilled salt, and
the nearby bird of prey all serve as semi-symbolic premonitions that something definitely is not right, and add to the
dramatic tension. The pot of basil behind the lovers predicts
the grisly fate of Lorenzo and the necrophilic interment of his
severed head by the mourning Isabella .
The unnatural affections and evil intentions of brothers
who care nothing for the happiness of their sister give this
work a pronounced moral underpinning. This moral concern,
as well as exquisite detail, linear style, rich coloring, medieval
subject (note the Gothic balustrade in the background), dramatic
moment , close association with literature, and use of symbol
are all characteristics associated with Pre-Raphaelite painting .
Notable also are the PRB initials carved into the medieval
stool and the richly decorative designs used for the wall
paper, tablecloth, and Isabella's dress, vividly anticipating the
preoccupations of William Morris . In fact, the entire painting
has a curious two-dimensional quality reminiscent of stainedglass or mosaic, looking forward to the decorative surface
textures of Art Nouveau.
The next two paintings by Rossetti and Millais are continuations
of these principles . The title of Rossetti's Ecce Anez/la
Domini! (1850) had to be anglicized after the meaning of
" PRB" was leaked to the critics. A convenient charge of
popery was leveled at the movement in spite of the abdication
of its only Catholic member under the barrage of criticism.
The palladiums of popular British taste bitterly attacked
Rossetti's ethereal rendering of the Annunciation, though
Millais absorbed the brunt of this assault because he displayed
his Christ in the House of his Parents at the Royal Academy
(Rossetti chose the "Free Exhibition" at the last minute).
Their very similar works of a year before had not raised a
hackle, and each of the new paintings was actually considerably better, but word was out that a group of upstarts
had the temerity to question accepted standards of artistic
excellence . Perpetrators of these standards did not miss the
affront and set out to quash the revolt before it could do
more harm. The parents of the ambitious Millais were soon
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cursing the day their son had ever met Rossetti and Hunt.
For a time, he probably did too.
Andrea Rose describes Rossetti's painting of the
Annunciation:
What these critics did not appreciate were the innovations of this
painting. Its shape is tall and n~rrow , suggestive of a slim gothic
panel. Its colouring is predominantly white , picked out in red , gold
and blue, all colours with time-honoured associations with Mary and
the Virgin birth. Its iconography is odd: the Virgin is normally
pictured reading at a prie-dieu, rather than being woken up in bed
wearing a nightdress; the Angel Gabriel has flames at his feet, but
no wings on his back. Rossetti 's instincts were poetic, not narrative,
and instead of meticulously recording the domestic details of the
scene , with all the ritualistic gestures hallowed by the conventions of
picture-making down the ages , he attempts to suggest, rather than
illustrate , the miraculous atmosphere of the Annunciation. 27 ·

It is in this gift of suggestion that we eventually see Rossetti's
style diverge from the "hard-edge" manner of Hunt and
Millais . He uses the Byzantine halos here to their full allusive
effect. The Virgin is lost in a trance of meditation and
wonder as this flesh-and-bone angel profers the ubiquitous lily,
Pre-Raphaelite symbol of virtuous womanhood. The lily is
also seen on the finished embroidery (we have seen Mary
w:.irking on this in the "girlhood" painting) which hangs
nearby, a rich white on a passionate red. The pure vessel is
ready for the sacred calling. Mary's hair is also red, and
Rossetti derived the lovely color of the flame at Gabriel's feet
by patient burning of chemicals to get just the right shade of
gold . Like the angel, the painting levitates on a delicate
cushion of mysterious virtue.
Millais' painting of 1850, Christ in the House of his
Parents, was "revolting" and "disgusting," said the Times:
"(An] attempt to associate the holy family with the meanest
details of a carpenter's shop, with no conceivable omission of
misery, dirt, of even disease, all finished with the same
loathsome minuteness.'' 28 This criticism seems odd in a day
which so highly regarded the goddess Verisimilitude, but
Millais had gone too far. Dickens thought Mary looked as

27
28

Rose, plate 5.
Cited in Rose at plate 6.

Rossct ri, T bt A nnuniration : The Ta1c Gallery, London .
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J- E. Mil!ais, 0,ri!I in tht 1-/oustof Hi; Pamirs : The Tate G.1.llery, London .

though she came from the "vilest cabaret in France. " 29 As
Ruskin was to point out, it was a wondrous thing that an
inconsequential group of supposedly puerile artists had
provoked such universal and vehement condemnation . When
the high priest of Victorian art came to their defense , the
Pre-Raphaelites were already well known for better or worse,
but Ruskin's approval led to their respectability. He defended
few artists more faithfully than he did J. E. Millais .
Millais went to great lengths to ensure that his Pre-Raphaelite
paintings were accurate, and he certainly would not have
denied the charge of associating the upbringing of Jesus with
a real-world carpenter's shop. Millais found a genuine
carpenter to get an accurate musculature for Joseph, though
he used his father as a model for the head. He bought two
sheep's heads to accurately render the animals in the background .
Tn a dramatically unified composition, all the figures in the
"Rose, plate 6.
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painting focus on the central person of the boy Jesus who has
just cut his hand on a nail. The injury of the royal child,
though only a small cut , creates an anxious moment , and
all activity in the busy workshop has immediately halted .
Another young boy carries a small dish of water chat will be
used co rinse the wound. Wearing the skin of a wild beast ,
he represe nts John , the cousin of Jesus and future baptise.
Joseph reaches out co calmly examine the wound in the middle
of the -child 's palm . A grandparent, probably Sc . Anne,
reaches toward the injurious nail . A small smear of sacred
blood can be seen on the cable next co it . Mary kneels
among the wood shavings co examine the hurt and is about
co receive a reassuring kiss from Jesus . A si ngle drop of blood
has fallen from her son's upheld hand and has landed on the
top-middle of his left foot. The Holy Ghost observes all in
the form of a dove, signalling a revelatory moment . Even the
sheep seem co sense some divine import- they have stopped
eating and gaze in uniso n from their pen co the open door.
In one profound moment all who observe realize that Jesus is
the Son of Man as well as the Son of God: he can be cue and
he can bleed , and it is because he can and will bleed chat he
will be the Saviour. One blood-red bloom in the courtyard
seems co celebrate this hope.
Millais' painting is a masterpiece of symbol and dramatic
virtuosity, a lucid illustration of Ruskin 's admonition to pack
a canvas with ideas. His Ophelia, which he painted from
1851-52, also exemplifies his ability to capture a resonant
moment . Ophelia is pictured in the moment when her
garments hold her afloat temporarily before becoming waterlogged and dragging her down co death. Because of the
literary allusion, the picture resounds with connotation . Most
notable perhaps are the sensual overtones of Ophelia's ravings
and the question of whether or not her death is suicide. One
wonders, co use Keats 's phrase, if she is not "half in love
with easeful death ." Is Ophelia aware, even in her melancholic
reverie , that she is about co die? Probably, but she does not
struggle, and the cruel paradox of the painting is that it
renders her death visually, at least, beautiful. The painting
became uncannily prophetic when the model for Ophelia,
Elizabeth Siddal, died some years later under similarly unclear
circumstances while married to Rossetti. (Was chis life

J- E. Mi llais,

Ophtlia. !SU : The Tate Gallery. London.

imitating art?) As if to portend this tragedy, she caught cold
from posing for the painting in Millais' bathtub and nearly
died. Ophelia is romantic- realism parexcellence ; botany
classes still come to the Tate Gallery to identify the different
varieties of flowers from Ophelia's ''fantastic garlands.''
Meanwhile, Hunt made Millais' attempts to work from nature
seem like exercises in convenience (as Millais ' later work
actually would be) . Hunt seemed to be happiest when he
was holding an umbrella over an easel or a gun on his lap to
guard against Palestinian bandits . Never was there a more
ardent student at the university of nature. The most doctrinaire of its founders, and longest votary of its original
precepts , Hunt was the moral conscience of the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood. The name of the movement, he said, " was to
keep in our minds our determination to do battle against the
frivolous art of the day." Frivolous art was art without truth ,
and since "nothing can be beautiful which is not true," 30 he
vent to nature to seek the beautiful.
••Ruskin cited in Nicoll , p. 43.
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There is no doubt that he found it. Two fine examples of
Hunt's rendering of nature are The Hireling Shepherd
(1851) and Our English Coasts (1852). It has been said that
Hunt looked at nature through a magnifying glass . Even in
the best of reproductions , it is difficult to appreciate the
extraordinary detail of the field of wheat in The Hireling
Shepherd. Every luminous stalk of grain can be distinguished,
though the field is part of the background in the painting . It
is reported that upon seeing Hunt's Our English Coasts in
1856 , Delacroix exclaimed, "I am really astounded by Hunt's
sheep . " Indeed , the painstaking detail in Hunt's work very
often engenders such reaction.
Rose describes Our English Coasts as a ''study of what light
does to colour . " 3 1 The painting is a visual bonanza, and
although both it and The Hirling Shepherd can be considered
to have contemporary themes, there is an ''unreality'' about

W . H . H unt, Our

Eng/iJh CbaJIJ, 1848 : Thc- T:m: Gallc-ry, London.

" Rose , p late 13.
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them which is consistent with the fantasy world medievalism
and historical nostalgia of usual Pre-Raphaelite subject matter.
This ''unreality'' lies in the fact that Hunt ''sees'' nature in
fundamentally unrealistic ways. By seeing everything at once
with a kind of color-enhancing macroscopic lens, Hunt creates
a world of super reality that is virtually as dreamlike and
escapist as any Pre-Raphaelite idiom.
But Hunt is always a moralist and this can distract through
a tendency to become sentimental and didactic. Both the
paintings discussed here depict wandering sheep, and although
he claimed he did not want "to force the moral" on the
viewer, 32 "religious overtones . . . are never far from Hunt's
imagination.'' 33 Perhaps the reason that this does not become
obtrusive in Rossetti's work is that for Rossetti it never
becomes an issue .
Though very talented, Rossetti was never the craftsman
Millais and Hunt were. This may account for his divergence
in style from "hard-edge" realism more than some critics
would like to admit. He was never a patient student or
technician and emphasized his career as a painter largely
because Leigh Hunt told him rightly that he'd make more
money at it than he would writing poetry . Because of this,
one rriight be led to question his devotion to the art, or at
least assert an obvious division of loyalties .34 Nevertheless,
there is no question that Rossetti was extremely gifted intellectually and had a tremendous imagination. He often
made up in these two areas what he lacked technically, both
in his poetry and painting . In fact, his painting may well
have been better off for such compensation. 35
In the notebook, Blake warns that ''No man of sense ever
supposes that Copying from Nature is the Art of Painting . .
any body may do it & the fool often will do it. " 36 Rossetti
may have used this reasoning to justify his impatience with
"painting from nature" as Hunt practiced it. He accompanied
Hunt on several excursions to the forest to paint backgrounds
"Rose, plate 11.
"Rose, plate 13.
"One of the chief torments of Rossetti 's later life was that he had prostituted his artistic talents
for money . See Cooper, pp . 238-40.
3,A connection between Blake and Rossetti as painters of imagination should not be missed .
Blake says "Men think they can Copy Nature as Correctly as I copy Imagination[ ; [ this they will
find Impossible " (Erdman, p. N59) .
' 6Erdman, p. N76 .
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for their next pictures (after the disastrous 1850 exhibition).
When it rained, Hunt of course persevered, but Rossetti gave up
in disgust. He was to opt for a more immediate, less contrived
merger with the imaginary world than Millais and Hunt were
crying to achieve. Having grown up on Shakespeare and
Dante, Malory and Scott, Byron and Browning, Rossetti felt a
desire to exercise his imaginative powers directly and in fertile
realms. The source he most often chose during the next few
years was Arthurian legend. Here was a world where romance
and devotion were one. One worshipped love and Divinity in
the same breath, and Rossetti, I believe , was quite comfortable
with that. Most of his Arthurian work is in watercolors which
are quite remarkable in their rich use of color and ingenious
composmon.
It was perfectly natural during this time that Rossetti would
desire a courtly love to admire and venerate. He would have
two-Elizabeth Siddal Rossetti and Jane Burden Morris 37 though the nature of his affections in either case is a matter
of continual speculation. At the risk of oversimplification ,
each of these women were, for Rossetti, ideals of beauty just
as Mary was an ideal of virtue. Indeed, Mary, Elizabeth Siddal
and Jane Burden are different manifestations of the same
ideal: the perfect woman, the beau ideal, the personification
of beauty, and therefore nature and life itself. It is in this
kind of symbolic process that Rossetti became so important to
the Symbolise painters of the fin de siecle. 38 Perhaps because
he was a poet as well as a painter, because he learned the
art of image rather than denotation, Rossetti found ways in
visual images to tap the subconscious world of the archetypal
response. The Great Mocher, the female principle, is
fundamental in the study of archetypes, and Rossetti painted
his ideal females over and over again as if he were seeking an
ultimate experience of beauty , truth, and self-revelation. He
changed the one-to-one correspondence of symbol to meaning
found in the Girlhood of the Virgin Mary to a more complex

"fanny Cornforth might be listed as a third , but most would agree that Rossetti's affections
for her , though loyal and prolonged, were not of the courtly kind .
"for information on Pre-Raphaelite connections with Symbolism, see Robert L. Delevoy,
Symbo/i.Jt, and Symboli.Jm (New York: Rizzoli. 1982), chap. I; Edward Lucie-Smith, Symbo/i.Jt
Art (New York : Praeger , 1972), chaps . 3 and 10; and Maly and Dietfried Gerhardus , Symho/i.Jm
and Ari Nouveau (Oxford: Phaedon Press, 1979). It is no accident that the latter two of these
books have paintings by Rossetti on their covers .
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and challenging level, but also a more pervasive one .
Perhaps Rossetti's Beata Beatnx of 1864 provides the
best exam pie of this . The ideal love, here Rossetti's wife
Elizabeth and Dante's Beatrice, is seen in a beatific moment
of supreme grace and revelation. The poppy carried by the
dove overtly symbolizes a moment of death. The dove and
the shape of the painting in the form of a cross provide a
religious iconography and sacred setting. 39 Love is personified
in the background figure on the left, and the woman's lover
is on the right. Once these symbolic and architechtonic
elements are recognized, other levels of communication occur
which defy rational explication . The viewer is initiated into a
highly personal contemplation of the mystery of love in
death. The painting is reminiscent of the well-known baroque
sculpture St. Teresa in Ecstasy by Bernini. The strange mixture of epiphany and sensual ecstasy apparent in St. Teresa is
present here. Rossetti's poetry betrays a suspicion that
perhaps the ideal union of physical and spiritual love is only
possible through death, and is beyond the ever-reaching
hands of mortals. This is at once tormenting and reassuring.
Certainly , the reunion imagined by the "Blessed Damozel"
seems more than simply a spiritual one.
There is no more hauntingly beautiful icon of the PreRaphaelite feminine than Millais' The Bn'desmaid (1851) .
Amidst cascading tresses of golden-red hair, innocent eyes
gaze at the viewer from an exquisite, slightly upturned face .
The white flower pinned to the young girl's dress represents
her purity, and the delicate gold ring she fingers evokes all
the marriage rite and symbolism. A dark blue background
and silver saltshaker serve as foils for the fathomless red hair ,
Pre-Raphaelite fetish-symbol of potential sexuality. The
orange on the plate before her , the same color as the hair,
may represent the potential fruits of matrimony . Although
the Pre-Raphaelite treatment of women may seem patronizing
by modern perspectives , it was often sensitive and almost
always reverent(see Ford Madox Brown's Take Your Son , Sir
and The Last of England) . It was certainly less patronizing
than mainstream Victorian painting , and illustrates at least
that women were held in veneration as well as contempt by
" Rose, plate 39.
R.iisscttt, &ut,1 &atnx,

186_\

The T:u c G:allcl). London.
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Victorian men. As I have said, woman was to the PreRaphaelite the very personification of love and beauty, and
consequently, of truth. Love was perhaps the greatest
revelator. and it is undoubtedly her own nuptial promise
that Millais' Bridesmaid contemplates-and the viewer shares in
this contemplation.
Two other artists who must be mentioned in any discussion
of Pre-Raphaelite diversity and import are William Morris and
Edward Burne-Jones . Lifelong friends and collaborators, these
two talented artists came to the movement together and then
spread its influence in two important and distinct directions.
Like Rossetti , Morris tried his hand at several arts, but
would make his greatest contribution as designer and craftsman.
He was also a medievalist, but whereas ''Rossetti saw himself
as a latter-day Sir Galahad, permanently in search of the
Holy Grail, a knight in the pursuit of Art , . . . Morris was
pragmatic. He did not dream of the Silver Chalice as a symbol.
He wanted to design it . " 40 With his creations in stainedglass, home furnishings and printing, Morris provided an
alternative in taste to the Victorian public. His art was a
reaction against the dehumanizing mass-production of the
industrial revolution , which divided the public from the
craftsman, and the craftsman from himself and God. The
close connection between painting, literature and the applied
arts which Morris brought to Pre-Raphaelitism fertilized the
Jugendstzf movement in turn-of-the-century Vienna and the
flowering of Art Nouveau . 4 1
Burne-Jones participated in Morris's excursion into the
applied arts, particularly in the production of exquisite
tapestries and stained-glass windows. But in addition to this
contribution, he has been associated with both the Symbolists
and the aesthetic movement at the turn of the century. The
ultimate dream world painter, Burne-Jones created visions of
mythic heroism and languid beauty . Are they Pre-Raphaelite?
One only need contrast his work with that of his contemporary
James Whistler to see a natural affinity between the Burne-Jones
world of dreams, the Rossettian twilight of love imagery and
"Rose, p . 22.
"In his authoritative work Fin -de -Siecle Vienna Politics and Culture (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1980) Carl E. Schorske asserts that "the English Pre-Raphaelites inspired the art nouveau movement
(under the name of "Secession" ) in fin-de -siecle Austria," p. 303. See also Gerhardus ,
pp. 19-20, and Pener Vergo, An in Vienna 1898- 1918 (London: Phaedon Press, 1975), pp. 37, 133.
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the enchanting super-reality of Millais and Hunt . Whistler
was concerned with shade, form and composition. The PreRaphaelites sought visionary sojourns into colorful dreams and
enchanted circumstance-an escape from reality through reality.
Theirs was a belief of the ''Victorian period that somewhere,
beneath the blanket of materialism that was threatening to
stifle every human value, lay a better world.'' 42
There was something in the Victorian psyche that produced
both the opportunity for Pre-Raphaelitism and a place for it
to live . Most of Rossetti's patrons were nabobs of the
nouveau riche, and he was tormented by what he called the
"pot-boiling" he did for them . He often despised them but
he produced for them , making possible the extravagant
lifestyle he grew accustomed to. In the process he made and
spent incredible amounts of money, and most of his work
and that of his compatriots wound up in the great industrial
cities of Birmingham , Manchester, and Liverpool. What was
essentially an anti-materialist movement was fostered by the
magnates of industrialism. It is true that these aspiring
gentlemen knew a good investment when they saw one, but
they were also in greatest need of relief from the steamengine monstrosity they had created.
Pre-Raphaelite art is , then, fundamentally escapist. But
this was a peculiarly Victorian escape based on preeminent
faith in fact. Satisfying dreams come only from images worth
indulging and believing in . Boredom or nightmare were the
only other alternatives.
Look for unity in the Pre-Raphaelite movement and you
will be frustrated. Acknowledge inconsistency , and unities
begin to be apparent. Pre-Raphaelitism was a reform movement. It was a retreat from materialism, secularism and
doubt ; a seeking of value and belief in the certain truth of
beauty. It was romantic , but suffered from the fundamental
tension of a romantic impulse made more potent by conditions
of the time, and rendered impractical by the same conditions .
It was moralistic , but contained elements of latent sensualtiy
and an aesthetic cult of visual pleasure. It was, and fortunately
still is, a multifarious and contradictory phenomenon. It was
Victorian.
"Rose, p . 25.
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ACT I

The lights come up slowly revealing a park bmch in the middle of a metropolitan zoo.
It is summer and the area abounds with green grass and trees. A tall sign to the right
of the bench, in the shape of an orangutan, declares, PR IMATES TH IS w AY. A similar
sign situated on the opposite side of the stage reads, PACHYDERMS THAT WAY. This
one, of course, is shaped like an elephant. Each sign, stated in white block letters, bears
an arrow pointing the appropriate direction. Zoo noises come from all sides; animal
cries mix with shouts of delighted childrm.
In a mommt a fashionably dressed woman walks towards the bmch. Her cotton
skirt, blouse and jacket are loose and a bit flowing; with 14 carat gold jewelry she
embodies peifection. She glances anxiously at her wristwatch, frowns, and thm moves
efficimtly toward the bmch. Sitting down, she pulls a copy of the Wall Srreer J ournal
from her handbag and begins to read.
Shortly after, a man appears at the side of the stage opposite where the woman
mtered. Dressed in sadly worn blue jeans, sky blue "New York j ets" sweatshirt, and
scuffed, yellow Adidas, he ambles unconcernedly about, glancing at the various
attractions and distractions the zoo offers. Finding himself at the bmch, he proceeds to
unload his wares, which include a half dozm suede purses adorned with beads, an
assortmmt of "Save the Crane" vacuumformed figures, and picture postcard albums.
The woman glances at him as if annoyed, but immediately returns to her paper. The
man sits down dramatically and stretches himself as far as his frame will allow. He
clasps his hands behind his slightly graying hair, while glancing surreptitiously at the
woman next to him. He catches her eye, thm smiles. She looks down at her paper. He
changes his position; she changes hers. Again he catches her eye and smiles. Again she
looks at her paper. He stares at her; she looks up.
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ED:

Hello.
Good day. (She shakes her paper and remains
disinterested.)

GWEN:
ED:

Do you come here often?

GWEN (She looks at him pointedly.):

No.

I do . . . particularly in the summer time . (He waits for a
response.)
GWEN: Oh? (from behind her paper)

ED :

ED (encouraged):

Yes, I'd come in the winter too, but they
usually put the animals in then . I don ' t know why, but it just
doesn't seem like a zoo without animals .

GWEN:
ED:

I can well imagine . (She again goes back to her paper. )

Do you live around here?

GWEN (from behind the paper):

No.

ED (trying to catch a glimpse of her buried face):

Really? You
look sort of familiar to me. You sure you aren't from around
here?

GWEN (succinctly):

Quite sure.
(There is a short silence dun·ng which ED looks down at his
sweat shirt. He adjusts it a bit, then looks at her. She is
involved in her paper. He looks down at his shoes, notices
something and then reaches down to brush the offending
particle off He looks around, up at the sky and then finally
returns to her.)

ED:

It's sure a nice day.

GWEN (still looking at her paper):
ED:

Not too warm .

GWEN (still behind her paper):
ED:

No.

It's just right.

GWEN (putting down her paper):
ED:

Weather or porridge?

I was saying that it's a nice day .

GWEN (going back to her paper):
ED:

No.

Not too cold.

GWEN (still not surfacing):
ED :

Yes, it's fine.

Yes it is.

Hey, I'm not bothering you, am I? Because if I am, I
can always go and wait at another bench .

F.ast oftht Reptilt House
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That's all right. I shouldn't be here too much longer.
(She looks at her watch .)

GWEN:
ED:

Oh , are you waiting for somebody? (He slides toward her a
bit.)

GWEN (noting the move):
ED:

Isn't that something? I'm waiting for somebody too. Or
somebodies I should say. We were separated at the porpoise
show. I think it was intentional. There's been something in
the air ever since we got here . I was just waiting for them to
shake me .

GWEN:
ED:

I beg your pardon?

What ? Oh, I'm talking about the girls. The girls I brought
here .

GWEN:
ED:

Yes I am.

You brought more than one?

As a matter of fact, I brought several.
So you deal in quantities? (She slowly slides away from
him.)

GWEN:
ED:

No . . . wait. Let me explain . My daughter had her binhday
yesterday and she had one of those slumber parties with her
friends . Though why they call it a slumber party, I'll never
know . I now know all of Shaun Cassidy's vital statistics and
the make out rating of every pubescent male at South High.
I'm not sure if any of it will ever come in handy, but it 's
there for the asking . Where was I? Oh, yeah . And this is
the post-slumber activity, bringing the girls to the zoo .
Although your initial suggestion has some merit, I might add.

GWEN (intensely):
ED :

GWEN (realizing):
ED:

No, I'm not.

Astrology?

GWEN:
ED :

Mr. Kellogg?

Yes . .. how did you know? Wait! Don't tell me. You're
into mind reading .

GWEN:
ED:

What's your daughter's name?

Shelley.

No , I

T .M.?

GWEN:

T what?
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ED:

Zen Buddhism, then. (She is at a loss for words.) I knew it!
I can always tell when someone is into karma.

GWEN:

ED:

Yes?

GWEN:

ED:

No, no-Mr. Kellogg!
I'm Colleen Hershey's mother, Gwen Hershey.

Ahhh- (He reaches back into the ptfe of purses. ) Black
disco suede with bugle beads. I remember it well. (He hands
it to GWEN.)

GWEN (She accepts the bag with wonder.):

You're right. That's

amazmg .
ED:

Not really, I'm into mind expansion.

GWEN :

ED:

Oh.

Well then, Mrs . Hershey-like the chocolate, huh?
(GWEN nods.) I'm Ed Kellogg-like in the cereal. I'm Shelley

Kellogg's father . . . but I think I mentioned that before.
GWEN :

ED :

Hey, you can call me Ed, even though it's not my real name.

GWEN:

ED:

Yes, Mr. Kellogg , you did.
It's not?

No, my real name is Bancroft. But who wants to be called
Bancroft? It's Old English. It means "from the bean field."
My mother was into organics when I was born, but I figure
there are only so many sacrifices a child should have to make .
You feel free to call me Ed .

GWEN (logically) :

ED:

GWEN:

ED:

Oh . Oh, yes.

You know, that 's some little girl you've got there.

GWEN:

ED:

Was I supposed to meet who?

Posey . You know, Colleen.

GWEN:

ED:

Never mind.

Were you supposed to meet Posey here?

GWEN :

ED:

Like the horse.

What?

Why thank you, I think she's quite

She sure can snap the pigskin.

GWEN (mystified):

She can?
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Yep . That child is good . I'm into the game myself, I'll
have you know .

GWEN:
ED:

GWEN:
ED:

The "Molar Marauders"?

Yeah . Catchy, isn't it?

GWEN:
ED :

Oh , really?

Sure. Some other guys in my building and I get together
every Monday night and have our own game. We call
ourselves the "Molar Marauders ."

Yes

Tell me, Mr. Kellogg-

Ed.

GWEN (nodding):

Ed (eyeing him carefully), what is this
building you mentioned?

ED :

The dental health clinic on Kendall.

GWEN:
ED:

Yeah . Got a nice little office there .

GWEN :
ED:

Oh! A dental clinic.

You have an office?

Sure. I've got to keep my equipment somewhere.

GWEN (not comprehending) :
ED:

Yeah . I'm a dentist. Molar Marauders . Get it?

GWEN:
ED:

I'm serious.

So you counsel investments.

GWEN :
ED:

An investment counselor.

Really?

GWEN:
ED :

I'm an investment counselor.

A what?

GWEN :
ED :

Yes , I do.

Good , I thought it got past you . Tell me, what is it that you
do?

GWEN :
ED :

Your equipment.

In a way, yes.

What for?

GWEN (impatiently) :

I'm an investment counselor; I help people
find the best financial opportunities for their surplus income .

ED :

Well that sounds interesting enough. What does your
husband do?
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GWEN:
ED:

c

a

p

,

My husband and I are divorced.

He hasn't stopped working, has he?

GWEN:
ED:

s

My ex-husband is a lawyer.

Hey, that's pretty good.

GWEN (piqued):

I'm very glad that my former husband's
occupation meets with your approval.

ED:

Well, to tell you the truth, I've never met a lawyer I
could like.

GWEN:
ED:

I'm going to hate myself for asking this, but why not?

I don't know.

GWEN (matter of factly):
ED:

Hey, Gwen . . . I can call you Gwen, can't I? (She nods.)
Gwen, if I'm asking questions that are too personal, let me
know. I can change the subject. I'm a very good
conversationalist.

GWEN (a bit mollified):
IED:

You're kidding .

Well, I'm sure you are, Mr. Kellogg, but

Ed.
Ed. But I'm getting a little worried about Colleen. She
was supposed to meet me here ten minutes ago. (She stands

GWEN:

up and walks away from the bench.)
ED:

Oh, she'll show up sooner or later. They always do.
But I need to drop her off at her ballet class before I
have to meet my client.

GWEN:
ED:

You know, she hates those ballet lessons.

GWEN:
ED :

I beg your pardon?

Don't look at me; everybody knows it.

Mr. Kellogg.
(He opens his mouth before being cut off)

GWEN:
ED:

Ed. I'm sure that Colleen isn't overly enthusiastic about
her ballet, but it's right and good for a young girl of her age
to be involved in some graceful art form. It's not only healthy
for her body, it's rewarding to her mind as well. (She stands

GWEN:

before him proudly after this speech.)
ED:

Where did you read that?

East ofthe Reptile House

GWEN :

I did not read it; I've had ballet myself.

ED (looking her over):

Well, it can't hurt her any.

GWEN (a little nervously):

Do you have any idea where the girls

might be?
ED :

It was a definite shake, Mrs. Hershey. They're probably
smoking in the ladies' room .

GWEN (appalled):
ED:

I didn't let them go . They ditched me .

GWEN:
ED:

And you let them go?

Why didn ' t you stop them?

I'm a father , Gwen , not-

GWEN:

Of all the .. . (She sits fuming.)

ED (off on another tangent) :

GWEN:
ED :

What's wrong with Radcliffe?

Nothing .

GWEN:
ED:

I went to Radcliffe .

I knew it .

GWEN:
ED :

What's " good"?

I bet you went to college .

GWEN:
ED :

Of course I do.

Oh, good .

GWEN:
ED:

What?

Do you go out much? You know, dates, men, primeval
urges-that sort of thing?

GWEN:
ED:

Do you go out much?

You make it sound painful.

Was it?
No, of course not.
Then you have nothing to worry about.

GWEN:
ED:

GWEN : Just what are you getting at?
ED:

I'm not trying to get at anything.

GWEN:
ED :

Were you a cheerleader?

GWEN:
ED:

Then what was all that about Radcliffe?
No!

Damn-it would have been perfect.
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GWEN:
ED:

You were almost perfect there, Gwen.

GWEN:
ED:

I'm not? So what's wrong with being perfect?

Nothing, if you like that sort of thing.

GWEN:
ED:

Perfect? For what?

That's all right, Gwen . You're not, so don't worry.

GWEN:
ED:

What?

And you don't.

Not in the women I date.
The type of woman you date wears a Schlitz T-shirt with
her Calvins, calls herself ''Muffy'' and has never heard of
Radcliffe.

GWEN:

ED :

So, do you want to go out?
For your information, Mr. Kellogg, . . . (He opens his
mouth.) Mr. Kellogg (emphatically), I'm here to pick up my
daughter. Now, whether I am perfect, my ex-husband works,
or whether my daughter likes her ballet lessons, it's no concern
of yours. You know, I believe in being civil to even the lowest
form of human life-my mother raised me that way-but this
is getting to be too much.

GWEN:

ED:

Was I too personal just now?

GWEN:
ED:

Hey, I'm sorry. I'll watch myself; really I will.

GWEN:
ED :

Where are the girls?

Are you in a hurry?

GWEN :
ED:

Mr. Kellogg-

Ed?

GWEN:
ED:

Yes , Mr. Kellogg. You should be watched very closely .

I said I was sorry .

GWEN :
ED:

Shut up.

I am now desperate.

They ' ll be here in a few minutes , I'm sure.
Then tell Colleen I'll be waiting for her in the car-it's
parked just east of the Reptile House.

GWEN:
ED:

No , it's not.

GWEN:

Yes , it is.

East of tht Reptil, House

ED:

No, it's not.

GWEN:
ED :
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Okay , how do you know where my car is parked?

I don't . But this is just east of the Reptile House .
No, it 's .. . wait . North, south, east .. . okay , tell
Colleen I'm in the car-wherever it is. Let her search for me.

GWEN:
ED :

Don't go , Gwen - please. Stay here-sit down. You don't
want to be cooped up in a stuffy old sedan .

GWEN:
ED:

Gosh-maybe I'll go with you .

GWEN:
ED :

I drive a convertible.
The heck you will.

It's a free country , Gwen .
( GWEN doesn 't answer, but picks up her things and moves as

far from him as possible. After a few moments of being
pointedly ignored, ED tries again.)
So how do you feel about the Middle East?
GWEN :
ED:

It depends on which side of the Reptile House it 's on.

Boy , you sure hold a grudge.
Mr . Kellogg, as an American citizen, I have a right to
stand here unmolested.

GWEN :
ED :

And I have the freedom of speech . I can't help it, Gwen .
find you intriguing .

GWEN :
ED :

You know, you remind me of my wife.

GWEN :
ED :

How long has it been?

Five years.

GWEN :
ED:

She . .. I'm sorry to hear that.

That's okay. She was a great girl-a little temperamental like
you.

GWEN :
ED:

Well , she must be a saint .

She could be-she 's dead .

GWEN:
ED:

Oh , help me .

I'm really very sorry .

She had a weak heart, something that modern medicine can't
always fix .

GWEN:

No warning?
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ED:

Not much . Just one morning, she didn't wake up .

GWEN:
ED:

That wasn't an easy time for Shelley . She was inconsolable .

GWEN :
ED:

Oh.
I can understand that.

She's very high strung. And lately she's gotten very emotional;
it's hard to keep her happy.
Well, she's at that age, too . Colleen can be a real pill
sometimes, I tell you. But, girls tend to get a bit more
sensitive at this time in their lives.

GWEN:

ED:

Really?

GWEN:
ED:

No kidding?

GWEN:
ED :

I am calm.

All right, whatever you say . It's fine with me.

GWEN:
ED:

I don't have any problems.

Now stay calm, Gwen.

GWEN:
ED:

That's because I was sullen, lazy, and fat .

Really? You know, that might be the cause of all your
problems .

GWEN:
ED :

Sure.

Boy, it's hard to picture you as a girl. For some reason I
can't see you as a giggly, gawky, skinny little teenager.

GWEN:
ED:

I've gone through it myself.

Don't patronize me-you're not my analyst.

And I bet your analyst is a quack .
And I don't have any problems . I'm fine . Do you
understand me?

GWEN :
ED :

Sure, sure. But let me run and get you something. How
about a frozen banana? It'll calm your nerves.

GWEN:
ED :

It's no trouble, Gwen . Really, I don't mind .

GWEN:
ED:

Then go get me one.

Oh, you really want one?

GWEN :
ED:

Forget the frozen banana. I don't want a frozen banana.

Of course .

Are you sure?

GWEN :

Sure.
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ED:

Well, then-can you loan me a quarter? I don't have any
change .

GWEN:
ED:

And it doesn't bother you?

Of course not.

GWEN:
ED:

You are so strange.

I know .

GWEN:
ED :

I said forget it .

I heard you .

GWEN:
ED:

Heaven help me. Forget it . Sic down .

I could cry and gee some change.

GWEN:
ED :
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Well, I'm glad we finally got that out in the open .

I'm also nice. In this city anybody who is nice also happens
be strange.

to

GWEN:
ED:

So , are we friends now?

GWEN:
ED:

That's true.
I'm afraid I wouldn't cake it chat far .

No, I guess not.
How much longer do you think it will be before the girls
get here?

GWEN:
ED:

Gwen, if you 're really that worried about it, I could take
Colleen to her ballet lesson if you'd like.

GWEN:
ED:

Yes. (He pauses.) What's wrong?

GWEN :
ED:

Well, no. Go ahead.

Why are you working on such a beautiful Saturday afternoon?

GWEN:
ED :

That would be very kind of you . . . .

I know . Do you mind if I ask you a question?

GWEN:
ED :

Nothing. I was waiting for the punch line .

Gwen, really. I was going to take the girls to a ball game
after we finished up here. I can drop Colleen off wherever it's
necessary.

GWEN :
ED:

You could?

I always work on Saturdays .

The investment counseling business doesn't pay very much,
huh?

GWEN:

On the contrary, it pays very well .
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ED:

Then why the six day week?

GWEN:
ED:

Raising a daughter takes a lot of money .

Oh, I don't know. Beyond the usual feminine paraphernalia
and the orthodontist, it doesn't take too much .
Mr. Kellogg, I have to pay for ballet, music lessons,
riding stable fees-the money has to come from somewhere.

GWEN:
ED :

No alimony , huh?-if you don't mind my asking .

GWEN:
ED :

No-no alimony.

That's a shame; but it's still too bad that you can't afford to
spend more time with your daughter.
Are you insinuating that I don't pay enough attention to
my own child?

GWEN :
ED:

A Kellogg never insinuates.

GWEN:
ED :

Good for you.

Might as well face it, Gwen : you're a lousy parent.
I'm a? . . . Look who's talking. Because of you my
daughter is probably contracting a textbook case of lung
cancer, or lying in a ditch somewhere .

GWEN:

ED:

Don't be melodramatic. There's a way to approach this
problem logically .

GWEN :
ED :

We need to treat this whole thing in an adult manner.

GWEN:
ED:

Yes, I should turn you in right now .
That's impossible when there's only one adult here .

This isn't like you, Gwen .
How do you know what 's like me? You can't. You 're a
lunatic. And why I've been wasting my valuable time talking
to a lunatic, I'll never know.

GWEN:

ED:

Now I can see why Colleen is high strung.

GWEN:
ED :

I am not high strung.

Sit down, Gwen . People are beginning to stare. Gwen, I
want you to take a test .

GWEN : I'm leaving.
ED: Question number oneGWEN:
ED :

Leave me alone .

What about the test?
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GWEN:
ED:

Well, if that's the way you feel about your daughter.

GWEN :
ED :

Really?

Would I lie to you? (Gwen doesn't reply .) So , what do you
think?

GWEN :
ED :

Horseback riding?

Well-the stable boy's a hunk .

GWEN :
ED :

What about violin?

Pure torture.

GWEN:
ED :

Does she really hate her ball~t lessons?

I mean, it's like, the pits .

GWEN :
ED:

And you have just made a fool of yourself.

Life isn't easy, is it, Gwen?

GWEN:
ED :

Are you out of your mind?

Congratulations. You have yet to answer a question .

GWEN:
ED:

Listen , I've had enough .

Question number four. Will you go out with me Friday
night?

GWEN:
ED:

Are you going to tell me what this is all for?

Question number four. . . .

GWEN:
ED:

Colleen was making out with a boy?

Well , no- but everyone else did and she felt like a real creep
about it . Question number three : why is Colleen called Posey
by friend and foe alike?

GWEN :
ED :

That's not fair.

On this test, anything is fair . Question number two: who
did Colleen make out with at the Sophomore Sock Hop last
Friday?

GWEN:
ED :

Hey- I never got to hear question number one!

You forfeited the first one .

GWEN:
ED :

I love my daughter.

Then you have to take the test . Now , question number two.

GWEN :
ED :

Forget the test.

I think I'm tired.

Then , forget your client and come to the game .
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GWEN:
ED:

The baseball game . The Mets . Chicago's in town .

GWEN :
ED:

What game?
I don't think so . . . .

We'll get you a nifty sweatshirt like mine .

GWEN:

It's the wrong color.

That's why it's so nifty; it's the only one of its kin.cl.
GWEN: And you must be the only one of your kind .

ED :

ED:

Yeah, but I sort of grow on people .

GWEN:
ED:

GWEN:
ED:

Yes, but my client . . .

I bet his mother took him to ball games .

GWEN:
ED:

Yeah.

And she's growing up fast .

GWEN :
ED:

Then don't come near me .

Posey loves you .

You think so, huh?

Of course.
You know, this is going to cost a small fortune in fees
and she probably won't even notice that I'm there.

GWEN:
ED:

Give the kid a chance, Gwen. It 'll make her day .

GWEN (sarcastically):
ED:

I'll buy you a Schlitz T-shirt.

GWEN:
ED:

Forget it.

I'll start camping out in your convertible.

GWEN :
ED :

Oh, gee ..

You'd better not.

Then come .
Oh, all right . But you have to promise me you'll behave
sensibly the whole time.

GWEN:
ED:

Scout's honor.

GWEN:
ED:

Don't you trust me, Gwen?

GWEN:
ED:

You were never a scout.
What do you think?

Okay, I promise-as a Kellogg-and a Kellogg always keeps a
promise .
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GWEN (staring at him steadily):

Well, okay. Should we go find
the girls? (looks at watch) First, I'd better go call my client.

ED:

Oh , they'll show up-it's almost lunch time and I have all
their money. (He holds up the collection ofpurses.) Say, how
about a frozen banana?

GWEN :
ED:

Then what about dinner and dancing-say Friday?

GWEN:
ED :

No thanks.
Mr. Kellogg! You promised, you promised!

Please, Gwen . Call me Ed .

GWEN :

Ed! (The lights come down on Act I.)

♦
ACT II
The setting is the same as in Act I. ED enters from stage left carrying a large paper
bag and a bottle wrapped in brrmm paper. He wears the same Adidas as before, but has
changed into a pair ofgrey sweat pants and a white doctor's smock. He walks carefully
to the bench and sits drmm, then begins rummaging through the bag.
GWEN enters stage right, breathless with her hair a bit tousled, but again she is
impeccably dressed. She approaches the bench.
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ED:

a

p

t

I am here .

Have you eaten yet?

GWEN:
ED:

c

Ah, Gwen . So you are here.

GWEN:
ED:

s

No, I've been in meetings all morning.

Good. I just started whipping up something . Would you
care to join me?

GWEN (She dusts off the bench before sitting down.):

It depends

on what it is .
ED :

Why, are you watching your figure?

GWEN :
ED:

No, I'm just careful. That 's all.

Is salmon safe enough?

GWEN:

On 'Ritz' crackers?

You can't beat it for convenience (pulling out two packages
offrozen vegetables). Do you like broccoli, or cauliflower?
GWEN: No, I don't think-

ED:

ED:

Quit playing dainty, Gwen. We don't have all day .

GWEN:
ED:

Good, I think the broccoli has freezer burn. But, I have
some Blue Nun.

GWEN:
ED:

How continental.

What?

GWEN:
ED:

Cauliflower.

Don't go to all this trouble on my account.

Oh, no trouble at all. It's always nice to cook out . (He pulls

out two paper plates, napkins, styrofoam cups, a handful of
silverware and proceeds to set the bench for lunch .) It
sometimes gets a little lonely here at lunch time. Hope you
don't mind styrofoam; Shelley's using our cups to sprout
alfalfa.
GWEN:
ED:

GWEN:
ED:

What? Alfalfa?

No, salmon . I wonder if I should open another can .

GWEN:
ED :

Alfalfa?

Yeah. It's great in salads. (He finishes putting everything in
place.) How much do you usually eat?

I think one will be plenty.

Are you sure? I'm really hungry.
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Then, by all means, open another can .
Are you all right?

GWEN:
ED:

GWEN:
ED:

I'm fine.

Is something wrong?
Nothing's wrong. I just can't see the value of discussing
salmon in depth .

GWEN:
ED :

Would you rather have tuna?

GWEN:
ED:

Well, I'm just trying to make you feel at home. Did you
have a good day at the office?

GWEN :
ED :

Why do you always do this to me?

Do what to you?

GWEN :
ED:

I'm never grouchy.

Can we open that to a vote?

GWEN:
ED:

I'm not cranky.

Grouchy then.

GWEN:
ED:

No .

Aha! That's why you're so cranky .

GWEN:
ED:

I don't care what you make.

Drive me crazy all the time?

I don't do it all the time .
Yes, you do. You're doing it constantly. You're doing it
right now .

GWEN:

ED (He looks down at himself to see where the problem is.) :

am?
GWEN:
ED :

Of course I do . I think you're swell.

GWEN :
ED:

Then do me a favor.

Sure.

GWEN :
ED :

Yes . Don't you like me?

Act normal.

I'm making lunch . How much more normal can I get?
In the middle of a zoo. I'm talking real honest-togoodness sanity here.

GWEN:
ED :

Yes, but sanity is just a state of mind. Here , sit down and
I' II open the wine .

i
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GWEN:
ED:

We practically came to blows.
Only because by that time I wasn't speaking to you.

I don't know.

Why did you call me?
Life is a pit-isn't it, Ed?

Oh, you are cranky.

GWEN:
ED:

All we did was argue.

Gwen, my Ritz are getting soggy .

GWEN:
ED:

How can you say that after last Saturday?

Well, while you're thinking it through, why don't you sit
down and have some lunch?

GWEN:
ED:

You must be masochistic .

Oh, that's right. You weren't. So, how come you're talking
to me now?

GWEN:
ED:

Yes, and it better be a good one.

But we didn't argue on the way home .

GWEN :
ED:

Why you asked to meet me here .

I'd like to think of it as an energetic conversation.

GWEN:
ED:

I'll chance it. Listen, are you going to tell me?

What was wrong with Saturday?

GWEN:
ED:

I'm relaxing standing up, thank you.

I beg your pardon.

GWEN:
ED:

I'd rather stand.

I enjoy your company and I'd like to get to know you
better .

GWEN:
ED :

~

Do I have to have a reason?

GWEN:
ED:

p

Tell you what?

GWEN:
ED:

a

You shouldn't eat when you're tense.

GWEN:
ED:

s c

You need to relax.

GWEN:
ED:

n

And you're skirting the issue.

Right now my appetite is more important than any other
issue .
We're talking about competence as a mother-and that's
a pretty big deal to me!

GWEN :
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ED:

Ah . . . So that's it .
I don't like people making cracks about my capabilities as
a mother . Particularly when they have no business worrying
about it in the first place .

GWEN:

ED:

Gwen, why shouldn't I be worried? I'm very fond of Colleen
and I want what's best for her . Is that so bad?
Well, I appreciate your concern, but why don ' t you go
peddle your papers elsewhere, Mr. Kellogg? I don't need this
kind of grief.

GWEN:

ED :

Are you having disciplinary problems, Gwen?
I wasn't until, for some strange reason , God dumped you
in my path . And then-barn! I'm made to look like a fool at
every turn . Everything I say and do is contradicted . You
made a fool out of me Saturday and if there's one thing a
teenager won't do is listen to someone who's a bigger fool
than she is . And all this, thanks to you , Mr. Perfect
Father .

GWEN:

ED :

I never said I was perfect.

GWEN:
ED:

Well , it 's about the only thing you haven't said then.

I'm just trying to help.

GWEN:

Well, don ' t . Please . Just let me be the kind of person I

am.
ED :

You're a fine person , Gwen.

GWEN :
ED :

Thank you .

But as a mother , you just need a little work-that's all.
Mr . Kellogg- just how do you know? No one appointed
you my fairy godmother, did they? No one came up to you
and said: "Ed Kellogg , we want you to save Gwen Hershey ."
I suppose you think you're going to get a set of wings or
something for this .

GWEN :

ED :

You're being facetious , aren't you, Gwen?

GWEN:
ED:

Don't you care about Colleen?

GWEN:
ED:

I quit.

Care about her? Of course I do .

Then how come I see more of her than you do?
Now you're being even more ridiculous than I thought
you could be .

GWEN:
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ED :

Gwen , she and Shelley are always at my apartment when I
come home and Posey usually stays until around nine .
Then she goes home and the housekeeper kisses her good
night.

GWEN :
ED:

Oh, come on! That happens maybe once or twice a week .

More like three or four-and that's a lot when you ' re only
thirteen and life is getting mysterious.

GWEN:
ED:

c ape

She knows she can call me at the office if she needs me .

How can she possibly compete with all that important
business going on at your office? It's hard to command someone 's total attention when they're busy in the process of
making millions .
I have to make a living , you know . Nobody is going to
take care of me if I don't .

GWEN :
ED :

Did your ex-husband take care of you?

GWEN:
ED :

Yes, he did .

Until the divorce .
Then he remarried and moved to Morocco . When I was
married to him he'd never been out of Indiana.

GWEN:
ED:

Does that bother you?
No . And don't get clinical on me or I'll leave . That 's
what I pay Phillip forty dollars an hour for anyway .

GWEN :
ED :

Who in the world is Phillip?

GWEN:
ED :

You call your analyst Phillip?

GWEN:
ED:

Well that's definitely wasting money .

It 's a good magazine .

GWEN:
ED :

Oh? How do you know so much?

I get Reader's Digest.

GWEN :
ED:

Yes .

Well, you're wasting your money, Gwen.

GWEN :
ED :

My analyst-if you don't mind .

Sure-if you like fiction .

I've come across a lot of worthwhile information in that.
You ought to get a subscription. There 's a new series being
featured about budgeting your time .
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GWEN:
ED :

You do , huh?

GWEN :
ED:

I make the best of every moment I have, Mr. Kellogg.

Time is money.

I prefer to think of it as little pieces of life . Tell me more
about your husband .
Why? So you can gather up more things to ridicule me
about?

GWEN:
ED:

Actually , I was just looking for something to send in to ''Life
in These United States . ''

GWEN :
ED:

Then have a hunk of this . (He hands her a chunk of cold
cauliflower. )

GWEN :
ED:

With Cathi.

Is that his secretary?

GWEN :
ED :

I was?

Yeah. Something about him moving to Morocco .

GWEN:
ED :

A bit .

Good . You were telling me about your husband .

GWEN :
ED :

Well, maybe just . .. (She takes a sip.)

Yeah , there you go . Feel better?

GWEN :
ED:

I'm , uh . .. used to not having lunch .

Then have a little of this . (He hands her a cup of wine.)

GWEN :
ED:

No , I don't think so .

Listen-if we 're going to keep this argument up , you 're
going to need your strength . Go on, go on-you must be
hungry if you've been in meetings all morning .

GWEN:
ED :

How can you eat this stuff cold like this?

I like it crunchy. Go ahead .

GWEN:
ED :

Over my bruised and broken body .

No-his new wife.

I imagine you don't like her too much, huh?
Like her? What is there not to like? She 's bubbly, cute,
talented, rich , young. Everything I'm not. She's a little
dream boat.

GWEN:

ED :

Like a sister to you.
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GWEN :

ED:

Including your husband's?

GWEN:

ED :

Every man's ideal.
Yes . . .

Why'd they go to Morocco?
Because, oddly enough, Cathi had never been there
before . They went on their honeymoon and, like two impetuous darlings, they found it so enchanting that they decided to stay . Lyle went and sold everything through a broker
and has never been back since.

GWEN:

ED:

What about Colleen?

GWEN:

ED:

And then after the divorce you came here.

GWEN:

ED:

He sends for her at Easter.
Yes.

Why?
Well, my mother was living here at the time . Colleen
and I came to live with her while I found a job .

GWEN:

ED:

While good old Lyle was in Morroco sipping cognac-or
whatever they sip down there .
Uh huh. And then Mom died and we were on our own
agam .

GWEN:

ED :

And you stayed .

GWEN:

ED:

So you like it here .

GWEN:

ED:

That 's very profound .

Have you ever considered trying Morroco?

GWEN :

ED:

To tell you the truth, no.

I've always thought that you should like the place where you
live, or life isn't worth living .

GWEN :

ED:

It's as good a place as any .

Not in love with the place?

GWEN:

ED:

Yes.

Why? Heavens, no!

Well, if Lyle and Cathi like itThey can have it . I'm not moving to a strange new city
again as long as I live, let alone a whole new country .

GWEN:
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Not too adventurous, are you?
One divorce, one job hunt, and one life transplant is
about all the adventure I can take.

GWEN:
ED:

That's just all a part of life.
That's what Phillip says too, and he doesn't know what
he's talking about either.

GWEN :
ED:

Then why are you paying him forty bucks an hour?

GWEN:
ED:

GWEN:
ED:

Oh , you're both men.

And proud of it.

GWEN:
ED:

You don't understand what I'm getting at, do you?

Give me a year?

GWEN:
ED:

I have to have somebody to talk to .

Don't drink anymore of that wine, Gwen .

I'm perfectly serious, Ed.

So was I, but go ahead.
Okay . (She picks up her cup and the bottle and starts
pacing around the bench.) A man hasn't got the faintest

GWEN :

idea what it's like to be a woman.
ED:

I wouldn't argue with that.
So there's no way any man can really know what it's like
to lose your life all of a sudden.

GWEN :
ED :

Are you talking murder, Gwen?

GWEN :
ED:

Are you sure I can't send this in to the Digest?

GWEN:
ED:

No.
Eat your fish, Ed.

All right.
What I was trying to tell you is that I'm . . . I .. . All
my life I was conditioned to be married. I was given dolls to
mother, baby sisters and brothers to care for, and I spent all
my years in high school sitting for the neighborhood kids.
When I got to college I was ready to take on a career. But all
the while, in the back of my mind, I was sure that I'd get
married and become settled. You know? Somehow my future
would become sure because I'd find a husband-someone to
love and care for me-and then nature would take its course.

GWEN:
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I'd have a family, my husband would eventually make enough
so we could buy a little bungalow somewhere in the suburbs.
We could get a dog with papers, and then I could sit back in
utter contentment to enjoy my grandchildren in my autumn
years. End of story.
ED :

But instead, you divorced your husband.
No, he divorced me . Because I never could eat sandwich
cookies the correct way or remember to replace the toilet paper
so that the sheets fell off the roll away from the wall . No . I
was the one who woke up one morning to find a note on
the pillo~ that said, "Dear Gwen, I know this won't come as a
surprise to you, as we've been having our difficulties for some
time, but I think it 's best for me to tell you that I've seen a
lawyer and think it 's best that we go our separate ways . I wish
you the best in your new life . Lyle."

GWEN :

ED:

How prosaic of him.
Yes . I laughed myself silly. And then I went down to
the kitchen , got a one pound bag of Oreos and twisted all
those little beggars apart. And then I started to cry. I mean ,
how could I find myself a new life when I didn't even have an
old one? I'd given it all up for our life together. I'd worried
myself sick over his career! I didn ' t really have one thing left
that was mine.

GWEN:

ED:

Aren't you supposed to sort of consolidate in a marriage?
Money, love, children-yes . But you can ' t give up your
own purpose in life, your own sense of self. So many do.
Men never do though-they still know where they want to go
with their careers. They still feel strongly about their opinions ,
their ideas, their right to grow . They don't leech off their
wives or depend on their marriage to give them an identity .
That's why when men go their separate ways they have a better
chance of surviving. They're whole. They ' re intact.

GWEN :

ED :

Men don't have it as easy as you think .
I didn't say it was easy . I just said that you have a better
chance . You already have a goal, or a nucleus-whatever you
want to call it . Something to work from, something to work
for . That helps when your life is suddenly in a shambles . I'll
tell you, when I found that note I couldn't even decide if I

GWEN:
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should buy the popular or the bargain-brand anymore. And
that's where my priorities had always been directed.
ED:

You seem to have come out of it okay.
Lucky for me I have a strong survival instinct. But plenty
of other women haven ' t been so lucky-they 've succumbed to
the elements. Say, what were we talking about before we got
into this drivel about Lyle and me?

GWEN :

ED:

We were talking about you and Lyle .

GWEN:
ED :

GWEN:
ED :

Oh . . .

Have some salmon .
It 's like camping trips, really .

Camping trips?
Yes . People get lost or separated from their friends in the
wilderness all the time . Some make it back to civilization, but
others don ' t. And it 's not because they starve to death or
can ' t find food . I read somewhere that it 's because they can't
adapt. So instead of fighting back , they just sit down and
die . . . because of fear, loneliness, lack of purpose . Poof.
They're gone . It happens all the time .

GWEN:

ED :

Eat your salmon .

GWEN :
ED :

I'm not hungry .

It 'll keep you lucid .

GWEN :

Aren ' t I making sense?

ED : Just barely. So tell me, how 'd you get into the financial

counseling business?
I don't think I want to tell you . (She helps herself to
some more cauliflower and more wine.)

GWEN:
ED :

Why not?

GWEN:
ED:

No, I won't.

GWEN :
ED :

Promise?

Solemnly .

GWEN:
ED :

You'll laugh .

I took a night course .

Why would I laugh at that?

GWEN:

Everyone else does.
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ED :

You spread chat sort of thing around?

GWEN:
ED :

GWEN :
ED:

No, of course not.

You took one course?
Yes.

Really? You must have a lot of natural talent.
No, I'm just pushy. I have to be , because if I'm not
good, I don't make any money . Then I'd have to go on
welfare with all the other non-survivors .

GWEN:

ED:

Oh.

GWEN :
ED:

Have you ever been motivated by terror?

Not chat I remember.
Well , it's a real kick , let me cell you . You know, I have
to congratulate you.

GWEN:
ED:

Why?
You've behaved relatively sanely for almost fifteen
minutes now.

GWEN:
ED :

And it wasn't easy, lee me cell you .

GWEN :
ED :

GWEN :
ED:

No .

Then I think I did pretty well.

GWEN:
ED :

Yes, but I've been doing all the talking.

But I didn't fidget , did I? Or squirm , or make obscene
gestures?

My gosh , you did .

Gwen, is there anything I can do?
Not really . I'm managing . There 's money in the bank , I
have a Camaro and life is looking rosy again .

GWEN :
ED :

Except that you' re lonely.

GWEN:
ED :

But you 're more alone than you have to be . You ' re working
too hard . You said yourself chat you have your little nest
feathered. Why not cake it easy for a while?

GWEN:
ED:

I can ' t live on my stock dividends alone .

Well , Colleen can ' t grow up on friendships alone .

GWEN :
ED :

Everyone is, to a certain degree.

Oh , we're back to chis again?

Gwen , it's important .
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I know . But I can't do everything and I can't be
everywhere. I'm the only one who can support us. If I stop,
Lyle sure isn't going to come to the rescue. If I stop-then
forget surviving, forget everything. I can't do that to Colleen .
I won't have her sharing my fear . •

GWEN :

ED:

Fear is normal, Gwen.

GWEN:
ED:

Where'd you get a stupid idea like that?

GWEN:
ED:

I do not!

Yes, you do. We went over there simply for the companionship,
Mrs. Hershey. We couldn't explain it; like lemmings we just
followed each other there. I guess we just needed the balance,
or something-we needed to be home, and home is with the
female of the species. I guess that's why people get marriedeven if it does end in an Armegeddon sometimes . Men just
need women and, for all intents and purposes, women need
men .

GWEN:
ED:

Yeah, and I wonder why.

Gwen, you have a dirty mind.

GWEN:
ED:

You're kidding.

I wish I were . Nope. As far back as I can remember, I've
been afraid of being alone. I don't mean being lonely-that's
different. I mean . . . well, I think most men go through it.
Like when I was in college. All the guys in my dorm, at the
end of a long, hard day of classes, after dinner was over,
they'd all wander over to the girls dorms.

GWEN:
ED:

What do you have to be afraid of?

Being alone.

GWEN:
ED :

No, it's not. Men aren't afraid about things like this.

So what's there to be afraid of?

Gwen, you're worried about not surviving-about being
separated and getting lost in the forest. I'm afraid I will
survive and then I'll find out that I never had anyone to camp
with in the first place.
I'm afraid of not surviving and you're afraid of surviving
for nothing?

GWEN:
ED:

Maybe that 's a better way to put it.

GWEN :

They almost sound the same.
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ED:

Yeah. Here, have some more salmon .

GWEN:
ED:

Oh, oh. It sounds serious.

Well, let's just say that it's not as big of a deal as you're
going to make it .

GWEN:
ED:

No, thanks. I'd better get going.

No, I don't think so . I have something I sort of have to tell
you.

GWEN:
ED:

Oh, then should I sit down?

That might help; I wonder if I can get some coffee
somewhere, I think you should be completely sober for this.

GWEN :
ED:

Again?

I think that you realize by now that I think you should spend
more time with her.

GWEN :
ED:

Lunch is almost over, Ed .

I know . Gwen, I have to talk to you about Colleen .

GWEN:
ED:

I'm quite sober . Now , what is it?

Well, on the other hand, maybe a little more wine won ' t
hurt things.

GWEN:
ED:

I'd have to be comatose not to know that .

I suppose , . . . but are you sure you wouldn't like some
coffee?

GWEN:
ED :

Ed , what's the matter?

Before I tell you, you have to promise that you 'll remember
all that we've meant to each other these last few days.

GWEN:
ED:

I'm sure.

But, are you really sure?

GWEN :
ED:

c ape

What?

Okay. But just don't get mad, okay? You do tend to get
hysterical now and again.

GWEN:

Only when you exasperate me-the way you're starting to

now.
ED:

I am?

GWEN:
ED :

Is this why you asked me here?

No.

GWEN:

What's happened?
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ED (hesitating):
GWEN:

ED:

Forget the coffee .

Then, maybe some salmon?

GWEN :

ED:

Let's get some coffee.

It's Colleen, isn't it?

Well, sort of.

GWEN:

What do you mean 'sort of'? She hasn't been hurt ,

orED:

No, she's fine. Shelley's fine. They're both fine . I'm sure
of it .

GWEN :

ED:

Well, they're not here.

GWEN:

ED:

Then what's the problem?
I know that .

You do?
This is it, isn't it? You've held it back too long and now
you've gone off the deep end?

GWEN:

ED :

No, I haven't. I'm trying to tell you as calmly as I can that
they've gone away .

GWEN:

ED:

They've left New York, Gwen .

GWEN:

ED:

The city?

Yeah . And the state, too .

GWEN:

ED:

Away? Where away?

They've left New York?

Everything's going to be fine, Gwen.
Fine? . . . Fine! How can you say that? She's only
thirteen, she subscribes to Tiger Beat! And she's left New
York!

GWEN:

ED:

I was afraid you'd take it like this .

GWEN :

ED:

GWEN:

ED:

You mean? . . . How long have you known about this?

Since they took off.

GWEN:

ED:

How did you expect me to take it?

Well, I thought the lunch might .. .

And you didn't call me?

Well , I didn't want you to worry any longer than you had to.
I can't believe this . We've been sitting here, eating tuna
on saltines . . .

GWEN:
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ED:
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Salmon on Ritz .
. . . while my daughter is running away from home?
Don't you realize that we've wasted precious time? I'm calling
the police .

GWEN:

ED:

Oh, you don't have to do that .

GWEN:
ED:

I already know where they are .

GWEN:
ED:

And you said yes?

Well, I honestly didn't think that they could come up with
the money.

GWEN :
ED:

Mr. Kellogg!

It's okay, Gwen. They asked me if they could go.

GWEN:
ED :

How do you know?

I lived there once.

GWEN:
ED:

Are you sure?

Of course.

GWEN :
ED :

California?

I think that's where it is.

GWEN:
ED :

Well, do you want to fill me in?

They're in Los Angeles .

GWEN :
ED :

You do?

Yes. So you really don't have to worry .

GWEN:
ED :

Of course I do .

But, you said they could go?

Sure.

GWEN :

What possessed you to do an idiotic thing like that?

ED (groping) :
GWEN:
ED:

Don't answer me with a question .

I never thought Shelley would part with her stereo. You
know, that's how I found out they'd gone . The guy down the
hall came by with the rest of the money this morning . I guess
she wants me to mail it to her.

GWEN:
ED :

I don't like to say no?

What are two thirteen-year-olds doing in Los Angeles?

I think they want to go into roller disco .

GWEN:

I can't believe this is happening to me .
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You know , I actually thought you might get violent over this.

GWEN : Just wait till I digest this salmon.
ED :

There's really nothing to worry about, Gwen.

GWEN:
ED :

They were only going to stay about a week .

GWEN :
ED:

A week?

Yeah , Shelley has a date next Friday with the captain of the
football team. I don't think she'd miss that.

GWEN:
ED:

How do you figure?

Good thinking .

Are you all right, Gwen?
Of course I'm all right. You've taken care of everything ,
haven't you?

GWEN:
ED:

I'm sure they're going to be fine.

GWEN:
ED:

Well, I'm glad for you. But I'm not the least bit sure .

Gwen . . .
You have every right to let your daughter run all over the
earth if you want to, but you have no right to let mine go with
her. I'm the only one who can do that . I can't believe . ..
Colleen had no business running off like that. She knows better than to do something like this.

GWEN:

ED:

I told you that you should spend more time with her .
Don't you dare start in on me about that again! I'm
tired of it. I won ' t take this from someone who can't even say
no like a real parent . You're not perfect by any means, Mr.
Kellogg . So stop trying to perfect me.

GWEN:

ED :

I'm not trying to make you perfect, Gwen .
Then stop trying to make me into something I'm
not-whatever that may be 1 I sure hope you didn ' t do this to
your wife , rest her soul.

GWEN:

ED :

Yeah , I hope I didn't either.
Ed, I .. . It's just that if anything happens to that
child . .. she's all I have left. Everything. That's why I
can ' t stand here and twiddle my thumbs while I wait for them
to come home . I'm going to go home right now, take some
aspirin, and call the police . (She picks up her purse .) Maybe
you should come, too .

GWEN :
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ED (dejectedly):

No, I think maybe I'll hang around here for a
while; eat my lunch.

GWEN:
ED:

GWEN:
ED:

I just want to find her in one piece.

Remember , you were young once too.

GWEN:
ED:

All right.

Don't be too hard on her, Gwen.

The memory has grown dim.

Say, how about one for the road? (He holds up the Ritz
crackers.)

GWEN:

Just finish your fish, Mr. Kellogg. (She turns and leaves.)

ED (watching her go):

Ed.

♦
ACT III
Once again at the park bench. It is now late afternoon and the area is fairly quiet. The
lights come up slowly. In a moment GwEN appears on the set dressed for work,
carrying a briefcase and a handbag. She looks anxiously around the set, but doesn't see
who she is looking for. So, setting her things down, she wanders around the bench until,
momentarily, Eo enters from the opposite side of the stage wearing white pants, a
doctors smock and the same Adidas. He also carries a small, brown-paper sack.
GWEN catches sight of him.
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GWEN:
ED:

I've found the girls .

You have?

GWEN:

ED :

I told you it was urgent.

Yeah , you did . Well, I'm here . Shoot .

GWEN:
ED :

Well , I've been here over an hour.

I had to pick up a few things .

GWEN :
ED:

Ed! I thought you'd never get here .

I came here as fast as I could .

GWEN:
ED :
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Yes , they 're in Los Angeles.

No kidding .
I know , but at least now I can be certain. I needed to be
certain . Anyway , Colleen called me at the office just a little
while ago . Apparently she and Shelley were on their way
home when they were stopped at the airport .

GWEN :

ED:

Nabbed by the cops, huh?

GWEN :
ED:

What 's wrong with you ?

Nothing really.
I thought you'd be pleased to know that the girls were
safe and that they were coming home .

GWEN :
ED :

Oh, I 'm pleased.

GWEN :
ED:

Well , I guess that's because there 's something else that 's
troubling me .

GWEN:
ED:

I couldn't tell from looking at you .

What's that.

Like, why you're talking to me all of a sudden.
Oh , that. Well , don ' t worry , Ed- I'm really not mad at
you anymore.

GWEN:
ED:

Yes, but I'm mad at you .

GWEN :
ED:

Well, because .

GWEN:
ED :

Whatever for?
That's not a reason .

It's the only one I have.
Ed, you ' re acting very strangely . Could you please behave
normally, or in your case more strangely?

GWEN:
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ED:

I'm still mad at you, Gwen.

GWEN:
ED:

I've tried to get ahold of you for three days.

GWEN:
ED:

Somehow I think you'll survive.

I don't know.

GWEN:
ED:

Not for me .

Well, it would have for me . My ego's never going to be the
same.

GWEN :
ED:

Well. I was mad, too .

Yeah, I know. But don't you think it would have been
healthier being mad together?

GWEN :
ED:

Bingo.

I think I'm going deaf, I've had the phone slammed down
on me so many times. You ignored my messages . .. I
don't mind telling you, Gwen, that you've been awfully rude.

GWEN:
ED:

Okay, how many guesses do I get?

Kind of lonely, huh?

Very lonely , Gwen .
Well, I'm sorry I have to say this , but you have no one to
blame but yourself in this matter. Shelley left with your
approval, you know .

GWEN:

ED:

I know. And that's another thing that bothers me.

GWEN:
ED :

Yeah .. .

GWEN:
ED:

I know.

Well, I didn't.

GWEN:
ED:

Why do you need cheering up, Ed?

Life is a pit, Gwen .

GWEN:
ED:

And how about things in the Middle East?

Quit trying to cheer me up, Gwen.

GWEN:
ED:

So, how are the Molar Marauders doing?

Okay·.

GWEN:
ED:

You have to think of things like that, Mr. Perfect Father.

I know that, too .

Gwen, I've just fallen from grace and landed right on my
keister.
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GWEN:
ED:

Well , it could have been your head .

I wish it had been, then I wouldn't feel quite so foolish.
I know what you mean . Listen-think you can stand a
little advice from Mrs . Perfect Mother for a minute?

GWEN:
ED:

I might not recover from this .

Ed , remember that insipid old saying from some old B
movie that if you love something, you should let it go fly on
its own and if it comes back to you it's yours forever, but if it
flies away it was never yours to begin with? Remember that •
Well , forget it. Because, when it comes to being a parent,
the opposite happens to be true. You can't let your kids fly
free all the time. Because sometimes they're going to do
stupid things and get lost in transit. There comes a time when
you can do that-maybe when they're around thirty-five . But
right now, you have to say no. You have to keep them close.
Either that , or you lose them forever. I don't know about
you , but I'm too selfish to let that happen .
ED: So, in other words, I've been an ignoramus.

GWEN :

GWEN:
ED:

And a lousy father.

GWEN :
ED :

Yes.
Sort of.

Life is a pit, Gwen.
Ed, it's like Weight Watchers or Alcoholics
Anonymous-the first step is admitting that you have a
problem . Go ahead, admit it, Ed . I did. I'm not a perfect
mother .

GWEN:

ED:

I knew that all along.

GWEN:
ED:

I'm not a perfect father.

GWEN:
ED :

No-only when you want it to be.

Do you?

GWEN :
ED:

There you go. Now how do you feel?

About the same. Life is still a pit .

GWEN:
ED:

Well, don't rub it in .

No , and I don't think you do , either.

You know, I think this is our first metaphysical discussion .

GWEN:

I believe it is .
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ED:

Let's talk about something else .

GWEN:
ED:

Did Colleen have anything to say?

GWEN:
ED:

All right.
Yes. She and Shelley will be home tonight.

Really?
Yep, and they've decided against roller disco. I guess the
in-thing right now is punk rock .

GWEN:
ED:

Hey, that sounds fun.

GWEN:
ED :

GWEN:
ED:

Yes, it does, doesn't it?

I'm sorry, Gwen.
Oh, that's okay.

No, it's not. I've been thinking about what you said.
What did I say? It seems I said a lot of things, some of
which I'm ashamed right now.

GWEN:
ED:

You asked me if I treated my wife the way I had treated you.
Oh, ignore that, will you? I was reacting from fear again .
I never play fair when on the defensive.

GWEN:
ED :

I can't ignore it, Gwen . It was a valid question.

GWEN:
ED :

I didn't.

GWEN:
ED:

I didn't know yours then, either.

Yeah. But I was right, wasn't I, Gwen?

GWEN :
ED:

Well, it was just a thought.

I'm sorry about treating you that way, Gwen. I didn't know
your hang-ups then.

GWEN:
ED:

You never worked on his teeth, did you?

Not that I can remember.

GWEN:
ED:

Yes.

I wonder why?

GWEN:
ED :

Good.

I was treating you the way your husband treated you, wasn't I?

GWEN:
ED:

So, what's the answer?

Half right. And then I was right the other half.

Yeah, well. We figured things out pretty well, didn't we?

GWEN :

We sure did.
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ED:

And I don ' t even have an analyst.

GWEN :
ED :

Not really . I'm into mind expansion, remember?

GWEN:
ED:

to

have a hobby, Gwen .

I don't have time for hobbies .

Something that you and Colleen can do together.

GWEN:
ED :

Ah, yes .

You ought

GWEN :
ED :

You're amazing .

Like what?

I don't know-something exotic.

GWEN:

Maybe it would be best

to

start simple and work our way

up .
ED:

I don't do anything that's simple, Gwen .

GWEN:
ED:

No, you have to make everything complicated-like life .

No , I don't.
Yes, you do. Before I met you I had everything all
figured out. I had a job that I was successful at , an apartment
from Bonwit Teller and a daughter who I thought was a model
teenager . Now I find I have to rethink everything. It's going
to be tough .

GWEN:

ED :

Well , I 'll help you, Gwen .

GWEN:
ED :

Sure .

GWEN:
ED:

to

be a parent , Gwen?

I don't know . Why is it so hard to be an adult?

These days , nothing 's easy .

GWEN :
ED:

Sounds like a deal .

Why is it so hard

GWEN:
ED:

I think it 'll be more like the blind leading the blind .

Not really . We're both lost in the wilderness, Gwen. But I
think I can help you survive until you can get out and, in the
meantime, you can help me make my own campground , okay?

GWEN :
ED:

Don't you think you have your own rethinking to do?

I'll work in shifts .

GWEN :
ED :

You will, huh?

Right.

When did Colleen say they'd be home?
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GWEN:

ED:

Good, that gives us a chance to get a frozen banana, or
maybe you'd like these . (He hands her the bag and she pulls
out a large package of Oreos.) You can twist them apart,
if you want to.

GWEN:

ED:

Now Ed, I'm serious.
Gwen isn't my real name .
No.

What is it then?

GWEN:

ED:

tell you.

It's not?

GWEN:

ED:

to

Okay .

GWEN :

ED:

There's something I've decided I want

You're not pregnant, are you?

GWEN:

ED:

Thank you , Ed .

You're welcome.

GWEN:

ED:

They'll be flying in around six-thirty.

Promise you won't laugh?

Hurry, the guy's putting the bananas on ice.

GWEN:

Now, don't laugh .

ED : I won't, whoever you are .
GWEN:

ED:

Yes, it means "passionate one ."

Really?

GWEN:

ED:

Ignatia .

Ignatia?

GWEN :

ED:

My real name is

Yes .

Oh , I get it-your mother was into Roman culture .

GWEN :

No, Gothic Romance .

Well, it's nice to meet you . . . Ignatia. (He holds out his
hand. )
GWEN (She shakes it.) : It's nice to meet you too , Ed .
ED (holding up his hand): Ah . Bancroft . (They walk out of
sight as the lights come down.)
ED:
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A SCHOOLBOY
CONTEMPLATES
INFINITY

Bent over a fake wood desk
While Mr. Looft paraboled the board ,
The boy drew a plain grey line
As straight as he could
Oust like in the book)
With a sharp black arrow on the endThat was because there wasn't one.
The line went right, over the edge of his desk
And through Ann Mitchell the wall and
Just above the radiator and over the grass
And the old road and the field and
Straight through Ore-Ida and over the river
And freeway and sagebrush and desert
And just touching the tops of the mountains
Over the wilderness, past Ketchum
And over the Salmon, Alberta, ice
And out over the edge of the world
And into the stars and "right through 'em ."
"You can always go another inch," Dad said.
"And if that were time it 'd never end
Either. Keep going forever, stop for lunch,
And do it again." The boy drew an arrow
On the other end and looked left,
But Mr. Looft said,
"Wilson, is that you daydreaming again?"
Joseph K. Nicholes
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We broke a window
at the Dastrups'
and never talk to them because
they kept our lime-green super ball .

We hid and Rags sought
(and usually found) us
Summer Sidewalk brownedignorant laughing .
Until the day that Daddy cut our bangs
without the scissors .
Then we stopped.
And now the Doctor sleeps alone,
sitting in his cobweb den
to drink his pickled purpose
with a straw .
And lucifer created black:
black hearts, black eyes, and ochre too .
He saw that it was good .
And you can be my children
if and if and if
(but not until you 're twenty-two).
I faithfully Purina'd Cat
until it died, distempered , in the back .
I've learned to never pet
for fear of claws .
We played the bells once .
(We, of course , ended .)
"I am a Child of
" Who?
(That ended too ... . )
And just because Conor Larkin
died for the Irish Catholic
singing " Dusty Bluebells"
I believed in the IRA,
until they bombed Mrs. Bridgeport
just walking to the super.
And now I only care for me,
but guess I really don 't.
And finally I hung it up
when Clayton saw subliminals
in Whiskey Ice
and Charly's holy face .
Please, no more phone calls.
I'm sleeping .

•

-Miser inepte, ne desinas ineptire, sed obdura

These days (and there are so many like them)
Are misery for the obdurate lover
Since he , poor fool, resolved to spurn all others
And fastened hard his heart to the lady's whim.
Still, is it really better to unyoke
Him from the girl that drags his soul about
Or snatch the sterile mule from so devout
A man as he? For how long will he choke
His thoughts behind a woman dry as wind?
Or should we judge the whole affair no matter,
Dismiss his love and spare us all the patter?
Have we the proper tongue to speak his mind,
To wrench our feelings from his curse and say
What he so simply can at will achieve
(And other skidrow lovers after three,
Or surely four, depending on the day
And how much the belly therefore warrants)?
But to the point. The fool's a lovely master,
The drunk Bordeaux with a midnight bladder,
Who, in.song, thereby unlooses torrents
That freely from his wine thus issues forth
Both verbally and naturally. Of course,
To us no doubt profuse and no less coarse,
To him life's only necessary mirth .
So do not harshly in your wrath eschew
The finer aspects of his jubilation;
For in the drunk's a sign of meek oblation
Whose honesty and pitch are often true
To that inebriated consciousness.
I wish myself at times to be so smashed
That I could feign a tune as unabashed
And sing my loves with simple foolishness
Until, so touched, a friend would sacrifice
A flower pot to ease my suffering
(And his) all at once, thereby proffering
To me the peace that comes of little vices.
Yet come, it is a consummation stoutly
To be endured as god's own just relief,
For there are other songs than lovers' grief
That only fools and drunkards sing devoutly .

RAIN
COMING

The limbs of the sycamore flatten
out against this Utah sky
like the lines of a road map.
There 's a breeze .
I can almost smell the distant
blackness, the rising Columbia.
At night sometimes it turns
on itself, flows backward
seeking its source,
and the black-mouthed Chinook
ride it home . I've seen it
from a car window sailing
down the gorge, waves and debris
rolling gently upstream,
silver backs lapping the surface,
going home .
That dark eastward flow .
John W. Schouten
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I've seen death only on the news,

('('\.(l' And now I've seen blood and grief.
• ~}.:.

1

What am I to do with these deaths in my head?
Make room for themMake room for puddled blood
Preserved, reviewed and edited .
Make room for a nameless victim ,
A numberless victim ,
Another prime-time newsmaking death.
What am I to do with these deaths in my head?
These monstrous preludes to my dreams. ·
Make room for them·
For on anniversaries
I am reminded with footage
That children burn and young men bleed
And women weep,
With me .
Laurie Wood
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WITH THE HAIR :

1970

I didn't know him,
Didn't particularly want to:
I considered his existence with contempt.
Angered at the mention of his achievements
I tired of comparisons .
He said the right things,
Did the right things,
Knew the right people.
I didn't.
My hatred was labeled rivalry
Which made it worseThat and being reminded I should love him
And follow his example .
But he was too short,
Walked duck-footed,
Was nearsighted.
And was my father's son.
I didn't know him and didn't intend to .

Poems

Km

WITH THE

HAIR : 1975

When I figured he was wiser
It wasn't too late .
He knew my faults (I saw he had them too),
But he overlooked themNearsightedness I guess.
He pointed out we were different,
No better, no worse than the other.
He accepted my friends,
Wanted me to love God,
Wanted me to love him,
Was sad that he hadn't known me,
But said he would .
He shared my fears;
After all , he shared my childhood .
He wasn 't Republican,
Lived three floors above me,
Tolerated my dog .
Now I can begin to know him
Sorry that I missed him for so long .
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He leaned forward in the rocker to look at his new
boots, tipping his head slightly to the right and then to
the left, pausing just long enough to allow his eyes to
catch their own reflection on the boots' oiled shine. He had
oiled, polished and buffed the boots for almost an hour that
morning. A good pair of boots required a lot of care; a
man's boots said something about the man, Norton figured .
They had set him back nearly a week's wages, but boots like
that didn't come cheap ; they were like an investment, a
reflection of a man's personality. They were fine boots, black
and simple with a not-too-fancy design engraved on the toes,
a design that reminded Norton of seaweed.
He had wanted a pair just like them long before he ever
went away to war, but his mother had always insisted he buy
other boots instead, calling his taste too worldly for his own
good. But that was before the war. He was older now and
quite capable of making his own decisions. It was all very
simple. He had liked the boots, so he bought them, and
now he had them on his feet with his blue jeans tucked
neatly in the tops so the slick, black leather could shine in
the afternoon sun . He liked the way the boots clung to his
calves and the way his feet throbbed with a pleasant, snug
sensation that his navy issue deck shoes had never matched,
even when new.
Norton had been rocking for an hour, pretending to read
the Herald's editorial page as he waited for Katie Jenkins and
her sister Melody to make their usual Saturday afternoon visit .
They had come by every Saturday since he returned from the
war, and he always seemed to be reading the Hera/dwhen
they arrived. It was becoming a tradition, he thought.
Before the war, he used to enjoy reading the letters to the
editor, particularly those written by Lloyd Haskens, an old
farmer who wrote to the paper regularly to complain about
things in general. If something rubbed Lloyd the wrong way,
it was worth writing the editor about. Once, he had written
in to complain about the asinine advice the county extension
agent had given him concerning a new herbicide, saying the
stuff worked a bit too well and had killed not only the weeds
but fifty acres of feed corn.
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The editor agreed with Lloyd . The word asinine, however,
appeared as *11!&11?¢ but everyone knew what it meant; Lloyd
used it all the time. Most of Millfort agreed with Lloyd also ,
and in the next issue Moe Henderson wrote in and chided
Lloyd for ever listening to the extension agent in the first
place, but he expressed his sympathy nonetheless . The Olsen
brothers from Millfort Seed and Feed also took the opportunity
to help kindle the issue. They promised Lloyd a sizable
discount on some new seed and on their own brand of
"proven" herbicide, a small gesture they hoped would offset
some of the damage while drumming up a little new business
from folks who would be impressed with their altruistic
concern over a neighbor's loss . For two weeks Lloyd was the
talk of the town . Everyone supported his anger. Everyone
seemed sorry for him. It was good to have friends like that ,
Norton thought, friends that liked you, friends that liked to
be part of the majority .
Norton folded the Herald into the shape of an airplane-it
was a thin newspaper-and tossed it across the porch. The
letters to the editor no longer excited him . Afrer spending
four years shooting at the Japanese from a battleship,
probably even killing a number of them (although it was
difficult to tell at the time, with all the commotion), he
couldn't relate to the scopeless problems that besieged
Millfort , Nebraska .
The war had changed him . Many of the old desires were
gone. A can of beer and a game of pool at Tulley 's no
longer highlighted his Saturday afternoons . He had been
good at pool once , damn good according to Tulley, who had
seen some of the best play when he had tended bar in Chicago
during the First War. But that was part of the past ; that was
a part of him that was gone .
Two figures turned the corner and drew closer. Norton
hoped one was Katie. She was a thin , long-legged, tightbreasted blonde with moist, supple lips and pink skin.
Norton liked her . He tolerated her sister , who was two years
younger. Norton tried to convince himself that Melody was
fat or that she spoke with a lisp , but after close observation ,
he determined it was just his imagination . Still, he didn't
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like her, and he wished she didn't have to accompany her
older sister every Saturday, even though it was only proper.
As the two figures passed the hedge bordering the front
lawn, one of them waved. It was Katie. Norton made sure
his jeans were tucked squarely into his new boots . He didn ' t
plan on saying anything, but he hoped Katie would notice
his boots and bring them into the conversation . Usually the
three talked about the war, not the fighting part of the war
but the trinket-detail that only a tourist would enjoy. Katie
especially liked the stories about the exotic South Pacific ports
with their open-air markets where fish, strung like pearls,
hung in the breeze from bamboo rafters . Other, smaller fish
were kept alive in grimy wood buckets, and still others were
fileted and laid out over cracked ice.
The streets of these ports were pock-marked with wear.
People, some black, some yellow , others white , tramped , like
cattle in a stockyard, to the left and then the right, serpentining their way through town, vanishing every once in a
while into a small shop or dark alley, only to appear again on
the street with a wrinkled sack of vegetables or a few yards of
cloth . There were so many faces and smells and colors that
after a short time everything seemed to blend into a pulsating
blur, it seemed to Norton . People became thick shadows ,
numbing his arms as they bumped into him on the street.
And he could smell the sweat of the world, some sweet like
summer corn and some foul like a neglected chicken coop, as
it mingled, misty in the hot, humid air. Katie said that it all
seemed so romantic and spectacular. She made Norton promise ,
in the half-serious , flirtatious way that women sometimes
make men promise, that he would take her there one day.
Of course he had not described any port in particular but had
given her instead a composite of several ports that the crew of
the Sin Cnsto had encountered . She didn't know the difference;
sometimes the crew hadn't known the difference, so Norton
couldn't see where it mattered.
Katie viewed the war as if it had been an adventure Norton
had been on; she never asked about the fighting and destruction
he had been part of. He couldn't imagine her asking him
how many people he figured he'd killed, or how many ships
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he'd seen go down, or how many drowning men he ' d heard
cry for help . These were things she would never encounter
in Nebraska, so she had no use for them . She was like everyone
else in town regarding this matter; the war had been too far from
home to be any more realistic than a newsreel or a recruiting
poster.
But for Norton these things had been real. He had actually
killed people , people he didn't even know or especially
dislike . And he had watched men drown as their ships slowly
sank between fiery patches of the South Pacific that lit up the
night sky like floating heaps of Christmas lights.
The Sin Cristo herself had been sunk . Thirty men died
that night . Norton remembered the muffled screams and the
motion of the life raft as it rocked in the sea. A dozen times
or more he had gone back into the water to help a drowning
man , not because he was a hero , but because it had to be
done . In his mind he could still see the debris that had been
the Sin Cristo. He could see the limp bodies that occasionally
popped to the surface and bobbed in the ocean like apples in
a washtub .
The Sin Cristo had gone down near the end of the war ,
and most of the survivors were sent home . Norton was one
of the few men who had been assigned to sea duty again .
He'd spent the last three months of the war on a patrol boat
that roamed Pearl Harbor , a task Norton found ironic. But at
least he was doing his part in the war effort, and that was
what mattered to him.
He was glad Katie would never have to see a world like the
one the Sin Cristo had sailed . He looked at her and hoped
she might always stay in this quiet town , changing naturally
and lingering like the leaves of autumn . She belonged in
Millfort with Lloyd Haskens, Moe Henderson, the Olsen
brothers and the Herald, safe from the ugliness of the world ,
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living a quiet life where grasshoppers and beetles were the
enemy, where an occasional rise in the Missouri was the only
possibility for a drowning , and where a yearly tornado
blackened the sky, blowing barn doors and loose shingles into
oblivion while the townspeople hid in their cellars, frightened
in an accustomed way, like ants watching some snot-nosed
kid kick the daylights out of their mound .
By the time the sisters ascended the half dozen steps to the
porch, Norton had left the rocking chair to bid them a
gracious hello, something he knew was expected of him in
such a situation.
"You ladies look very nice this morning," he said .
"Why thank you, Norton dear, but this is hardly the
morning . It must be at least half past one," said Melody .
"Well anyway, how are you both today?" he asked.
"Fine . Just fine, thank you ," said Katie.
Norton motioned for them to both have a seat on the swing
that hung opposite the rocking chair. He sat on the porch
rail and extended his long legs unobtrusively across the porch
as the girls straightened and fluffed their skirts. Katie commented
on the unusual spring weather, wondering if perhaps it was
going to be a short growing season, and Melody asked him
how he liked his job at the hardware store, suggesting that a
man could build quite a future in hardware. But nothing
was said about the boots.
"Well, how has your mother been?" asked Katie. " I
didn't see her at the church bazaar on Wednesday . Has she
been ill?"
"No, she's well. She 's been visiting my aunt in Des Moines.
She's spent a lot of time there since my father died . Her
sister's a widow also , you know."
"It's nice that they have one another," said Katie.
" It would have been even nicer if their husbands hadn ' t
died,'' said Norton.
The sisters exchanged a curious look , and then Katie swiftly
changed the subject back to the weather.
''Did you happen to hear about those three twisters that
hit town last May?" asked Katie.
"No, I guess I didn't," said Norton .
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"Well they totally wrecked Silas Moore's new barn, even
killed his prize pig. And the Martin house was so badly
damaged they decided to abandon it altogether. I tell you,
you have never seen the kind of destruction that we had here,
Norton . Are you sure that your mother didn't write you and
tell you about it?" asked Katie.
" She might have. We lost a mail boat about that time,
though. Her letter was probably aboard . "
"How do you lose a mailboat?" asked Melody.
"A Japanese submarine blew it into a thousand pieces,"
Norton said . He could remember that day well. Shredded
packages and letters turned patches of the sea into pulpy,
oatmeal-colored blobs. He couldn ' t remember if there had
been any survivors . It was bad enough that there was no mail
that week .
" Anyway, those twisters were something," said Katie.
"That's Nebraska for you ," said Norton.
Katie crossed her right leg over her left , adjusted the pleats
in her skirt and pretended to find some fascination with a
squirrel in the oak tree across the street. Melody sat still,
curls of blond hair moving gently in the breeze.
"Well , Norton, there is something specific I wanted to
mention to you today,'' said Katie.
"Oh?" said Norton.
"Well, it's about church. We don't see you there as much
as we 'd like to.''
"I guess not," said Norton.
''Have you been attending somewhere else? Perhaps over
in Hampton? I understand that they have quite a nice
congregation of Methodists over there . ''
"No, I haven't been to Hampton . I haven't been
anywhere. "
"That surprises us, Norton . You used to be so active with
the church. Is everything okay with you?" asked Katie.
"That was before the war," he said .
"Why does that matter?" asked Melody. "It's 1946 ; the
war is over . Everyone has come back home and picked up
where they left off. Why should you be any different?"
Norton moved from the porch rail to the rocking chair and
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sat up straight, his boots pulled up beneath the seat. "I saw
some things that made me wonder ," he said.
'Tm sure that Billy Jones saw some things that made him
wonder, but he still comes to church," said Melody in a scratchy
whine. "I understand that he's even this year's bake sale
chairman. Now there's someone who has taken ahold of life
again, and I'm sure that you can do the same."
''Billy was a cook at the navy headquarters in San Diego ,''
said Norton.
"And just what do you mean by that , Norton?" asked
Melody.
"Nothing," said Norton, realizing that he had offended
her. 'Tm sure he did see some things."
"You can bet that he did, Norton. He told me all about
it, so don't try and tell me that you are the only one who
went through the war. Billy was actually quite important .
Did you know that he made dinner for FDR himself one
night?" asked Melody .
Norton admitted he didn 't know that about Billy . Melody's
whine was beginning to bother him . It was evident that she
had some affinity for Billy . Norton thought he was a damn
fool, but he smiled at Melody and said nothing for a minute .
'T II have to drop by Billy's house and chat with him
about the war sometime," said Norton after a brief pause.
He had no intention of ever going out of his way to talk to
Billy but the thought sounded good to Melod y, he figured,
and that was all that mattered to him .
"He'll be at the church picnic tomorrow afternoon," said
Melody . "You could talk to him there, but I don 't suppose
that you're going, since you'd have to attend church before
you coµld eat.''
"I hadn't thought much about it ," said Norton, letting
the insult pass him by . Who did Melody think she was that
she could talk to him that way, he thought. A part of him ,
something deep, latent and primordial, wanted to slap the
broad across the porch, but that probably would have offended
Katie, so he just thought about it and smiled.
"Billy is going to escort Melody," said Katie . "Don't you
think they make just a lovely couple, Norton?"
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Norton nodded. "Definitely ," he said, smiling .
"You could take Katie if you were up to it, Norton," said
Melody as though she were taunting him.
Katie gave her sister a mean stare . Perhaps something
deep and primordial in her wanted to slap her sister across
the porch .
''I'm sure that Norton can think for himself, Melody!"
"Well I'm sorry, Katie, but he just sits there smiling at us.
I'm sure he'd like to go with you to the picnic . "
"That's enough, Melody," said Katie.
"Actually, that would be very nice," said Norton.
" Would you like me to escort you, Katie?"
"That would be quite nice of you, Norton, but I'm afraid
my sister has made you feel badly about it , so maybe you'd
better not . ''
"Nonsense," said Norton. "She didn't say anything that
wasn't already on my mind anyway . "
Katie smiled at him . "Well, if you're sure then . . . "
''I'm sure," said Norton.
"Okay then, you can meet me by the front doors after
church tomorrow. I know you'll enjoy the picnic. It'll give
you a chance to see a lot of old friends who've been asking
about you.''
Norton couldn't imagine what old friends she was talking
about. In a town the size of Millfort, if you didn't see
everyone you knew within a week, they'd either died or moved
away. And then you would have either attended the funeral
or helped load the moving van.
Their mission apparently accomplished, the sisters made
some excuse about having to get home in time to see their
new icebox delivered. Norton rose from the rocking chair
and followed them down the porch steps and to the sidewalk .
He told them it had been a pleasure talking with them and
that he would look forward to seeing them and Billy at the
picnic. The sisters smiled and told him he would enjoy being
involved in church again . Norton nodded, feigning agreement.
"By the way, Norton, are those black cowboy boots new?"
asked Melody as she passed the hedge .
"Bought them yesterday," he said proudly, looking down .
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"Very charming," she said in that scratchy whine again.
"Thanks . " Norton wanted to slap her again, but instead
he stood on the sidewalk and watched the girls disappear into
the afternoon.
He walked back to the porch , thinking about Katie and the
church picnic. It would be nice to see her in a Sunday dress .
She had such nice legs, long and firm and pink . He hoped
Melody would keep her mouth shut at the picnic ; he had had
enough of her and her prissiness . Maybe she would occupy
herself with that fool, Billy. Maybe they would both stay out
of his way. But if they didn't, he supposed it really didn ' t
matter. What did he care? They didn ' t actually bother him .
He just didn't like them.
That afternoon, Norton sat in the rocking chair , looking at
his boots , thinking they would look good with his dark suit .
He hadn't worn that suit since before the war , and then only
to church . He used to like church. He had liked the
minister, too; his sermons seemed to reach out from the
pulpit and scare the hell out of people . Those sermons
always made Norton leave church wanting to do better. And
they always left him with a cold shiver. It was a good shiver ,
but Norton hadn't felt it for a long time . Not since the war.
The war had changed things ; the war had really scared the
hell out of him. He was glad the war hadn't changed things
for Billy. There's nothing worse than an S.O .B. who changes
on you, Norton thought. But Billy hadn't really been in the
war ; he'd been in a kitchen in San Diego . Norton didn ' t
think a kitchen could be part of the war. A kitchen was for
boys . War was not.
Sunday morning, Norton sat in the back pew of the
Millfort Congregational Church with his mother , who had
returned early that morning from Des Moines. The organ
prelude reminded Norton of the rhythmic hum of the Sin
Crista's engine room. He liked the prelude-it was smooth
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and simple and helped him relax. Before it ended, he was
resting comfortably with his arms across the back of the pew
and his feet angled into the main aisle. His mother had been
reading the program during this time, and when she saw him
with his body elongated and seemingly comfortable, she
rebuked him for being irreverent.
"It isn't proper to be so comfortable in church, Norton,"
she said.
It was about then that she noticed his new boots. "Are
those black cowboy boots new, dear?''
"Bought them the other day ," he said .
"Well I hope to goodness that you didn't spend a lot for
them.''
"They're good boots . Do you like them , Mother?"
"They're fine, dear, but sit up and listen . Church is
beginning . And for Goodness' sake will you please pull your
trouser legs from the inside of those things? You'll wrinkle
them for sure.''
When the service was over, Norton was glad to be on his
way . The sermon had been only fair . The Reverend Hilliard
spoke about John the Baptist and the importance of baptism.
Norton couldn't remember his own baptism-he was much
too young-but his mother told him it had been a beautiful
christening . Norton thought it would be much better to
keep people out of the water until they knew what was going
on for sure . Maybe its significance would sink in better that
way .
Some of the ladies had tears in their eyes and were blowing
their noses in embroidered handkerchiefs , and some of the
men were shaking hands with the minister. Norton's mother
was so touched by the sermon that she kissed Norton on the
nose and gave his hand a gentle squeeze .
"Did you like the sermon, dear?" she asked .
"It was fine , Mother," Norton said, distracted by a boy
running toward him with a picture torn from a coloring book.
''Guess who this is,'' said the boy as he stopped in front of
Norton .
" Couldn't be Jesus , could it?"
"How did you know?"
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"Who else could it be?"
The boy studied the picture, confused for a moment and
then ran off in search of someone else to show the crayon
drawing to . Norton walked to the restroom and splashed
some cold water on his face . As he raised his head from the
porcelain sink, a sink he had washed in since he was barely
able to place his fingers on the top of it a long time ago, he
studied his wet features in the cloudy mirror . ''Who is
this?" he asked himself out loud. "Norton Albert Mann ,"
he said laughing . "Who else could it be?" He toweled his
face dry and left for the picnic.
On the way out of the chapel he met Katie . She was wearing
a fluffy, white dress that let her legs show. Norton was happy
to be on his way to the picnic . It was being held on a grassy
knoll behind the church. He could see the Missouri below as
it flowed toward the Mississippi , severing Nebraska and Iowa
like a thin, brown ribbon .
Most of the men had removed their coats and ties and were
setting up folding tables . Others were throwing white tablecloths across each table. And a few minutes later women
with their sleeves rolled up and wearing aprons were carrying
steaming pots and platters to the tables . There were baked
beans, fresh corn, baskets of hot rolls , roasts , hams , baked
potatoes, mashed potatoes, vegetable salads and gelatin that
was beginning to run. It had all been placed on the tables in
buffet fashion . A car pulled up and a woman got out with a
large bowl of green peas mixed with baby onions. Norton
liked green peas and baby onions ; he hadn't seen much of
them in the navy .
The aroma had attracted a line of people who stood by the
tables holding plates against their sides and stuffing silverware into their pockets. Norton had never seen such a spread
before, even in Millfort .
"I noticed that you have your eyes on those peas and
onions that Mrs . Simpson brought," Katie said to Norton as
they stood in line, waiting their turn.
"I haven't had them in a long time," said Norton . "I used
to really like them . ''
''I'll tell you one thing ," came an obnoxious voice from
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behind . "FDR just loved peas with baby onions . I thought
I was going to have to open another can just for him alone . ''
Norton turned to the man and they exchanged nods of
recogrnt1on.
' 'That must have been some experience , Billy, meeting
FDR like you did ," said Melody .
"Oh it was , Mel. I shook his hand and all. Then he
thanked me for being such a service to my country. We'll
never have another president like him, let me tell you . ' '
The people in line "oohed" and "aahed" as Billy spoke,
delighted to be so close to someone who had actually shaken
hands with FDR . One of the oldtimers asked Norton if he
had met FDR too . Norton said he hadn't but he'd heard a
lot about him.
Once through the line , Norton and Katie sat at a small
redwood picnic table in the shade of a large elm. Norton
could see the green bluffs that rolled down to an old pier
where he used to go catfishing . It was serene there on the
Missouri with Katie, good food, and his black boots. Norton
couldn ' t remember when he'd felt so good . He was looking
forward to being alone with Katie for a while, but his hopes
were dashed when Billy and Melody joined them.
"So tell me, Non ," said Billy, "how was the food in your
part of the war?''
·
"Pretty good , I guess," said Norton.
"It couldn't have been as good as Diego, I'll bet . You
see , we had all the supplies for the entire Pacific Fleet right
there in our warehouses.''
"I always wondered where they kept it," said Norton.
"Well, it was there in Diego. Anything we needed, we
got ahold of. I tell you Non , it was a valuable war for me .
I probably would have been nothing without it. But now I
know almost everything that there is to know about cooking,
nutrition and all and could probably pick up a job just about
anywhere . Guys like me are in demand, you know. And do
you know why, Non?"
"No , why?" asked Norton, afraid of the answer's length .
"Because of the food industry. It's big business in
America. I mean, people have got to eat, right?"
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"I guess they do," said Norton .
"You bet they do . That's why a guy like me is in demand .
Do you know that one of my buddies from Diego-a kid that
I even trained-has got himself a job at the Waldorf in the
Big Apple herself. That's a word we use for New York City,
Mel."
''What in the world is he doing there?'' asked Melody.
"Why, he's in charge of all the salads. That's quite a job,
you know. I understand that folks back East are big salad
eaters, so you can imagine the kind of responsibility he's
got.''
"Are you thinking about going back East?" asked Katie.
Norton was wishing he would.
"Well, not exactly," he said, looking at Melody as if they
shared a secret. ''Do you think I should tell them, Mel?' '
"Go ahead, Billy . I think it's really exciting."
"Aw, maybe I'd better not . Not yet anyway."
"Well, then I will if you won't. Billy has bought Sam's
diner. Isn't that wonderful!'' she exclaimed.
"That's terrific news, Billy! Isn't that great news,
Norton?" asked Katie.
"Congratulations Billy," said Norton.
"Well thanks , Nort. You ' ll have to come down sometime
for a bite to eat after I get things remodeled . ''
"You're going to remodel the place?" asked Katie . "How
delightful! Isn't that delightful, Norton?"
"Yes, delightful," Norton agreed .
"You bet, Katie . I'm going to extend the counter and put
in a half dozen more swivel stools. Then I ' ll probably
enlarge the kitchen-it's kind of small, and I'm used to the
best, you know . I've even toyed with the idea of putting in a
dance floor. ''
"It sounds as though you've really got some big plans for
that place," said Katie .
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"Oh, he really does," said Melody.
"And I owe it all to the navy. They gave me one of the
most valuable skills a man could have," said Billy.
Norton had finished most of his meal and was picking
through the peas, separating them from the onions. His tie
was still on, and his coat was buttoned. He looked down at
the Missouri as it flowed to faraway places. He thought
about Huck Finn, and he wished he could float away on a
raft , too.
"So what exactly did you do in the war, Nort?" asked Billy.
"A little bit of everything, I guess. But mainly I was a
machine gunner," said Norton.
"Well, I guess there's not much of a demand for machine
gunners now that the war is over," said Billy .
"You never know," said Norton.
"Well, have you got any ideas for the future?"
Katie turned toward Billy and with affected excitement told
him about Norton 's job at the hardware store. "It promises
quite a future for him," she added.
"Is that right?" said Billy. "Well, Mel, if you're about
done, why don't we leave these two alone and take that walk
down to the pier that I promised you. I promised you that
walk a week ago, and you know how I am with promises .
That's called integrity, you know, and that's one thing a man
gets plenty of in the navy . I think all that responsibility in
Diego had something to do with it. Responsibility builds integrity , I've always said. A man has to know how to be
responsible, right Nort? "
Norton managed a half smile that suggested agreement and
then turned to Katie, hoping Billy would realize the conversation was over and leave . It almost worked.
"Say, those are pretty nifty boots you've got there, Nort , "
said Billy .
"Thanks," said Norton . "Bought them the other day."
"Where'd you pick them up at?"
"Down at Allen's Western Wear."
"Oh, wrong place to buy them, Nort. Their boots have
been known to fall apart after a little wear. I' II tell you
what, though . When those wear out in a few months , let me
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take you over to Jorgenson's Shoe Center in Hampton. My
uncle is the manager there, and he'll fix you up with a real
good pair. ' '
"These are a pretty good pair," said Norton.
"Well, keep it in mind."
Norton smiled. Billy turned away with Melody's hand in
his, and they made their way to the pier. Norton sat for a
minute and watched them descend the bluffs. The afternoon
sun shone brightly upon the church steeple, casting a shadow
like a dagger across the knoll and the tables where the food
had been. A few ears of corn lay cold on a platter. Salad
and vegetables had been slopped out of the bowls and onto
the white tablecloths. A couple of rolls had landed on the
ground and rolled beneath the tables.
"I think you have to understand him, Norton," Katie
interjected. "He's very high spirited, but he doesn't mean
anything by it. And it doesn't matter what he thinks about
your boots. They certainly are shiny, aren't they?"
"They are indeed. I must have buffed them for an hour
before church. Do you like them?"
"Oh yes. You have very good taste ."
Norton removed his tie and coat. He rolled his sleeves
halfway up his arms and tucked his trouser legs into the tops
of his boots. He felt better now that Billy had left with
Melody. He was alone with Katie, and it was a good feeling .
He had wanted to be alone with her for a long time , not
necessarily to talk, just to watch her . She was beautiful and
so pink it astounded Norton. Billy was·pink, also, but a
freckled, red-headed pink. Katie was more of a fresh pink.
He supposed she was soft, too, although he had never really
touched her. He was getting sleepy and the afternoon was
drawing on but he was comfortable beneath the elm, watching
Katie and the Missouri .
He could now see Billy down at the pier, laughing with
Melody as the cool Platte breeze carried their voices up the
hill. Their feet dangled from the pier into the water, splashing in the current as the water lapped against the supports
blackened with creosote . Norton's eyes grew heavy . He lay
back in the grass , his legs stretched out so his boots could
shine in the sun.
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He dozed for a few minutes, and saw some men smiling on
the deck of a ship. They were all smoking and pointing at
something in the water . Norton wanted to join them, to
somehow get to them and laugh with them, but, waking, he
realized they were all dead . Every one of those men had
gone down with the ship; sometimes Norton wished he could
have gone too .
"Are you okay, Norton?" asked Katie.
"Just fine. Just a little tired, though. But I'm so comfortable, and your hand is so soft . . . . "
Katie smiled. She watched Norton doze for a moment and
then she glanced down at the pier . Something seemed to be
wrong. She couldn't see her sister there, and Billy was jumping up and down frantically. She nudged Norton and he
snapped up. By this time they could hear Billy screaming for
help.
"Something is terribly wrong, Norton," said Katie. "I
think there's been an accident." She paused, then cried, "I
think it's Melody, Norton . She's fallen in the river!"
Katie let go of Norton's hand and ran toward the pier. He
got up and followed her for a moment, then passed her. His
legs were moving too fast as he came off the hill and onto the
pier. He stumbled, scuffing his boots.
"Oh gosh, Norton, do something. She fell against the
side of the pier and fell into the water. I thought she'd come
up, but I can't see her. You can swim. Jump in and look
for her. Please," Billy whimpered .
Norton pulled his shirt off and threw it behind him. He
was tugging off his boots as Katie came running down the
hill with a parcel of picnickers she had alerted on the way.
"Hurry, Norton," said Billy .
Norton jumped into the water and stayed down for a
minute or two. He came to the surface, panting and out of
breath . "Which side did she fall off?" he called.
"You're on the right side , Norton. That's where she
fell,'' said Billy .
Norton figured if Melody hadn't come to the surface yet,
she had probably been knocked unconscious and floated
underneath the pier itself. It was low to the water and
couldn't be reached without going under water and coming
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up under it. He went back under the water and swam below
the pier. The water was muddy , and he couldn't see a thing ,
so he started up. He knew he was under the pier because it
was dark. In a moment he came to the surface . There were
only about six inches of air space between the water and the
bottom of the pier. Above him he could hear people
crowding onto the pier ; their screams and shouts were
familiar.
He turned his head to the side so he could see if Melody
was beneath the pier . Just then a head of blond hair
bumped into him . It was Melody . She coughed, her body
lurching in convulsions. Norton grabbed her by the hair, the
only thing he could see to reach , and pulled her under the
water where he found an arm . He pulled her toward him ,
swam a few feet to make sure they were clear of the pier, and
then popped to the surface.
The crowd on the pier sighed in relief. Norton pulled
Melody to the edge of the pier where the Reverend Hilliard
and another man hoisted her up and placed her on her
stomach. They fumbled with her clothes and pounded on
her back, and in a few seconds she was coughing and spitting . She had a bad cut over her forehead, but she was alive.
Norton pulled himself onto the pier . One of the ladies
wrapped a white tablecloth around him. He sat there for a
moment, staring into the water.
When he stood up, most of the people on the pier had
moved to the shore with Melody . She, too, was wrapped in a
white tablecloth . Norton was glad to see her sitting up. He
supposed he didn't really dislike her after all.
Billy was still on the pier. He handed Norton his shirt .
"That was some rescue, Nort," he said . "I was just about
to jump in and get her myself when you came along."
"Billy, do me a favor," said Norton.
"Anything. "
"Get the hell away from me."
It felt good to say that, Norton thought . He walked to the
edge of the pier where he had left his boots . They were
gone. Maybe somebody had moved them, he thought . He
looked around-no sign. Just then, Billy, who was still on
the pier, spoke.
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"Did you lose something, Nort?"
"Did you see what happened to my boots?" Norton asked .
"I don't mean to be the bearer of bad news , Nort , but I
think the crowd probably knocked them into the water . They
were pretty close to the side, you know.''
Norton brought his hand to his face and rubbed his chin.
He walked to the far side of the pier , looking downstream for
any sign of his boots. The water glared at him . He thought
he saw something floating downstream, but it might have
been a thick strand of riverweed. He couldn ' t tell. He sat
on the edge of the pier and watched the Missouri as it weaved
away toward distant towns and counties. His boots were
gone . But he had saved a life , and that was something .
In the next issue of the Herald, Norton was applauded for
his heroics. The article appeared on the same page as an article
announcing the purchase of Sam's Diner by Billy Jones, a
brave veteran of the Second World War "
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''Well, so far you say you like everything I've told you
about our condominiums and resort here," Mr. Corbett
summarized. "Do you have any questions?"
"Just the big one, I guess," Karl answered .
''The big one?''
"Yeah, price. "
"Well, of course. Now believe it or not, I've been saving
the best for last ,'' Corbett laughed .
" So how much 're we talking about?"
"Well, that depends," Corbett said, lowering his voice so
it was almost impossible to hear above the music and the
jumble of conversations from the surrounding sales tables .
He always lowered his voice when he started talking about
prices.
"Depends on what?" Karl asked . Terri , his wife, looked
uninterested .
"I figured you 'd be smart enough to ask that," Corbett
smiled. "Really, it depends pretty much on whatever you
want it to depend. Today I'm going to give you a piece of
this resort for a price you'll help decide. I'm coming to
you. "
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"You don't have set prices?"
"Oh sure, we got a list," Corbett said, "but to heck with
it-today for you . Look, I know you like it here and you've
agreed that vacationing this way would help you keep the
family together and save you money . You say you don 't own
any real estate, which is understandable these days when it's
nearly impossible for kids like you to buy a home . So I
figured what the heck, you kids drove all this way to get
here, you' re the last people I' 11 talk to today, so I' 11 do you a
favor-throw in my commission if I need to, get you started
in real estate you can afford: timeshare condos. And this is
better than money in the bank. Now my philosophy is if I
couldn't help you get into one of these today, we 'd shake
hands and part as friends . So there's really no pressure on
my part. As you can see, the only pressure is that it's a great
deal. And since the price is your only question, I'm going to
work with you on that so we can make you owners here, '' he
said, winking. ' 'I'm going to let you steal one of these from
me today."
"So how much?" Karl asked .
Corbett knew he could hook Karl by his curiosity. It
had to be done that way. But he couldn't move him too
fast . Sink the hook. Make him ask for the price ten
times . "We're moving right into that," Corbett evaded.
"Remember, you're helping me in figuring the price. What
time of year do you see yourselves vacationing here?' '
''I take it that some times of the year are cheaper than
others,'' Karl said .
"Well, it's just that I can make you a little better deal in
some seasons that I can in others.''
Then Terri interupted, "Why don't you give us a list of all
the prices so we can go home and think this over for a couple
of weeks. This is still a new idea to us .''
Corbett was surprised by Terri's early attempt to shortcircuit his usually unnoticed, unchallenged suspense building.
So far she'd just been quiet, though passively quiet. "Well,
Terri, that's why I spend so much time with you while you're
here. My job's to help you learn all you need to know to be
able to make an intelligent decision about this today . Also ,
it's like I told you: prices can vary here when it's me you're
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talking to . You see, I'm their number one here . They gotta
give me pretty much whatever I ask. And I'll be asking for
an unbelievable deal for you." He held up his left index
finger and smiled a fatherly smile , pausing to let his milky
blue eyes contact theirs : hers then his . Then he steered their
eyes around the rest of the sales room with his practiced ' 'see
what I mean" expression. While looking across the room,
Corbett took a split-second stare at Tauna. He smiled
differently as he saw her leaning over the table in her
neckless dress . Her customers never even noticed she had
eyes , he thought . She still did well, though. Every week
she was in the running with Corbett and Donald for top
salesperson; Corbett believed she 'd do anything to get the
extra $200 bonus. Two weeks in a row she'd got it . But
she'd been sick a couple of days, so Corbett figured on
snatching up the two Benjamin Franklins this week-that is,
if he could outlast Donald 's luck with his experiment as
PieTTe. That guy could really develop a mystique with the
French accent he was learning.
"Okay?" Corbet asked as he brought his attention back to
the small , round table where they sat.
"But you don't really expect people to drive fifty miles to
get here , look at your rooms for an hour, and write you out a
check, just like that, do you?" Terri asked.
" Well, it's happening like that every hour all over the
country. One thing which makes it easier is that we have a
great financing plan. Really, what we're talking about is a
very simple idea, so it's a very simple decision. You agree
there 'll be lots of savings in this for you . The best time to
think about it's while you're here, while I can answer your
questions.''
"But I'd like to know if you expect us to sign our names to
anything today ."
Never firm up on the tables , Corbett reminded himself.
"Okay, well , then, yes . If I've done my job at all you'll see
that if we can get something that will fit your budget, you
ought to become owners today ."
Terri gave Karl a triumphant look.
''Maybe you could just give us a general idea of what the
cost would generally run," Karl asked, seeming worried that
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his wife might have been offensive .
Control, Corbett thought. "Now remember, my prices
vary ; what I suggest is that we go over just a few more things
and come back to that directly," Corbett said. He decided to
pitch a low-season condo: something cheap. Wouldn't be
much volume, but it was the only chance for a sale. The
price would suck them in. They'd never believe it could be
so cheap. Besides, selling unpopular weeks was good practice, and each low-week sale brought a $50 cash bonus. But
he had to help them think that buying such a week was their
choice . And he'd have to get them away from the question
about price until he could get them agreeing with him again .
"Looks like for you folks the best place to start' s with size .
As I told you, the studio home's a four-sleeper. Now here's
a little secret I don't tell just anyone: the one-bedroom condos sleep six, but they only trade for condos that sleep four.
That roll-away doesn't count. So you get as much trading
power, for when you go to Hawaii or wherever, with the
studio. Besides, you end up with just as much floor space , or
pretty close to it, if you use it here. If you bring a couple of
friends up for the week-say 'How' d you like to join Terri
and me at our condominium this week? '-you've got plenty
of room in the studio, and there's no sense in owning
something bigger than you'd need . Agreed?' '
Karl nodded.
"Okay, so a studio'll do just fine . Now let 's go back and
solve the time-of-year question, then talk money . Fair
enough?''
It was late afternoon and the air conditioner wasn't on .
Maybe it was broken, Corbett thought, or just turned off early to help hurry people along . What a day to wear a tie . He
loosened it. Then, since Karl had agreed to look specifically
at the studio condo, Corbett asked Terri if that would be
okay with her. She had been staring at the table, but looked
up at Corbett when he addressed her. Then she looked back
down . "Whatever," she said blankly.
''Now as you can see from our timeshare ownership board
on the far wall," Corbett pointed, "our inventory's getting
tighter every day; parts are already pretty picked over.
They'll be sold out soon. Most of our high season weeks're
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already gone. Crazy people. Go on vacation when everybody
else does, so it must hardly seem like a vacation. I own a
week in the winter and one in the summer-rent the summer
one out, or trade it for a week somewhere like Banyan Harbor
or the Kuhio Surf Club in Hawaii. But I' cl never give up
that winter week here . And I'll be honest-today I can make
you the best deal on a winter condo . I'll practically give one
to you."
"Why don't more people buy winter condos?" Karl asked.
"Ever know the masses to be right about anything?"
"But what would you do around here in the winter?"
• Corbett gave his smile of confidence, his ''I'm so glad you
asked" smile . Sometimes, as this time, he'd put a little bit
of surprise into the smile, so as to compliment his prospects
for asking such an intelligent question . These expressions
were always deliberate, relaxed, knowing .
He figured he could get Karl. He wanted to ask Terri
something. Answer Karl's question . With a question . Yes,
with a question . His smile gave him a couple of seconds to
think, made him look patient, not pushy, masked the several
approaches he considered each instant.
"Terri," he said, "wouldn't you just like to stop the world
for a week, have somewhere quiet where you and Karl could
take off to and just enjoy?" He lowered his head a little to
try to get her to meet his eyes. With his eyes he made
himself look vulnerable, as if her responding any way but
positively would devastate him . He was silent for a few
seconds, knowing that he'd lose the battle if he were the first
to speak after he'd asked even a moderately obligating question . He knew she'd give in to the discomfort of the silence
before he would. He moved his left hand across the table,
gently touching her wrist, and looked at her eyelids; she was
still looking down at the table .
"I personally like the idea," Karl said after a brief silence.
"Depends," Terri said, seeming not to have heard Karl's
comment.
"You stand behind Karl in his decisions, don't you?"
Corbett asked Terri.
She turned her neck to look out one of the picture windows . "We usually decide things together," she said, turn-
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ing back, challenging Corbett's eyes.
Corbett was losing momentum. He knew it. Women are
too easily offended, he remembered . Again he suggested,
"Well, okay, I guess we're ready to break the good news
about a price for the condominium you're interested in. No
harm in looking, is there?"
"Yeah, okay, let's look at it," Karl agreed. "Is that all
right with you?" he asked Terri.
Terri nodded .
"It might be a good investment for us, if not now,
sometime in the near future," Karl reassured her. Not
sometime, Corbett thought. He wondered what it would
take to get them thinking "today."
And Karl had mentioned investment. Where'd he ever get
that? Corbett had never mentioned it; couldn't get him for
"misrepresentation of a material fact" on that one . And yet
he never told anyone about the investment disclaimer on the
back of the purchase agreement . People hardly ever read the
back anyway. Last year, he'd heard, lots of people had been
told the project wot1ld be sold out by the year's end, and
since the developers weren't building any more condominiums the resale would be real good-supply and demand. "Investment could double in a year," they'd always
said. "Seen it happen before." But now it was doubtful
that they'd sell out completely by the end of this year . Not
as many people had been responding to the bulk mail offers.
Maybe everyone had collected enough free cameras, pen and
pencil sets, and industrial diamond necklaces (diamond chips
swept off the factory floor) from other resorts' mail bribes.
Maybe the word was out that the few valuable summer weeks
left in the inventory were over-priced. Whatever the reason,
the number of prospects was down , sales were down, so last
year's buyers who had speculated on this year's promised onsite resale program were stuck, unhappy.
$50 cash SPIF on low weeks, Corbett reminded himself.
Management wanted to move them. Wouldn't even let a
high week go any more unless it was packaged with a low
week. All these young people coming in now couldn't even
afford homes. Mailing to the bottom of the barrel. Dirtbags . At least they were better than some of the tombstoners
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who'd been coming in lately. Clowns. Had to get them to
obligate themselves, thinking "today ."
"Now here's the deal . I've taken enough time to tell you
all you 'll ever need to know about our timeshare program.
You say you like it and you see how it will save you money .
You like the idea of trading to different resorts in the world
and staying for nothing . So it's to your advantage for me to
do all I can to help you get one of these . Since you said the
price was your only question , if we can find a price that 's affordable in a studio condo , would there be anything that
would stop you from getting involved in our program
today?"
"I think we 'd better think about it, Karl," Terri said.
" Oh , I can definitely understand that ," Corbett butted in.
''I'd feel the same way . Probably sounds too good to be
true . But I'll tell you there's absolutely no catch: it's an
idea whose time has come. Look here," he demanded, pulling out a well-used newspaper article , "ALDA reports that
timeshare sales in the U.S. have doubled every year since
1977 ." He pointed to the word "doubled," then folded the
article, continuing, "and I could show you another article
which says the annual appreciation is over 32 percent. At the
same time, as you know , residential real estate's been a loser .
Timesharing's the best place for anyone's money right now,
best way to get your foot in the door, get inflation on your
side . I used to be area manager for a life insurance company,
but the first time I heard about this I knew someday I'd be
selling it because that's what I believed in. You got to sell
what you believe in .
''Anyway, if I understand your situation right, and I think
I do , the only thing you need to consider is price. You said
there weren't any more questions . So if we can find a price
that 's agreeable to you , there wouldn't be anything else that
would stop you from picking one of these up today, would
there?''
"Yes. No matter how good a deal is , I like to sleep on it .
And I don 't like buying under high pressure ," Terri said.
" We 're not the kind of people who have money to throw
around on the spur of the moment .''
" Really , I think Terri would agree that a lot depends on
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price-how good a deal this is," Karl told Corbett.
Corbett wasn't so sure, nor was he sure it was worth it to
pay any more attention to Terri . "I want to think about it"
was as good as "NO ." He 'd learned about that the first
week on the job; no such thing as a "be-back." Now he
didn't let anyone leave still thinking about it. Either they'd
buy, or once he was sure he'd lost them he'd make them admit that the reason they wouldn't buy was because they
didn't like the program (after he'd previously had them tell
him they liked the program), then he'd insinuate that they 'd
lied, and stolen his time-which he could have been spending more profitably with honest people or with his family .
''I'll be frank with you," Corbett quickly said. "I can give
you a lot better deal today than I ever can again. In fact,
I've decided to give you my week's bonus points so you'll
have a substantial first-tour discount . And that 's because the
good questions you've asked and the time you've spent here
today tell me that you're very serious about this . Remember,
we're working against an inventory which gets tighter every
day , every hour . And there's always a chance of a price increase . So if, I emphasize if, we can get you a condo for a
price you say you can afford , there'd be nothing stopping you
from taking advantage of this today , right?"
"How can I say what I can afford until I know the price? "
Karl asked .
Good. Had to keep Karl asking for the price. "Well, we
can come to your price as soon as we agree that you 'd go
ahead and get one of these today-only if we can make it
comfortably affordable to you . Otherwise there's really no
sense in talking money because it'd be a different story after
today . Remember , I'm only doing this for your advantage.
Most salesmen would just tell you how much you 'd have to
pay. I' 11 let you help decide. I want to help you kids get
started . "
''But how can I know if I can afford it until you give me at
least an idea of what the price should be?" Karl asked, obviously frustrated at the deadlock.
"Okay," Corbett said, "let's take a short-cut. If there was
a bank down the street paying you 32 percent interest, would
you put any money into it?"
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Karl looked unsure about how this related, but answered ,
"Don't know why not , whenever I had some extra."
"So you've got a little money you could spare each month
to invest if you could get it into the right situation. Now, if
I could get you into real estate here , which not only makes
you as much money as that bank would , but also lets you use
your money by giving you and your wife a free vacation every
year for the rest of your life-for a one-time price-you'd get
involved in our program today . Am I right? "
" I think so," Karl said hesitantly.
Not good enough, Corbett thought . Got to get him boxed
better than that. "Would you?" Corbett asked .
" Well, okay. " Karl looked at Terri; she wouldn't look
back.
"Okay. Of course, " Corbett confirmed. "Now how
much could you put into that bank on a monthly basiscomfortably?" Corbett could still see no expression on Terri's
face . He decided to play as if he'd lost her.
" Maybe $30 a month," Karl answered readily.
"You could do that comfortably, then ," Corbett half
asked, half stated.
"Probably. "
"Probably," Corbett repeated. "Would $30 be a
problem?"
''Not right now because I work in building construction
and it's been pretty good lately. But you never know for sure
about lay-offs.''
"All right , you can handle $30-just a dollar a day. Look
at it that way . Heck, my paper boy could afford that. The
manager might laugh me out of here for asking if I can go
this low, but I gave my word that I'd let you choose the
price, and you'd have to agree that if you could get a
valuable piece of Warranty Deeded real estate for your price
we 'd have a deal, right?"
"Yeah, most likely."
"Most likely?" Corbett asked . "You said you could
afford $30 a month."
" But for how long? "
" That'd be on a seven-year contract , 14 percent simple
interest. Can't stretch them any longer than that, and you
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can't beat the interest rate these days. Buys you the Warranty
Deed to an interest in the property-fee simple . For you we'll
pay all the closing costs and, like I told you , we'll send you a
Title Insurance Policy when you get the property paid for.
Once it's paid for it's all yours-forever . You can pass it on
to your kids, after you get some. You've got tomorrow's
vacation guaranteed at today's price, got inflation on your
side. And as inflation ups the value of your real estate,
you'll actually be getting paid to go on a vacation. This
thing'll've made you richer by tomorrow. Just the opposite
of driving a new car off the lot . And if you ever do have
money troubles, you can sell the condo yourself or you can go
through a realtor or we should have a resale program going
on here and we'd sell it for a minimal commission . Make
yourselves some money . ''
"Can I talk with her about this for a minute?" Karl asked ,
nodding toward Terri.
"Sure, " Corbett said, planning on remaining seated unless
they had the nerve to ask him to leave. This was not a good
time to leave them alone .
"Alone," Terri stated.
' 'Sure, ' ' Corbett smiled. ' 'I' II go check on this price and
make sure it's okay to sell it that cheap . Haven 't had anyone
talk me down like this since I practically lost my job at the
beginning of the sales year in April-I went just as low
then. ' '
Corbett stood up, vowing to himself. that if Karl couldn't
talk Terri into making the deal, he'd make them both sorry
they'd ever heard of this place . He knew he didn 't have
them perfectly boxed, but figured he could get them anyway .
He remembered he hadn't told them about the yearly
homeowners' assessment . That was something they hadn't
asked about , though .
Corbett decided to give them three minutes alone , then go
in and haul them away . He left , saying he 'd check on what
prizes they 'd won .
" Don't you think it's a good deal, honey? " Karl asked .
"You promised we wouldn 't buy anything today no matter
how good it sounded. We were warned this is what these
places were like. ' '
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"But I never knew how good it was, or that we could get
one so cheap. We got a steal. Don't you think we should go
ahead? Thirty bucks a month is nothing. And we could
always sell it."
"We don't even know what the thing's worth . He came
to $30 too fast . And he's too high pressure. If it's really
worth it we'll still want it when we've thought about it for a
while ."
"But he said the price will be higher. And talking about
high pressure, this guy's no worse than the salesman who
tried to sell.me a suit last week. But you weren't like this to
. "
h1m.
"That's not the issue. This is a larger commitment."
"Well, for $30 a month, I'm sold, regardless of what kind
of salesman we've got . I can't see what you have against it,
except wanting to think about it, and I don't see that as a
good enough reason to pay more for it later. I'll use my own
money for it.''
"Karl, if you came back and wanted to buy it next week,
he 'd give it to you for the same price.''
"You think so?"
"Yes. And who'd want to be here in winter anyway?
There's nothing to do here; even Mr. Know-It-All couldn't
think of anything. I'll lay odds he doesn't even have one of
these.''
"So you think he's been lying? You think this place is no
good? Look at that inventory board-all the people who've
bought here . ''
"Like our friendly salesman said, 'Did you ever know the
masses to be right?' I surely don't know who you'd get to
come here with you in winter. ' '
"You might be right about winter. But you have to
remember that's when work is usually slower. And there's
always the trade . . . ''
' 'I'm sure it 'd take more than a lot of luck to get a trade
for what he wants us to buy . When do you think Hawaii's
low season is?"
"You might have a point there, but I'm also looking at
this as an investment-and I think it's a good one. We've
got inflation on our side . I told him I'd buy if he could get
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it for $30 . I can't break my word."
"What do you mean break your word? He's coerced you.
Besides, you know that's what they try to do around here:
force you to make a commitment and then make you believe
you can never change your mind. They make you think it
has something to do with integrity. Karl, I just don't think
we should buy anything under these circumstances.' '
"You know," Karl returned, "I don't care about the
circumstances. I don't see anything wrong with making a
quick decision here , or even an emotional one . I'm tired of
everything always having to be so rational with you. I like
this idea. And I think we should go along with it . I really
d0 . "
"Well I don't, and there's no way I'm signing anything
today. So just tell him you've changed your mind and let's
go home . We've listened to this guy for an hour and a half,
and I'm hungry. "
Karl and Terri waited , silently, for a moment before
Corbett came back carrying a brown portfolio and three gifts :
an instamatic camera, a Genuine Leather llama Image flight
bag, and a pen and pencil set. The mail-o-gram said they'd
only win two gifts, with no obligations . They'd known they
wouldn't win the car or boat.
"Congratulations," Corbett greeted them, setting down
the gifts and holding his hand out for Karl to shake it .
"This pen and pencil set's for our new owners, and you've
won the camera and luggage just for coming today. This
portfolio is your complimentary owner's packet. The big man
went for the $30; come over here to the owner's board so we
can pick you out a second home that'll be yours forever."
Karl and Terri stood up and followed him to the owner's
board , Terri staying close to keep the pressure on Karl.
Arriving at the board, Corbett turned around and continued
speaking: 'Tm sure you'll want to be on top so you can get
the best view. I could get you into a top-floor condo in
either January or February, except for the fust week in
January . One hundred clams down today and it's yours-got
my secretary already working on the contract so we can take
care of things in a hurry for you . You've got to be hungry
by now . Which month, Karl , January or February?"
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"I guess we'll take one in January."
"Okay, week three inJanuary," Corbett said. "That's in
unit 36."
Terri turned around and slowly walked back to their table,
threading herself through the maze of tables and chairs
which overcrowded the half-populated room. She continued
standing, staring at a stereo speaker. Then she looked at a
wall poster, a beach scene captioned "Your Endless
Vacation .'' Corbett and Karl laughed together as they
continued to point at the inventory board . Terri looked
toward them, then Corbett turned and met her stare. He
wondered if she'd carry out this stubborn duel to the end.
He'd have to change the contract if she wouldn't sign .
Terri sat down, looking at Corbett's notepad. At the top
of the page were the words "Rent" and "Own." Corbett
had had her cross out "Rent" and underline "Own" early in
the presentation. At an adjacent table a salesman asked
another young couple, "If I could get you into something
that was affordable, is there anything that would keep you
from .. . ''
Corbett's voice broke above the buzz of music and conversation: "Hold your horses everyone. Karl here has just
become the owner of our last condo in week three . That's
number six off the board today.'' Karl smiled as the other
salespeople applauded and whistled .
Terri looked away.
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Rothko : Black on Grey, 1970
I.

Black

There were four howling colors here before;
Lamplight after shadows found no grey.
Still in the eye all colors change by light,
As though the light , voice-like, within their core
Could chant for life, could choke the sound away ,
Till deepest of all roar the dull leaden nights :
Outside , the pellitory, climbing night,
Winds a sinew, grips an apple core
(Winter hard is dropping), and fades away
Into the black and life-inhaling light .
Outside the green tormented wall, before
The window , is an agitated grey .
Dreams Rothko simple color: black on grey .
(Unseen, but seen, the darkened eye of night ,
Stirred murmuring by shadows there before ,
Appears and disappears the work away .)
So white the canvas under wintry light,
The shadow drawing from the inner core ,
A single river white diffuses from the core
Of two darkling spaces veiled in night .
One might , as one black plane suffusing grey ,
Speak of death as my father dead before ,
But psyche's wings adjust the chuted light ,
By deeper hues , by darkness wash away .
Early he began to blur his dreams away .
The unaffected solely go before
As Charon and the lady ferry into night
On Acheron , travelling over grey
Green swells where death lacks color at its core,
And those who sleep no longer need the light :
One who does not die, darkens with the light .
But what eyes smoulder, what sight , ashen-grey,
Will whiten this man 's fire-ruptured core?
Sprinkle him with dust, and on the path of Night,
Face-downward , put his ash away .
What seems an end has been an end before .
At the White Rock, floating toward night,
One imagines light . But there is water grey
To cross and Rothko still before .
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II .
I believe certain actions downward fall,
And down as we fall, we sing them all.
But had we not seen this, too, one nightA mixture of pale grey below the blackWe would have felt somehow ourselves that
Moving toward darkness
Was a kind of light
That neither stasis nor silence can express .
III .

Grey

It was an attitude that regarded grey
Or black as color; it brought around the night,
And when night came, he regarded it before
His time and put the simple color away .
For there was something cold came thus to light
That much distorted and dislodged his core .
After so many years of paint, was it the night
That moved his sleeplessness more than before ,
Or was it a sudden dryness of the grey
Mistral, thinning through darkness his tethered light
Like a candle's shadow at end, that whipped his core
Until diminishing, a final urge gave way?
But he no longer bears destroying before
Our eyes . And his heart, born dark from a grey
Womb, returns uncolored into dust-no light ,
No fire. Weary of this whitened core,
A departing shade swirls slowly away,
Drawing a dark eye into weightless night.

STEVEN WAL LACE
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Notes

I.

14

darkened eye of night: Aeschylus The Pemans II . 426- 28:
lamentations, cries
Possessed the open sea, until the black
Eye of evening, closing , hushed them .

I. 19 single n·ver white: Some scholars believe that the name of the river Achero n derives
from the Greek word Acherois, "white poplar ," which occu rs in Homer's Iliad (XVI. 482), the
feeling be ing that the term is probably quite old , like most tree names, and Acheron should be
the original single riv~r in a grove that the dead had to cross.

I . 23 chuted light: After Rothko received a co mmissio n to do th e murals for the Houst o n
chapel , his last major undertaking , he co nverted a ca rriage-h ouse into a studi o, also his last. He
then placed a parachute over his skylight to adjust the natural light that ca me in during daylighi
hours , since he preferred at this stage of his life to keep things relati vely dark .
I.

28

travelling over grey green swells : Euripides Helen 1501 -2:
over the grey green saltswe ll and
blue fleshed pale foam of the sea.

I.

29

death lacks color at its core: Homer lltad 23 . 103-4:
Oh , wonder' Even in the house of Hades there is left somet hin g, a sou l and an image,
but th ere is no rea l heart of life in it.

For Ho mer, the dead lack color because they lack blood. Hence, when Odysseus descends in to
the underworld , those dead he meets must drink blood before they can speak (Odyssey XI. 99).

I.

30

And those who sleep .

: Hesiod Works and Days 152-55:

Yet even these, destroyed beneath the hands of each ot her , went down into the moldering doma in of cold Hades ; nameless; for all they were formidable black death se ized
them and they had to forsake the shining sunlight.

Epigrammata Graeca, II , 298 . 3-4:
For I see no bright light , nor do I hear anything,
but leav ing the sunlight am in dark sleep .
I . 34 spn'nk/e him wrth dust : This refers to a ritual practiced
by elephants at the passing of a friend .
I.

37

the Whrte Rock: Homer Odyssey 24 . 11 - 14 :
They went along, and passed the Ocean stream , and the White Rock, and passed t he
gates of Helios the Sun , and the country of dreams, and presently arrived in the meadow
of asphodel. This is the dwelling p lace of souls, images of dead men .

I.

4 2 But had we not seen this ..

W . B. Yea ts, "The Shadowy Waters ," II . 29-40:

First Sailor. I saw them on that night as well as you.
But when I had ea ten and drunk myself as leep
My courage came again.
Second Sai lor . But that's not all.
The other night , while he was playing it ,
A beautifu l young man and girl came up
In a white breaking wave; th ey had the look
Of those who are ali ve for ever and ever.
First Sailor. I saw them too , one night. Forage! was playing ,
And they were listening there beyond the sail.

Notts

He cou ld not see them, but I held out my hands
To grasp the woman .
Second Sailor. You have dared to touch her ?
First Sai lor. 0 she was but a shadow, and sli pped from me.
I.

49

11 brought around the night: W . B. YeatS , "Meru , " II . 9-14 :

Hermits upon Mount Meru or Everest,
Caverned in night under the drifted snow,
Or where that snow and winter's dreadful blast
Beat down upon their naked bodies , know
That day brings round the night, t hat before dawn
His g lory and his monuments are gone .
I.

50

And when night came: W . B. Yeats, "The Grey Rock ,"
II . 95-97 .
'Twas roundly spoke, but when night came
He had betrayed me to his grave,
For he and the king's son were dead .

I.

52

there waJ something cold came thuJ to light: Shakespeare, Much Ado about Nothing ,
4 . 01. 111 - 13 :
D . John Come , let us go. These things come thus to light,
Smother her sp iritS up .
Bene . How doth the lady'
Beat .
Dead , I think .

I.

54

After so many years : W . H . Auden , " The Dark Years, " 11 . 3- 8:
after so many yea rs the light is

novel st ill and immensely ambitious,
but, translated from her own informal world,
the ego is bewildered and does not want

a shining novelty this morning .
and does not like the noise or the people.
I.

58

a candle's shadow at end: William Empson, "Lega l Fiction ,"
II . 15- 16:
Earth's exis varies; you r dark central cone
Wavers , a candle's shadow , at the end .

I.

60

he no longer bears destroying .

: W . H . Auden, "Herman Melville , " II. 17- 19,

24- 26:

Evil is unspectacular and always human ,
And shares our bed and eats at our cable,
And we are introduced to Goodness eve ry day,
It is the Evil that is helpless like a lover
And has to pick a quarrel and succeeds,
And both are open ly destroyed before our eyes.
I.

61

heart, born dark: Pindar , Fragment 225 :
Whenever a god sends joy to a man ,
he knocks hard on the heart which was black before .

When the Greek poets were writing about the inner man , they regarded darkness as the normal
state of the internal organs, probably because they were fami liar with thei r physical appearance .
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nscapt

Whiteness of the internal organs was indicative of abnorma lity , as we sec in the case o f Pelias (sec

note to line 63 below) . Thus a "heart born dark" is a normal heart , ahh ough the suggestion is
that , due to the g rey womb , it will begin to turn light until it becomes a white (abnormal) heart .

grey womb : Pindar "Pythian Ode " 4. 98:
What groundling wo man let you forth from a grey womb '

I.

62

re/urns into dust : Job 34: 15:
All flesh shall perish together, and men shall turn again unto dust.
Psalms 104:29:
Thou hidest thy face, they are troubled : thou takest away their brea th , they di e, and
return

to

their du st.

no light, no fire: Shakespeare , Pendes, 3. 01 . 55- 60:
Lye.
Per .

63

Here she lies, sir .
A terrible child-bed has thou had , my dear ,
No ligh t , no fire . Th' unfriendl y elements
Forgot thee utterl y, nor have I time
To give thee hallow 'd to thy grave, but straight
Must cast thee , scarcely coffin'd, in the ooze.

whitened core: Pindar "Pythian Ode " 4. 109- 10:
For I hear that unrighteous Pelias , trusting in his white hea rt , took power by force from
my parents, the legitimate possessors .

I.

64

A departing shade: Homer Odyssey II. 218- 22:
but it is only what happens to all mortals when they die .
The sinews no longer hold the flesh and the bones togethe r,
and once the spirit has left the white bo nes, all the rest
of the body is made subject to the fire 's stro ng fury ,
but the soul fliuers out like a dream and flies away .

swirls slowly: Mark Rothko , "Slow Swirl at the Edge of the Sea," 1944 Oil on
Canvas, 75" x 84'/•" ·
I.

65

dark eye: Sophocles Anllgone 1302-4:
There , at the alt ar, dying o n the sword,
She closed her darkened eyes, but first she mourned
The glorious grave of Megareus, wh o died first.
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